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Foreword

One of the omnipresent problems of advanced graduate edu-
cation is the fact that students take such a long time to earn their
doctoratesindeed, such a large proportion never finish writing
the dissertation that they have been categorized undepkthe pseudo-
degreedesignation ABD (All But the Dissertation). Conside4ring
the widespread nature of this phenownon, it is amazing that
until quite recently very little empirical evidence has been availa-
ble concerning its extent and characteristics.
. This study was conducted by Kenneth M. Wilson, Research
Associate, Southern Regional Education Board, with the assist-
ance and advice of a committee composed of three graduate
deans: the late Dudley R. Hutcherson of the iftniversity of Mis-
sissippi; Alexander Heard, formerly of the University of North
Carolina and now, Chancellor, Vanderbilt University; and J. B.
Page, fgrmerly of Texas A & M University and now at the Iowa
State University. John K. Folger, formerly Associate Director for
Kesetit,ch, Southern Regional Education Board, and now Gradu-
ate De Florida State University, also provided advice and
assistance. In 1963,'a summary and commentary on the study by
Alexander Heard was published by SREB under the title, The
Lost Years in Grqduate Education. it is a pleasure now.to make
available a comprehensive report of the Southern study.

In a number of respects the information collected was suffi-
ciently comparable to the types of information collected in certain
national studies to make comparisons possible. In general these
comparisons indicate that, insofar as the length of doctoral train-
ing is concerned, the experiences of Southern gradugte schools
are quite similar to those of institutions in' other parts of the
country. In several respects, however, the Southern study deals
with aspects of the question upon which previpus studies have
hot touched, and for this reason, it should be of more than
regional interest and importance.

WINFRED L. GODWIN, Director
Southern Regional Education Board
Atlant,. Georgia
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

ne of the most significant developments of recent years
has been increased public recognition of the crucial
importance to modern society-of individuals with ad-
vanced graduate and professional preparation, ac-
companied by increased *demand and heightened

competition for the services of such individuals to fill positions in
industry, government, and education. At the same time, graduate
enrollments have risen substantially, programs of graduate study
have been extended to new fields and to new institutions, and
programs of financial assistance and support for graduate edu-
cation in the major academic and professional fields have been
vastly augmented.

Despite the increased popularity and productivity of the
nation's graditate schools, however, the demand for their,products,

.particularly those with doctorate degrees, has continued to ex-
ceed the available supply. While there is lack' of consenMis among
informed observers regarding the extent to which this imbalance
between supply and demand is, or is likely to become 'critical,"1
current competition for .highly educated .individuall-has given
impetus to efforts directed toward increasing the supply (e.g.,
recruiting individuals to.graduate study, developing more efficient
and functional programs of graduate education, etee).

, .1n this context; many. perennial problems. o<f graduate edu-
cation have` been discussed and debated with ren&ed interest
and an increased sense of urgency. Featured .prominently in such
disc sions has been the length of time involved in doctoral

ration which has emerged as one of the major issues in
graduate education (e.g., see Berelson, 196p and Carmichael,
1961),

L,

For a discussion of different points of view regarding the supply-demand 4picture in the case of Ph.D. graduates, see Chase (1964) and Berelson (1960).

4
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THE DZ./RAYON ISSUE
N

let, The issue of time and the doctorate does not derive directly
frOm consideration of doctoral requirements, per se. The doc-
torate has developed as "a degree bestowed upon an indiyidual
for a particular and unique combination of abilities demon-
strated in a particular program of courses: examinations and
research," (Rosenhaupt, 1958) and its requirements aril not
couched in terms of specific time units; Or, as Prior (1962) has
put it, "The Ph.D. is an open-end degree; its final requirement is
an indegtndent investigation, and the, presentation of results in
acceptabl% form; [and] although practical considerationS can
and must act as a check on the duration' of this exercise, it cannot
be circumscribed: by an exact, preordained time limit." Hence,
no fixed amount of time is specified for doctoral .preparation.
M'oreover, there is little debate regarding period of time during
which it ,is "expected" that students,- assuming sustained effort,
should be able 'to complete, all doctoral requirements-Fthr94o
four calendar years in most fields. Primarily at issue is thg
amowit of time taken by students en route to a doctorate aud the
way in which this time is distributed.

In more specific terms, interest in the length of titne involvOd
in doctoral preparation has derived mainly frorp cqnsideration of
(a) the total period of time during which individuals normally
select, enter upon and complete the programs of studies, exami-
nations and research which culminate in the 'award of the degree,
namety; the interval between the ,baccalaureate and doctorate
degrees and (b) characteristic _patterns and rates of student

' progress toward the doctorate during this petiod.
In the first instance reports of he National Academy of Sci-

encesNationalReseareh Council (e.g., NAS-NRC 1948, 1955,
-1956 and, particularly, 1963) have called attention to the fact
that the time lag between the baccalaureate and doctorate degrees
(BA-PHD time lapse') is quite substantial in every field. During
the period 1950-1959, for examp16, BA-PHD time lapse means
for' over 25 doctorat fields ranged' from .a low ,of about seven
years in chemistry to a high of 15 years in Education, with
means for broad academic areas as follows: physical 'sciences,

- 7 years; biological sciences, 8 yeast's; social sciences, 10 years;
arts and profesional fields, 12 years (NAS -NRC, 1963). These
studies have indicated not-only substantial differences among the
disciplines in BA-PHD time lapse, but also'maiked

' differences within every -discipline.

4 4
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M -for patterns of progress toward the doctorate, not all the
BA-PHD period is given over to graduate study- or to work di-
rectly involved in securing the degree. In a recent national survey
of graduate education, for example, doctoral graduates estimated
that they spent, on the average, only about 3.2 years (median,
all fields) "full-time equivalent, in work directly involved in se-
curing the degree;" for arts and sciences graduates the average

. ,..was slightly higher, namely, 3.5 years. (Berelson, 1960) These
figures, of course, are small in relation to the time-lapse averages
and/they also closely approximate "expected" time expenditure.
However, they represent an abstraction; the total amount of work
"directly involved in securing the degree" may be distributed
over varying periods of time-5, 7, 17 or even 27 years.

The fact that progress toward the degree need. not conform
to a fixed attendance pattern and time schedule is a distinctive
feature of PhD: programs althotrgb certain patterns and time
schedules may have developed as characteristic of certain fields.
Ari individual may begin graduate work immediately after receiv-
ing the bachelor's degree or he' may delay entry into graduate
school; he may study full time or he inay study part time; he
may be in residence from the beginning of graduate study to con-
ferral of the doctorate or he may be intermittently in and out of
"residence" with periods of full-time professional employment
intervening.

kn some fields, the amount of tirne-aevoted to full-time ern-
ployment during the predoctoral period may be substantially
greater than the amount of time devoted directly to completion
of degree requirements while in others the opposite may be true.
To consider extrethe cases only, fecent data (NAS-NRC, 1963)
on predoctoral professional employment experience in ten major
fields reveal a median foriall fields of 4.6 years (mean BA-PHDtime lapse, all fields, was about 10"years), but field employ;
ment medians ranged from a low of 1.4 years in chemistry
(with mean' BA-PHD lapse of about .7 years) to a high of
12.5 yeais in Education (the, field with the longest ,,BA-PHD,
time lapse, namely 15 years).2 While little was reported 're-
garding the way in which the remaining time of these indi-
viduals during the predoctoral period was distributed, it is clear

2Medians for predoctoral professional employment by. academic areas wereas follows: physical sciences, 2,6 years; biological sciences, 3.4 years; socialsciences, 4:6 years; arts and professions, 5.8 years. Data reported were for,theperiod 1957-1961.

13



that time "in progress to the doctorate" is composed of varying
mixtures of time devoted to work directly involved in completing
degiee requirements and time devoted to other activities, includ-
ing professional employment.

The Pbssibility of Expediting Doctoral Preparation

Generally speaking, then, attainment of the doctorate rep-
resents the culmination of a complex and rather loosely struc-
tured process carried out over relatively long periods of time
(a) which vary in, average duiation from field to field, (b) the
duration of which for a given individual cannot be specified in
advance, and (c) during much of which an individual may be
engaged in activities not directly related to the completion of
degree, requirements.

The possibility of reducing, time taken to attain the doctorate
of expediting and "tightening" the loosely structured process
of doctoral preparation in the major doctorate fieldshas an
obvious appeal during a period when doctoral graduates are in
great demand. If the average time involved in "doctbral prepara-
tion' could be reduced, for example, it would be 'possible to
confer more degrees during a given period of 'time. More expe-
ditious completion of degree programs, it may be. argued, is
potentially desirable on other grounds as well. For example,
earlier attainment of the degree would men for the individuals
involved, earlier establishment of "full professional status" 9d
hold out the possibility of longer and more productive, indepen-
dent scholarly and professional careers.3 x

Hovever; notwithstanding the attractiveness of these and
other putative outcomes of expediting and "tightening" the pro-
cess of doctoral preparation, a number of questions remain at

3Degree candidates/may "practice their professions" before obtaining the
Ph.D. and a great many of their' do so. However, the course of their career,
much of their personal life, and bo ir attitudes toward and their status in

c "professional employment" prior to' attainment of the doctorate may be influ-
enced profoundly by-their doctoral aspirations. This point has beers made, for ,
example, by Pressey (1949) in discussing the impact of a prolonged predoctoral
period for the doctoral aspirant. Said Pressey, viewing the matter retrospec-
tively, "over much of the [BA-PHD] period and perhaps all of it, [the degree
recipient's] career was probably dominated by the purpose of securing a Ph.D.
financially, perhaps as to marriage and the family, and usually vocationally,
since the positions he held priorlo receiving the doctorate were regarded as
temporary, and, his final vocation was contingent upon his success in the gradu-
ate program." See also Pressey (1944 and 1962) and Wolfle (1964) for addi-
tional comments on the importance of expeditious completion of doctoral
requirements from the point of view of enhancing the productivity -and -pro-
fessional status of the individual. :tt.

14
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issue. Those who would consider the development of more struc-
tured and efficient approaches to preparation must deal with a
number of basic questions such as the following:

`Can the process of doctoral preparation be expe-
dited significantly within the framework of existing
degree requirements without reducing the quality of
preparation or altering the basic outcomes posited for
Ph.D. programs? If so, to what extent, in which fields,
and by what methods?

To what extent are differences among the disci-
plines in chaiacteristic patterns and rates of progress
toward the doctorate a function of 'intrinsic differences
among the disciplines in respect to the "rate of ma-
turation" of scholars and scholarship, as opposed to
differences in "customary or traditional practice," or
other extrinsic factors (e.g., level of financial support,
conditions of the Market place, etc)?

To what extent and in what ways is predoctoral pro-
fessional employment experience relevant to the Oh-
jectiyes of dodtoral programs in the various disciplines?

Theie are, of course, many other equally relevant questions.
Also at issue, generally speaking, is the question of giving more
specific form and structure to a process which is basically open-
ended, which stresses 'independent work and the development of
individdalized programs of study and research, which takes place
in ah atmosphere which is task- rather than time-oriented, and
which traditionally -has been characterized by a high degree of
permissiveness in respect to both the pattern and the pace of
student progress.

Starting from such a model, the problem for those who would
seek to achieve a reduction in the amount of time taken by
students, to complete all requirement's for the doctorate degree
by developing more structured preparation programs is, in
essence, how to escape the Charybdis of work's Parkinionian
expandability while avoiding the Scylla of Procrustean rigidity.

NEED FOR BASIC INFORMATION

Evaluation of these and'other questions pertaiming to the
duration issue presupposes the availability of basic faatual infor-

5
.
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mation about the patterning and duration of graduate study proc-
ess as reflected in the behavior and circumstances of individuals
during the predoctoral period. Yet, despite the current promi -/
nence of the duration issue and its recognized status as a. "ha
perennial"- in the field of graduate education,4 there is actuallya.
dearth of information about patterns and rates of student prog-
ress toward the doctorate in a variety :of disciplines_ and in dif-
ferent institutional contexts. There have been relatively ,few
normative analyses of the graduate study prociss designed to
provide information about the study-patterns of students, their
circumstances and problems during the graduate years, the
amount of time they normally take to complete particular re;
quirements, the amount of timethey spend in residence, etc.; or
studies designed to identify the personal and situational variables
associated with "rate of progress to the doctorate" or other rele-
vant,criteria of student performance in doctoral study.

Data bearing most directly on one or another aspect of the
duration issue have been generated during the course of a small
number of significant studies, most of them recent, which have
differed widely in scope and emphasis, including, for example,
institutional studies such as those at Harvard, (Elder, 1958) and
Columbia (Rosenhaupt, 1958); national surveys of graduate
work in particular disciplines such as those in economics
(Bowen, 1953); history (Perkins and Snell, '1962); and Educa-
tion '(American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education,
1960); studies of graduate Student finances suciras that by Davis
(1962); basic normative:alialYses of doctorate production and
surveys of doctoral graduates by the National Academy of
SciencesNational Research Council as previously cited; and,
general studies and/or critical analyses of graduate education
such of those by Carmichael (1961) and by Berelson (1960).

Tkese studies, none of -which has focused exclusively on
the duration issue, have provided much useful information about
the process of graduate study, including information about pat-
terns and rates of Student progress toward the doctorate in cer-
tain fields and institutions;: they have called attention to the

4Not, however, without some shift in the focus of concern over the years.
The Federation of Graduate Clubs, for example; at its second annual meeting
in 1901, recommended three years as the minimum time for the doctorate as a
means of avoiding the "undesirable extremes of specialization." As compared
to a lesser period of time, the three-year period would afford time for more
extensive and broadening preparation, in the view of the Federation. (Associa-
tion of American Universities, 1901 46).

6



variety of personal and situational variables which may influence
the course of doctoral preparation. They have also suggested
sdmething of the inherent complexity of the duration question,
consideration of .which must inevitably involve questions regard-
ing the articulation of undergraduate and graduate study, the
organization of graduate curricula, the financial support of grad-
uate students, the preparation of college teachers, and The process
of career development, to name only a few of the more imme-
diately relevant- considerations.

Insofar as they have been directly concerned with "dura-
tion," these studies have suggested not only the inherent corn-.
plexity of the issue itself, but also tile difficulties involved in basic
description and analysis of "dine spent in progress toward the
doctorate." There is no established methodological and concep-
tual framework for assessing, measuring, or (more simply) for
describing patterns and rates of progress toward the doctorate.
Hence, problems of communicating, interpreting, and comparing
"factual" data abound, even at the most elementary levele.g.,
that of determining/"how long it actually takes to get a doc-
torate "

In a much more general sense, these studies reflect a grow-
ing awareness among those most directly concerned with graduate
education of the value of and the geed for basic information
about the enterprise of graduate education; information which
can be derived only, from systematic study and analysis of the
problems and processes of graduate education at all levels from
the, demrtrnental and institutional to the national. In this con-
text, the need for basic information bearing on the issue of time
and the doctorate oust be given high priority.

A ,REGION AL INQUIRY

The study reported herein reflects the mutual interest of the
deans of Southern graduate schools and the Southern Regional
Education Board in the duration issue and their recognition of
the need for development f a broad, factual frame of reference
within, which to consider roblems relating to the duration of
doctoral study.5

5As used in this report, "south" is defined in terms of sixteen stare; which
are parties to the Southern Regional Education Compact, namely, Alabama,
Arkansas, Delaware, Florida, Georgia,' Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mis-es

7
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Basically normative in concept and design, the study was

guided by several general objectives, as follows:
(1) to prOvide basic data on "time taken, to 'attain the

Ph.D." in a representative group of fields
(2)' to obtain information about characteristic patterns of

progreSs toward the doctorate in these fields and to identify fac-
tors affecting length of doctoral preparation period

(3) to Obtain the opinigns of doctoral graduates, graduate
deans, and departmental representatives about ways in which
time to attain the doctorate,degree might be reduced within the
framework of existing' requirements.

Infonnationzelevantto these objectives was obtained pri-
marily "(a) fibm 1,929 graduates of selected doctoral programs
in more than 20 Southern institutions who received a Ph.D. dur-
ing the period 1950-1958 and (b) from 25 graduate deans and
100 representatives of academic departments (typically chair -'
men of departments whose graduates were selected for study at

the respective institutions).
Information from graduates waslobtahied by means of a

12-page questionnaire (see Appendix A) designed to elicit a
variety of information about their backgrounds and their pre-
doctoral careers: attendance and employment patterns, tim-
ing of development eiprelevant educational goals, factors affecting
the amount of tithe taken to complete doctoral requirements,
patteins of financial support, etc.

Graduate deans and departmental representatives provided
written responses to several general questions regirding the
duration issue.

Scope of the Stud and Basic' Study Procedures

1dhtification of the sample. Selection of fieldi and institu-
tions for the survey of gra/duates was guided by several practical
coipiderations including (a) the-need to obtain information from
graduates in a representative zroup of doctoral fields, (b) a de-
sire to limit the number of graduates which,Ony institution would
be asked to survey, and (c) the need to obtain a workable num-
ber of cases for analysis i t each of the fields selected for study.

sissippi, North Carolina, SoulIPCarojina, Tennessee, TeZas, Virginia and West
Virginia.

The interest of the graduate deans was expressed formally through the
Conference of Deans o Sduthem Graduate Schools.

10
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Application of criteria consistent with these general con-
siderations6 and an arbitrary decision to exclude the large field
of Education, led to the tentative identification of 15 fields
which accounted for over 80 per cent of all doctorate degrees
conferred by Southern institutions during the study period, after
excluding from consideration the field.of Education. These fields
were as follows:

botany mathematics psychology , economics
microbidlogy physics sociology history
zoology chemistry political foreign languages
physiology engineering science English

Application of criteria involved in the identification -of these
fields and an arbitrary decisibn to restrict the study to institu-
tions represented by tvo or more of the "eligible" doctoral fields
resulted in the tentative inclusion of 24 doctoral institutions in
an "original" institutional sample. Three of these institutions did
not participate in the study and two institutions were subse-
quently added.

Thus, a total of 23 institutions agreed to participate in the
survey of1950-1958 doctoral graduates, in two or more of the
doctoral fields tentatively selected for study, as follows:

Duke lijniversity
Emory University
Florida State University
George Peabody College For

Teachers
Georgia Institute of TeChnology
Louisiana State University
North Carolina State College
Oklahoma State University
Texas A & M University
Texas Technological College
University of Arkansas

University of Delaware
University of Florida
University of Kentucky
University of Maryland
University of North Carolina
University of Oklahoma
University of Tennessee
University ofklixa.s.,
University of Virginia
Vanderbilt University
Virginia Polytechnic Institutd
West Virginia University

Various combinations of the "eligible" fields were tenta-
tively designated for consideration by each participating insti-
tution with final selection of fields in they hands of the respective
graduate deans.' Allowances for institutional preference and

6For example, fields in which all institutions in the region had conferred
fewer than 100 Ph.D. degrees during the period 1959-1958 were not considered.

?The fields suggested for inclusion at an institution did not necessarily repre-
sent all the eligible fields at that institution! Thus, an institution which had
conferred degrees in all these fields during the study period may have been
asked to survey graduates in only five or six of the fields; and, in some depart-
ments where particularly large numbers of graduates were involved, only a

9
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Other circumstance resulted primarily in a Substantial reduction
in the number of hysiology graduates surveyed and the intro-
duction of a numbe of graduates whose field was "biology, gen-,

eral," a ,classification not originally considered for inclusion in
the study.

Summary dm-a in Table, 1.1 show, for the respective fields,
the number of graduates in the region (all institutions) during
the study period, the number originally selected for inclusion in
the study (sample institutions only), the number retained -after, ,_

institutional adjustments (i.e., those actually included in the
survey), the number who returned the basic questionnaire, and
the corresponding response percentages.8

Data collection and analysis. In the survey of graduates,
questionnaires were mailed by the respective graduate deans.
Two follow-up inquiries were made. As indicated in Table 1.1,
completed questionnaires were returned by 1,929 graduatesrep-
resenting 71.2 per cent of the 2,709 distributed. Response rates
were of this general order in every field.

The graduate dean at each participating institution also as-
sumed primary responsibility for obtaining the responses of

t.,
departmental representatives (typically, chairmen of the several
departments whose graduates were included in the study at his
institution) to several general questions about the duration issue,
in addition to providing his own analysis of these questions. A
total Of 25 graduate deans and 100 departmental representatives
participated in this aspect of the, study.9 Faculty representatives
were distributed by broad academic areas as follows: physical
sciences (46), biological sciences (22), social sciences (16),
and humanities (16): 7.

The basic study questic*aires were coded, and all basic
tabulations of the resulting data were completed, in the Insti-

. -
sampling of graduates was suggested. However, the graduate dean at each insti-
tution made the final decision regarding the particular departments Afields) to
be included. In view of this latitude, and because field designations did not cor-
respond in every instance to departmental designations (e.g., degrees in botany
and zoology were reported not only from such departments, but also from
Departments of General Biology, along with degrees in general biology, etc.)
there were some changes in the originally lected departmental-field patterns
in several institutions. However, the basic structure of the sample was not
significantly altered by these changes. 1

8For a detailed enumeration of similar data by institution and by field (de-
partment) see Appendix A. ......

8Deans and faculty representatives were, in the main, from the institutions
participating in the survey of graduates althoug epresentatives of other insti-
tutions accepted an invitation to participate. sampling of departmental
representatives was not systematic.
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TABLE 1.1
Number of Graduates in, the Study Sample in Relation US

Total Nuniber of Graduates in the Southern Region,
By 'Field

Field

-
Total no. Total Total finally Questionnaires
graduates tentatively included in returned
in South, selected questionnaire
1950-1958 for survey survey

Botany
Microbiology '
Zoology
Physiology
Biology, general*

177
168
299
105

$ *

c1.24

121
145
90
*

124
113
97
24
7$

Mathematics 32p 181 171
Physics 570 235

t.
172

Chemistry 1327 818 652
Engineering 471

r
237 234 .

Psychology '-. 636 . 284 283
Sociology 159 132 131
Political Science 135 92 90
Econdmics 262 82 81

History - 429 193 193
Foreign Languages 219 121 116
English 471 157 153.4

Total 5748** 3012** 2709

No. %

96 77.4
85 175.2.,
Q. 62.9

-19 79.2
56(a) 74.7 ..

.131 76.6
119 69.2
433(b) 66.6
180(c) 76.9

194 68.64,
401 77.1 Aim'

66. 73.3
57 70.4

1%3 74.1/
86 75.0

102 65.4

1924 ;71.2

* /*it an originally designated field, although 75 questionnaires were dis-
tributed to graduates of Departments of General Biology.

** Totals do not-include graduates from De'partments of General Biology.

(a) Includes six cases sublequently classified as "zoology," five cases subse-
quently classified as 'botany" and 45 cases for which the classification
fibiology, general" was retained.,

r (b) Includel 19 "tiochemistry" graduates from "Departments of Chemistry,- subsequently grouped with "biology, general," and "physiology," to form
a miscellaneous biosciences category.

(c) Includes five "engineering plaNcs" majors subsequently classified for pus-
poses of analysis as "physics" graduates.

1121
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tute for Social/Research,sFlorida State University, under the di- .;

rection of Dr.'Charles M. Grigg, Director.

SOME, FACTS 'POUT THE STUDY SAMPLE
I

The basic "field structure" of the study sample (N = 1,929)
was essentially as shown in Table 1.1. However,zelatively slight
modifications already, alluded to, resulted in the"' following classi-
fication of graduates for purposes 'a the study:

°

Biosciences

N

(336)

Field

Social Sciences

Botany 101 Psychology
Midrobiology 85 _Sociology
Zo 'logy 67 Political Science
0 er Biosciences 83 Economics `).

.7k Physical Sci s (844) Humanities

MathN5atics .l31 History
Physics 124 Foreign Languages
Chemistry
Engineering

414
175

English a .

N,

(418)
ti

194
101
.66
57

(331)

143
86

102

The institutional distribution of graduates within this basic
field structure may be seen in`Appenclix A. .It May be noted in
passing that over 120 different departments were represented its
the study sample. However, in many instances' the number of
cases involved was quite small,./thus limiting possibilities for
analysis of data by department

Sex Distribution

The respondents were predominantly male; only about six
per cent of the respondents were women though there was con-
siderable variability among the fields in this regard (see Appen-
dix A). About 24 per cent of the graduates for
example, 'aild 21 per cent of those in foreign languages were
women, with percentages ranging downward to the fields of
engineering, economics and zoology in which all the respondents,
were men.

Undergraduate Origins.
- ....

i
A majdrity of the graduates had earnedk their 'bachelor's

degrees in Southern institutions (61.4 per cent). However; this

1 12
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was true for, almost three-fourths of the humanities graduates
(73.8 per cent) but for somewhat smaller percentages of gradu-
ates in other major areas (between 57 and '60 per cent of bio-
logical, physical, an social science groups, respectively). .Thz1.,

For aboui 61 p) cent of the respondents, the bachelor's
institution had been a %,omplex university. About 30 per cent had
attended more than one undergraduate institution, with 7 per
cent reporting attendance at three or more institutions, as an
undergraduate.

Of all graduates, about 18 per cent earned the bachelor's
and doctor's degrees at the 'same institution, but there was con-
siderable variation by field, ranging downward Am 40 per cent
(engineering) to only 8 per cent (sociology).

Most of the_ graduates (69.7 per cent) completed their
undergraduate work before 1950 and for 15 per cent the under-
graduate program had been completed prior to 1940; 16.5 per
cent of social science and 3117 per cent of the humanities doc-
toral graduates reported %pre-1940 baccalaureate degrees. A ,

hancilul of hardy individuals (1.9 per cent of the total) reported
their-attendance as undergraduates haq been completed prior to
1930. These figures presage trends in more detailed data on

,,BA -PHD time lapse.
t

Type =class of Employing Institution

More than one=half (54.0 per cent ) of the respondents were
employed by a college or university. Industry or-business, the
next largest employer, accounted for over 28 per cent; followed .
by the federal government with 12.0 per cent, and state or local
goveinment with 3.3 per cent (see Table 1.2). However, there
was marked variation among fields in respect to these percent-
ages. fn certain fields (English, fore' languages, histv, po-
litical science) 90 per cent or more/of the graduates were em-
ployed by an educational institution or agency while in several
others '(chemistry, engineering, psychology, and physics) fewer
than 40 per cent tvere so employed.

Regional retention of graduates. Some 36 per cent of the
graduates were employed outside the Southern region, about 18
per cent in college or university service and a similar proportion
in other types of employment (see Appendix A).

Of all graduates, 36 per cent were mployed by a Southern
college or univery,.with about 16 peripent in college sezace

13
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TABLE 1.2

Distribution of 'Respondents According to Type or Class
of Employing Institution or Agency, By Field

Type of employing institution or agency

field , N
College Other edu-
or um- cational Federal
versity agency gov't.

, Industry Other
Other' or mad no
gov't. btksiness response**

Biosciences 336 65.5 16.4 4.8 11.6 1.8

Botany 1Q1 63.4 24.8 4.0 ' 5.9 2.0
Microbiology 85 56.5 16.5 3.5 22.3 1.2
Zoology 67 70.2 13.4 S.9 7.5 0.0
Other 83 73.5 8.4 3.'6 10.8 3.6

Phys. &if 844 33.2 0.1. -.'`"\12.4 0.6 53..".7 0.6

Mathematics 131 68.7 12.2 0.8 17.6 0.8
Physics 124, 38.7 29.0 1.6 30.6 0.0
Chemistry 414 23.7 0.2 8.2 0.5 66.9 0.5
Engineering 175 25.1 -10.3 0.0 63.4 1.0

Soc. Sci. 418 57.9 . 2.9 15.6 9.6 13.2 1 .0

Psy'chology 194 27.3 5.2 26.8 13.9 26.3 0.5
Sociology 101 -83.2 1.0 3.0 \- 8.9 2.0 2.0
Pol. sa. 66 93.9 1.5 1.5 3.0 0.0 0.0.
Economics 57 75.4 c 15.8 3.5 3.5 1.8

Humanities 331 90.3 .;.1 2.4 0.6 1.2 3.3

- History 143 88.8 3.5 4.2 1.4 0.7 1.4
F. tang. 86 91.9 1.2 2.3 0.0 0.0 A:6
English 102 91.2 1.0 0.0 0.0 3-.0" 4.9

All Fields 1929 54.0 1.0 12.0 it 28.4 1.3

Four individuals in military service are included under "Federal gm'ern-
ment" and twenty-two employed by private non-educational agencies or in pri-
yate practice are included under "Industry or business." Of the latter group,
sixteen were "Psychology" respondents.

Includes self-employed, housewife, etc.

. A
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and about 20 per cent in university service. In 'seeral fields,
however, less than 20' per cent of the doctoral graduates were
employedin higher education in the South and in.no field was
the proportion so employed as great as 70 per cent. This, while
57' per cent of chemistry graduates were employed'within the
region, oily 16 per cent were employed by a college or univer7
sity and while alimost two-thirds of the psychology graduates
remained in the region, only 19 per cent_were on the staff.of.a
regional college or university.

Principal Duties Reportqd in Current Employnient

At the -time they completed the guestionnaire (from one to
ten years following conferral of the ''h.D.), about one-half of
the graduates reported that their' principal duties involved "re-
search or research administration" or "teaching 4nd research;"
"teaching and /or academic administration" only( accounted for
about 36 per cent 'of 'the ipondents (Table 1.3). .Thus three
basic duty-categories accounted for 86 per cent of the respoii
dents. ,

However, the most striking feature of the data in Table 1.3
is the marked variability among fields in the nature. of duties
reported by graduates. Only 7 per cent of humanities graduates
reported "research related" duties but nfore than 80 per cent re-
ported "teaching and/or academie administration;" at the other
extreme, only .19 per cent of physical science graduates reported
"teaching and/Or academic administration," while 69 per cent
reported "research or research administration," alone, or in
conjunction with teaching.-

Judging froM their own reports, the majority of graduate
in certain fields were follOwing careers devoted primarilyo
"teaching" (e.g., English, foreign languages, history, political
science, and sociology), while in other fields graduates were fol-
lowing primarily "research oriented" careers (e.g., chemistry,

'engineering, physics, microbiology), with those in the remaining
fields showing a greater balance between "teaching," "research,"
and othei.types of duties.

THE QUESTION OF REPRESENTATIVENESS

Procedures employed in identifying the study sample were
inflpenced by a number of practical considerations not directly

15
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TABLE 3.3

c.
Classification of Respondents According to Principal.

Duties in Current Employment* By Field
AN.

Field
N

Research or
research
admin.

%

Teaching
and

research

Teach* 1-
and/or Other

academic !_tpe:nd no
admin.* ponse**

% %

Biosciences 336 34.2 31.0 25.0 9.8

Botany 101- 39.6 . 25.7 - 23.8 10.9
Microbiology, 85 - 45.9 32.9 9.4 11.8 .
Zoology 67 29.9 26.9 38,8 4.5-
Other 83 19.3 38.6 31.3' 10.8

Physical Sciences 8* 59.4 9.6 19.0 12:1
-,..

Mathematics 131 21.4. 15.2 48.1' 15.34
124/Physics - 124/ 65.3 18.5 -, 11.3 4.8

Chemistry 414 73.9 '': 6.3 , 13.0 6.9' Engineering 175 49.1 6.8 17.1 27.0 -
Social Sciences 4f8 t8.7 17.7 38i3 25.4

. .1

Psychology 194 28.9 9.8 16.5 14.8***
4,404

,;404.

Sociology 101' ----13.9 123.8 55.4 6.9
Pol. Science 66 3.(1, 18.2 , 6.1
Economics 57 19.5 33.3

.72.7
42.1 14.0

Humanities 331 2.1 5.4 85.8 .. 6.6

History .143 4:9 6.3 83.2 `.5.6
F. Lang. 86 Q.0 4.6 87.2 8.1 .
English 102 0.0- 4,9 88.2 6.9

Total 't 1929 . 35.7 13.6

*Includes individuals reporting duties involving student dvisement and coun-
seling as well as those reporting primarily adirtinistrative duties at d,epartuiental,
divisional, and institutional levels, respectively.

Includes general administration, self-employment not elsewhere etlassified,
''nuTitary service, clinical practice, etc. Principal critetion is absence of teaching,

research, academic administration or research administration as a principal duty.'
***Includes 58 individuals reporting primarily clinital duties.

J
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designed to effect "randomness" or proportionality in .terms of
regional distributions of graduates by field, by institution, or
other specified factors. However, evidende is available which
permits the general `conclusion%that the procedures emp
yielded samples in the respective fields which, with respect t
least one of the major elements of the problem under consider -
tion, viz., BA-PHD time lapse, appear to be (a) quiteitpre-
sentative of all regional graduates in the respective fields and
(b) generally representative ofgraluates in these fields na-
tionally.

Speciid tabulations by fields of BA-PHD time lapse for es-
. sentially all graduates of Southern' doctoral institutions during

the period '1950-1956, provided by the Office of Scientific Per-
sonnel of the National Research Council, and published NRC
national data on BA-Plfp time lapse provide a basis for com-
parison with the study sample, as shown in Table 1.4.

The impress' onveyed by the comparative data on mean
BA-P lapse is one general similarity (a) between
data for the study s..:,ole and data for all graduates in the region
and (b) between data or the study sample and data for gradu-
stes ,nationally." _Disc ancies in averages for the respective
groups are relatively m k est in most instances.

< Study sample averages in English and politcSI science are
somewhat higher than the comparable "all region" averages
while t o opposite is true ,in the case of engineering. Generally
sp g, however, the similarities are more conspicuous than
the d erences,.partictilarly in respect to general order of_matni-

' tude of study sampl&..and "all region"- time lapse averages.

10See Appendix B for a more detailed presentation of data bearing on thismatter.
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TABLE 1.4

BA-PHD Time Lapsci in Selected Fields: Delta for Study
Sample, 1950-58, Versus Data for All Southern

Graduates, 1950-56, and All Graduates 4, -

in the Nation, 1950-59

Mean BA-PHD lapse (years)

Field Southern
All graduates, Study sample,

region Southern region
1950-1956a 1950-1958

All gi-aduates,
United States

1950-1959b

Botany 8.7 8.8 7.9'

Microbiblogy 8.4 8.2 - 8.1

Zoology 8.9 .9.1 8.4

Other biosciences 8.0 8.2 8.2

Mathematics 10.1 ' 10.4 8.3

Physics 8.1 8.6 7.4

Chemistry 7.1 7.2 6.6

Engineering 8.9 7.8 8.1

Psychology 7.8 7.4 8.5

Sociology 11.2 10.8 11.3

Political Science 9.8 10.9 10.5

Economics 10.5 11.3 10.5 * %

History 11.4 11.1 11.8

Foreign Languages 12.1 12.0 12.6

English '13.0 14.1 12.0

a 'Based on special tabulations of data collected b,y' the National Research
Council for all graduates of Southern institutions during the period 1950-1956.

b Reported in NAS-NRC Publication 1142, 1963, pp. 20.:21
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CHAPTE1 11

Time Ta n To am
The Docto to

or the typical' graduate in th tudy sample, conferral
of the Ph.D. came 7.5 years a conferral of the
baccalaureate degree and 6.1 Years after entry intei
graduate' school. Like the majOrity of his confreres
(87 per cent) he had earned a master's degree en

route to the doctorate and par for the' master's-to-doctorate
(MA-PHD) course was 4.5 years.

Whig the 'predoctoral (BA-PHD) period the average
graduate was "in attendance" at aduate institution for a totala
of more than 16 academic quarte (4.2 calendar years), 14 of
Avrtich (3.5 calendar years) were completed at the doctoral
institution.

Like almost 80'per cent of his colleagues he had completed
some full-time employment during the predoctoral period, mostly
in some form of professional workeither in college teaching or
other professional categories. Total time in employment (includ-
ing military service and nonprofessional work but specifically
excluding work in graduate assistantships or other similar ap-
pointments) was, on the average, 3.2 years.

At time of degree conferral, the average individual in the
sample was 30.8 years of age. .

While this general profile would not be perceived as "typical"
by the average graduate in a field such as English (who received
the Ph.D. at the age of 35 years, 13 years following the bache-
lor's degree and almost 10 years aftfr entering a graduate pro-

. gram) or chemistry (only 28 yearL of age at time of degree

lUnless otherwise indicated, in discussions of typical or average values, the
median is the intended reference.
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conftral, 6.yearsfollowffig college graduation and 5 years after
entering graduate school) it does serve t4 point up several varia-
bles of major importance in the assessment, of the "duration of
doctoral study," namely,

(1) time lapse from the bachelor's degree, from time of
entry into graduate school, an d (for the majority of individuals)
from time of conferral of the master's degree

(2) graduate attendancetoal years of attendance at a
graduate institution' and years of attendance at the doctoral in-
stitution

(3) predoctoral emplbymentyears employed, full-time
or full-timex equivalent, and general categories of employment
during the BA-PHD period; exclusive of time devoted to graduate.
appointments

(4) age 0 graduates at time of degrde conferral.
.

The data presented in this chapter constitute a general nor-
mative frame of reference with respect to these variables.2

ELAPSED-TIME~ INDICES1 OF DURATION

As already noted, programs of study leading to the ,doctor-
ate are not defined in terms of "time units" or "course units."
Accordingly, important questions regarding the "duration of doc-
toral study" relate to the amount of time ordinarily taken by
individuals in completing the specific programs of stude, exami-
nations and research which culminate in award of the degree, or

'to the time wan during Which these programs (or selected facets
of these programs) normally are undertaken and completed.

The most general index of duration is the time Span from
the bacCalaureate to the doctorate degree (BA-PHD time lapse);
the time span between entry into graduate school and conferral
of the doctorate (entry-PHD- time lapse) constitutes a second
important index of duration; and ,since, traditionally, graduate

2Graduates reported beginning and terminal dates of attendarice at each
higher institution attended; dates of conferral of all degrees earned, including
year and month; graduatd attendaiice, in semeters and/or quarters; date of
birth; and years of employment* during the predoctoral period in each of
several'clesignated categories. For ea0 individual who provided the necessary
information, dates of degree conferral (i.e. year and month) were coded' in
years Jim!, tenths, as Were data on date of birth. The respective time lapse
indices and age at degree conferral were derived independently. Attendance
data were converted into calendar-year equivalent.
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students take a masters degree in a "stepping Stone" approach to
the doctorate, duration of the post-master's .(MA-PHD) as well
as the pre - master's ($A -MA and entry-MA) periods milst be
considered quite important in any assessment of time taken to
attain the doctorate.

Shown in Table 2.1 are averages for two time lapse indices,
viz., BA-PHD time lapse and entry-PHI) time lapse, by field;
more detail regarding these two time lapse distributions is pro-
vided in Table 2.23.

It is clear that, on the average, science graduates (except in
the field of mathematic's) spentiess time en route to the doctorate
by both these measures than graduates: in social sciences and
humanities (excepUn the field of psychology); elapsed time is
least for physical science graduates and greatest for humanities-
graduates. AS noted, exceptions are represented in the fields of
psychology and mathematics, the former being similar to science
fields in terms of elapsed time and the latter being' similar to the
social science fields.*

Excluding psychology, BA-PHD ,time lapse medians in the
social sciences and the humanities ranged from about 9 years
(sociology) to almost 13 years (English); entry-PHI) medians
ranged from about 7 years (sociology. and political science) to
almost 10 years (English and foreign languages). 'A-

In the natural sciences, BA-PHD Medians ranged from 6 to
8 years and entry-PHD medians from 5 to 7 years (except in the
field of; athematics). Chemistry graduates spent least time en
route to the doctorate by either measure.

The more detailed distributions shown in Table 2.2 point
up the variability among individuals within each field' as Well as
among the various fields with respect to both these measures of
duration. For example, for 25 per cent of the recent graduates,

3BA-PHD time lapse- data inclu e time spent in military service during the
predoctoral period. There are erences among the fields in respect to inci-
dence and duration of military rvice. However,. adjilstment of the BA-PHD
time lapse means for the respecti e fields in terms of mean years of military
service reported (Table 2.8)' leaves essentially unaltered the rank order of the
respective fields. The correlation between actual and "adjusted" means is veryhigh (rho = .992).
*In respect to the majority of, variables under consideration in This inquiry, data
for the field of psychology ten& to be similar to data for the physical science
fields where'as data for mathematics tend to be similar to data for social science
fields. Thus, in most summary statistics, distinctions between the physical,
,sciences and the social sciences are to some extent attenuated by the "deviant"
behavior of these two disciplines.
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TABLE 2.1

BA -PIED and Entry-PHD Time Lapse Data,
By Field of Study

4

'BA-PHD time Entry-PHD time
lapse (years) lapse (years)

Field
N Mean* 4 N Mean Median

t Biosciences 325 8.6, -.. ,..*:.-

Botany
Microbiology

96f-dit," .8
8() z, 2

Zoology .67 '. .1
Other Biosciencei' '''82 13.2

*.2 :314 7.2 ,' 5.8

7.2", 94"; 5.3
6.8 7k .<4.7,,, 6-.S .;....,5.7
8.1 -65 , i 0i3 '-::` 6.8-..
7.2 80 -. 0:18 5.9

'Physical Sciences if15".'"8.0 6k.7, 792 6.7 :T.5:4
-\

. Mathematics 12 10.4
_____,..._,,,-,..--:c

8.9 122 ' 9.02-1-:-..7.8
Physics. 122 8.6 ;11'6 ', . lti---',/.6 ' /,'"''''

Chemistry 19-8 7.2 ', '642/3, 3501'.. f 11), : 5:0,':.
Engineering 171-, ,. 7.8. (-.46 , _40 -, \,6.(Y 4.9 "( ',...

, ,
Social Sciences

-

403 .. -9.3 7,7 396 7.7- 6.4,

1 Psychology .190 7.4
r

*6.4` , 187' ' 6.4 5.6
Sociology, 95 10.8k ,, 8 9 : -0 9.6 ', 7.4
Political Science 63 10.9 9.8 57 8.2 7.1
Econdmics . 55 11.3 9.9 55 9.3 8.5

Humanities 322 z 12.7 11.2 312 10.4 :'.' 9.0
, -

.. .
History 142 11.8 9.9 137 . 9.7 8.()
Foreign Languages 81 12.6 11.1 . 81 10:6 9.6
English 99 14.1 12.6 44 11.3 9.7

All Fields 1865 9.2 7:5 1814 7.6 61

e ' \
All measures of central tendency based on the totaLnUmbor of cases for

which adequate data were available.
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TABLE 2.2

Selected Percentile Points in Bachelor's-to-Doctorate and
Entry-to-Doctorate Time Lapse Disfributions, By Field

Field

Time lapse in years

BA-PHD Entry-PHD

Percentile ranks* Percentile ranks

P25 P50 P75 P10 0P25 P50 P75 'P00

1 Biosciences 5.4 7.2 10.0 3.7 4.6 5.8 8.4 12.8

5.1 72- 12,-,5.-3 7.9 10.7Botany . . - 0.5 3.5 4.
'; Microbiology 5.2 6.8 10.0 3.8- 4.6 5.7 8.3 12.8

Zoology 5.6 8.1:,10.4 4.4 5.3 6.8 9.9 13.2
Other 5.6 7.2 , 9.2- 3.6 4.6 5.9 7.7 12.5

Physical Sciences 4.9 6.7 .79.9 3.4'4.2 5.4 .13.1 11.6

Mathe-matict 5.8 8.9 14.0 3.8 4.7 7.8 11.2 ,7.4
Physics 5.8 7.6 10.6 4.2 5.2 6.8 9.2 11.6
Chemistry 4.5 6.0 8.5 3.4 4.1 5.0 6.6 10.7
Engineering '4.7 6.6 9.7 3.2 3.8 4.9 7.2 10.9

Social Sciences 5.8 7.7 11.0 14:2 49 6.4 9.4 13.3

Psychology a 5.2 6.4 84.4::481 4.5. .5. 6 7.4 9.7
Sociology 6.3 8.9,' 13,t- 4.24 11.4 16.8
Political Science 6.8 9.8/ 13.0 4,3 7.1 9.8 13.3
Economics. 7.0 9.1 15.1 4:9 &O SO 11.4 15.5

Humanities 7.4 11.2 16.5 4.7 6-.F3' 9.0 13.6 18.7

History .7.0 9.9 15.97 4:-`:-/ 5.7 '8.0 12.5 17.8
F. Lang. .?7.8 11.1 :06.2 4.7 5.8 9:6 13.4 18.9
English 4'8:4_12.6 18.1 5.4 7.2 9.7 14.6 20.6

All Fields 5.4 7.5 3.7 4.6 6.1 9.2 13.9.

*Entries., ifidicate number of years after the bachelor's degree (or after
matriculation) ithin which designated percentages of graduates earned the
doctorate. FdF example, for 25 per cent bioscience graduates BA-PHD
time lapse 4as less, than 5.4 years and the entry-PHD interval was less than
4.6 years, etc.
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the BA-PHD period waslonger than 11 years and for an ual
proportion it was less than 6 years. Generally speaking, 1.1i hin-
field variability increases, over fields, with average time lap e..

Differences among the fields are quite evident. Only bout
one-fourth of natural science graduates, for example; spent more
than 10 years en route to the Ph.D.. (BA-PHD) while in ve of
the remaining fields, median BA-PHD values were of this agni-
tude. To cite extremes, in terms of entry-PHD time la e, the
"fastest" fourth in the field of English attained the Ph.D in less
than 7 years but more than three-fourths of chemistry g duates,
did so.

Of all graduates, the Ifastest" 25 per dent. attained the doc-t
torate within 5.4 years following the bachelor's degree or accord"-
ing to t entry-PHD measure, 4.6 years after entry into graduate
school For ah equal proportion, however,' compara e values
were, 1.3 and 9.2 years, respectively. .

The evidence indicates that very few individu s entered
upon and completed a- program of studies leading to the Ph.D.
within four calendar years; the 10th ipercentile in the ntry-PHD
distribution was 3.7 years. More precisely, tabulati c ns hot re-
ported in detail indicate that only 14 per cent Of the sample
earned the degree within 4.0 years-5 per cent in the humani-
ties, 8 per cent in the social sciences, 14 per cent in the biological
sciences, and 20 per cent in the physical sciences earhei the doc-
tdrate within 4 year after entering graduate school.

Generally speaking, by far the most striking feature of the
time lapse data which,have been reviewed here, aside from the
absolute magnitude of the ,averages, is the substantial variability
among fields and among individuals. By way. of 'contrast, data
(not tabled) on time lapse between entry into unde graduate
work and completion of the tjcoalaureate degree ( try-BA)
reveal variability among indivi uals but remarkably lltle varia-
tion among the fields in. average time spent in progress to the
degree. In the total sample, median time lapse (entryiBA) was
3.8 years; in 12 Of the 15 fields, medians did not vary from this
figure by more than one-tenth of a year and the greatest deviation
was only three-tenths.

Thus, the structured character of undergraduate programs
is reflected in relatively uniform tIme,lapse averages. In a similar
way, the comparatively structured nature of mast's degree pro-
gramsis reflected in certain of the tittle lapse dat considered in
the /ollowing section.
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The Master's Degree o

For most redpients of the dOctorate, the Ph.D. is the se9nd
graduate degree and the predoctoral period can be thought of as
having two major phases, namely pre-master's and post-master's.
Shoyn in Table 2.3 are data on duration of the pre- and post-
master's phases of the. predoctoral period, by field.

Almost 87 per cent of the group took a master'stdegree,
with figures ranging from 100 per cent in English to 79 per cent
in chemistry. Inspection of the data reveals very little variation
among fields in respect to duration of the pre-master's phase of
the predoctoral period. The median entry-to-master's (entry-
MA) time interval for the entire sample was 1.7 year with a°
range of only four-tenths of a calendar year ii) the medians over
fields. Ahd, while bachelor's-to-master's (BA-MA) medians for
humanities fields are somewhat elevated, there is comparatively
little variation of field medians around the total sample median
of 3.7 years. .

It is, in fact, in respect to duration of the post-niaster's
phase of the predoctoral period that major differences among the
fields become apparent; field medians for MA-PHD'time lapse
range from slightly over three years to just under eight years,
around a total sample median of 4.5 years.

In passing it may be noted that mean BA-PHD time lapse,
was lower for the minority who did not take a master's degree
than for the majority who d d.

GRADUATE ATTENDANCE

, The average years of graduate attendance shown' in Table
2.4 reflect a conversion into calendar years of the number of
quarters, semesters, and summer sessions during which respon-
dents reported that they were in attendance at a graduate institu-
tion. These figures include both full: and part-time attendance
and they should not be thought of as representing continuous \
attendance.

While the term "in attendance" is not completely unambig-
uous, the attendance data are of considerable significance. It
shoOld be kept in mind that if attendance were continuous, and
if all requirements for the doctorate were completed during the
period of graduate atte,dafice then these averages would reflect ,
directly the "duration 'of doctoral study," from entry to degree
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TABLE

. Duration nf Pre- and Post-M ter's Phases,of
the Piedoctoral Period, -by Field

' Field

Elapsed time in years

Per cent
with

master's

BA-MA Eniry-MA MA-PHD

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

Biosciences 48.3 3.6 2.7 2.3 1.8 5.4 4.1

Botany 91.1 4.6 2.8 2.3 .1.8 '5.4 3.7
Microbiology 94.r 3.3 2.6 2.0 1.7 4.9 3.7
Zoology _89.6 ,3.4 2.5 2.5 1.8 6.2 5.0
Other 81.9. 3.7 2.9 2.4 2.0 .5.2 4.3

Phys. Sci. 82.3 3.4 2.6 2.4 1.7 5.0 3.8

Mathematics 85:5 3.7 2.8. 2.6 1.9 7.0 5.7
Physics 82.2 #3.4 2.6 2.3 1.8 '5.7 5.0
Cheinistry 79.2 3.2 2.5 2.1 1.8 4.4 3.4
Engineering 87:4 3.5' 2.5 1.8 1.6 4.4 , 3.4

Social Sciences 87:1 3.5 2.3 2.2 1.7 5.8 4.6

Psychology 80.9 2.9 2.1 2.0 L7 4.6 4.0*
Sociology . 96.0 3.8 2.5 2.5 _1.7 6.5
Pol. Sci. 90.9 4.1 3:2 12.1 1.8 6.7 5.5
Economics 87.7 4.1 2.2 2.3 1.6 7.0 5.6

Humanities 95.2 4.7 3.0 2.5 1.7 , 8.2 , 6.7
a

History 97.2 .4.2 2.8 2,4 1.7 . 7.8 6.2
F. Lang. 86.0 3.9 2.5 . 2.1 1.7 9.13 51.7
English 100.0 5.9 4.2 4. 3.0 1.8 8.3 6.7

All Fields ' 86.8 3.7 2.§ 2.4 - 1.7 5.9 4.5 ,,

3
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TABLE 2.4,

Average Years of Graduate Attendance,
By Field of Study

Field

Biosciences

Botany
Microbiology
Zoology
Other Biosciences

Physical Sciences

Mathematics
Physics
Chemistry
En gineering

Social Sciences

Psychology
Sociology
Political Science
Economics

Humanities

History
F. Lang.
English

All Fields

Mean

4.7 (3.5) 4.4 (5.2)

4.4 4.2
4.7 4.5

4.7 e 4.6
4.9 4.6

4.8
4.9
.4.5
4.2

4.1

"3:9 44.
4,3
4.0

4.2

4.0
4.4
4.2

Graduate attendance (years)

All Graduate
Institutions

(P2s) Mdn (P75)

-.
4.5 (3.7) 4.3 (5.2)

4.4
4.7
4.3
4.0

(3.2) 3.8 (4.7) ,. 3.2

3.8 33
3.8 . '2.9
4.0 3.5
3.7 . 3.1

(3.2) 3.9, (4.8) 3.3

3.8 3.3
4.3 3.4
3.9 3.7

3.47.

Doctoral insti-
tution only

Mean Median

3.5
3.9
3.6
4.0

3.7
3.9
3.9
3.7

. 3.6

3.4
3.5
3.5
3.S

3.8 3.7

3.8
3.7
3.4

3.1

3.2
3.0
3.1
3.0s

3.2

3.2
3.4
3.1

4.4 (3.4) 4.2 (5.0) 3 3.5

A

Reported as number of semesters and/or quarters of "attendance at a
graduate institution" and converted into calendx-year equivalent. Includef both
full- and part-time attendanie and does nolinecessarily represent' continuous
attendance. In parentheses are the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively, in
distributions of total years of attendance, all 'gradate institutions for the major
areas and the total sample of this, for example, 25 per cent of biosciences
graduates spent less than 3.5 years in attendance and 25 per cent spent more
than 5.2 years in attendance.
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conferral. As we have already seen, however, these conditions
do not obtain.

It is clear that a substantial majority of individuals in all
fields spent considerably more than the oft-cited "minimum" of
three academic years in,attendance 'at a graduate institution.
Median total attendance was. slightly over four years; one-fourth
of the sample reported less than 3.4 years while a similar pro-
portion reported 5.0 years or more. Median for attendance at
the doctoral institution was 3.5 years.

Fields differ less with respect to average years of graduate
attendance than with respect to elapsed time. For the fields,
medians for total attendance ranged from slightly Tess than four
to slightly less than five calendar years, and medians for attend-.

anie at the doctoral institution from three to almost four years.
Natural science means (total attendance) ranged from 4.2 to
4.9, others from 3.9 to 4.4 years.

.While differences among the fields in respect to average
years of graduate,attendance are not great, it is clear that in the
fields of longer duration (BA-PHD or entry-PHD), medians foi.
years of attendance, both total and at the doctoral institution,
tend to be lower than in fields of shorter duration. Thus, over
fields, there is some tendency for average time en route to the
doctorate to increase as average time actually in attendance
decreases; less time in attendance means more "unfinished Nisi-
ness" to be taken care of "off-campus." However, as we shall
see in a subsequent section of this report, this type of.relationship
between attendance time and time lapse does not obtain among
individuals within a field.

The attendance data conceal certain important aspects of
attendance patterns, including two that are considered in the
following section, namely, full- *rsus part-time attendance -end
attendance during summer sessions.

General Attendance Patterns

Shown in Table 2.5 are data on full- and part-time attend-
ance and attendance during sumther sessions, which suggest
(a) Mr-the graduate programs of these individuals were not
their primary respohsibility during all periods of graduate attend-
ance and (b) that the pattern of utilization of summer sessions
varied considerably among the fields.

In the total Sample, the mean of 1.4 years, part-time attend-
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TABLE 2.5

General Attendance Patterns: Full-time,
Part-time, and Summers, By Field

Field

Mean years of attend-
ante, all schools

Number of summer sessions
attended (in per cent)

Total
Full-
time

Part- Less than
time 3 3-5 6 plus

Biosciences 4.7 3.3 1.4 27.4 56.5 16.1,

Botany 4.4 3.2 1.2 31.7 57.4 10.9
Microbiology 4.7 3.6 1.1 23.5 56;5 20.0 -
Zoology 4.7 3.3 1.4 35.8 52.2 11.9
Other Biosciences 4.9 3.3 1,6 19.3 59.0 21.7

Physical Sciences 4.5 3.0 1.5 27.0 61.7 11.3

Mathematics 4.8 2.8 2.0 37.4 45.0 17.6
physics 4.9. 2.8 2.1 41.1 49.2 9.7
Chemistry 4.5' 3.2 1.3 20.0 70.3 9.7
Engineering 4.2 2.8 , 1.4 .25.7 62.& 11.4

Sobial Sciences 4.1 3.0 1.1 46.7 42.5 10.8

Psychology ' 4.1 3.,0 1.1 1 46.9 46.9 6.2
Sociology 3.9 2.9 1.0 45.5 41:6 49.
Political Science 4.3 3.3 1.0 43.9 42.4 13.6
Economics 4.0 2.9 1.1 50.9 29.8 19.3

.A3Humanities 4.2 2.8 1.4 40.8 39.3 '19.9

History D 4.0 2.9 1.1 40.6 40.6 18.9
Foreign Languages 4.4 2.9 1.5 43.0 40.7 16.3
English ' 4.2 .5 .. 1.7 29.3 36.2 24.5

All Fields 4.4 3.0 1.4 33.7 52.8 13.5

Respondents reported the number of semester's, quariers, and/or summer
sessions, respectively, of graduate attendance (total, full-time, part-time), with
the following instruction: "In differentiating 'full-time' and 'part-time' attend-
ance, consider a quarter, semester, or summer session as 'full-time' if during
the term your graduate program constituted ybur primary responsibility." (See
basic questionnaire, Appendix A).
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ance, is roughly one-third the mean of 4.4 years, :total attend-
ance. For social sciences and humanities fields, ans ,(part--time)
fanged from 1.0 to 1.7 years while for nat sciences, means
ranged from 1.1 to 2.1 years. Of interest ar e relatively high
part:time means for mathematics and physic aduates.

Means for full-time attendance 'tend fo,follow,Ahe pattern,
over fields, established for total attendance means, namely, more
full-time attendance tends to be associated with lower mean
BA-PHD time lapse, but the relationship is slight (rho = .33).
When mean{ full-tilne attendance for each field is expressed as a
proportion of mean total attendance the relationship with mean
BA-PHD time lapse over fields approachfS zero (rho = .08).
Actually, in the majority of fields, the mean for part-time attend-
ance is less than one-third the magnitude of the total attendance
mean.

Slightly over one-half (52.8 per cent) of the total sample
.were in attendance during three to five' summer sessions, in-

clusive; about one-third (33.7 per cent) attended less than three
summers while slightly more than one-eighth (13.5 per cent)*

. attended more than six., Several trends are of interest in these'
data.

(1) Generally speaking, in fields of longer duration (BA-
PHD), summer quarters tended to be "under-utilized". (as 're-
flected iii the percentage 9f graduates attending less than three
summers) but in. some instances they also tended to be "over-
utilized" (six or more summer sessions), suggesting a "stretch-
out" of attendance. -

(2) The modal interval for natural science graduates,
`%generally, was "3-5" sessions, while for social sciences and

humanities graduates, generally, the modal interval was less
than 3 summers."

(3) CAfirming impressions gained by inspection of the
data, a strong Inverse relationship (rho = .89) obtains between
the rank order of the felds in total duration ,(mean BA-PHD
time laps nd rank order of the fields in respect to the, per-
centage graduates attending three to five summer sessions.
Thus, the. ater the average time lapse in a field, the smaller
the perc ge of graduates attending 3, or 5 summer sessions.

r. Without attributing any special qualities to these numbers, we
may infer that in the case of fields of shorter total . duration
(BA-PHD) this number of summer sessions tended to be part

1' of a relatively vmpactly organized study pattern whereas in
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the fields of longer total duration, summer sessions tended either
not to be utilized adequately (perhaps e was needed for some
form of remunerative employment, for e or to be utilized
as part of a more extended, less compactly arranged program of
graduate study.

PREDOCTORAL EMPLOYMENT PATTERNS

Examination of the time lapse and attendance averages indi-
cates that years of graduate attendance represent a considerably
greater proportion of the piedoctoral period for the science fields
than for the social sciences and the humanities, generally speak-
ing, a fact which, is directly reflected in data on predoctoral
employment.

Respondents were, asked to report years of employment
during the predoctorid (BA-PHD) period only in (a) college
teaching and/or adMinistration, (b) other teaching and/or
administration, (c) other professional positions (d) military
service, and (e) non-professional activities. Relevant informa-
tion regarding the incidence, nature and average years of em-.
ployment during the predoctoral period, by field, is provided in
Tables 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8.

The majority of individuals in every field (see Table 2.6)
reported some full-time employment. The incidence of predoc-
toral employment, however, was substantially greater for some
fields than for others, ranging from a high of 95 per cent of
English graduates to a low of roughly 63 per cent of chemistry
graduates. As expected, incidence of predoctoral employment
tends to vary directly, over fields, with average ddration (I3A-
PHD)? Of greater interest is the direct relationship over fields
between average time lapse and the percentage of graduates who
reported college or other teaching experience; e.g., roughly
seven-tenths of the humanities graduates reported college teaching

-experience and four out of ten were employed in other types of
teaching situations as compared to only about one-third of the
natural science graduates.in college teaching and less than one-
tenth in other teaching.

As indic ed in Table 2.7 for the entire sample, about one-.
half the ota man-years of predoctoral employment could be
accounted for by some form of teaching and/or academic or
educatiOnal administration. In seven of the 15 fields, howevef,
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it TABLE 2.6

Per Cent of .Respondents, By Field of Study,' Retorting
Designated Types of Employment During the Predoctoral Period*

Field

Type of predoctoral employment experience
(Per cent reporting)

N College Other Other pro- Military Non-pro-
None leaching teaching fessional service, fessional

Biosciences 336 26.5 32.4 '11.6 , 38.7 25.0 13.7

Botany 101 30.7 24.8 * 18.8 33.7 26.7 13.9
Micro. 85 25.9 24.7 5.9 49.4 30.6 11.8
Zoology 67 22.4 53.7 13.4 31.3 , 17.9 19.4
Other 83 25.3 32.5 7.2 39.81k 22.9 10.8

Phys. Sci. 844 27.6 34.7 7.6 44.4 24.4 7.5

Math. 131 15.3 64.9 22.1 34.4 27.5 13.0
Physics 124 17.7 35.4 5.6 61.3 19.4 7.3
Chemistry 414 36.7 25.1 5.3 38.9 21.8 '6.3
Engin. ,175 22.3 34.3 3.4 53.1_ 32.0 6.3

Soc. Sci. 418 15.3 44.0 13.6 49.0 29.2 16.3.
Psych. 194 18.0 23.7 10.8 60.3 24.2 14.4
Sociology 101 15.8 63.4 18.8 44.6 27.8 . 19.8
Pol. Sci. 66 10.6 65.2 13.6 21.2 '34.9 18.2
Econ. 57 10.5 54.4 14.0 50.9 42.1 14.0

Humanities 331 9.4 70.4 40.8 18.4 39.3 20.5

History 143 11.2 66.4 39.2 21.0 44.1
F. Lang. 86 11.6 74.4 31.4 16.3 33.7

,21.9
14.0

English 102 4.9 72.5 51.0 16.7 37.3 2'4.5

All Fields 1929 21.6 42.5 15.3 40.0 28.1 12.7,

*Respondents were asked to report years of employment (full-time or full-time equivalent), exclusive of graduate appoifitments, during the predoctoral
(BA-PHD) period only: Row totals exceed 100 per cent due to the inclusion
of individuals in more than one employment category.
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TABLE 2.7

Distribution of Total Years of Employment During
The BA-PHD Interval According to Type, By Field of Study

. -

Per cent of total years of employment by type

Teaching 8e/or administration
Other
prof.

\

Military Non-pro-
service fessional

Field
College . Other Total

1.

Biosciences 30.9 10.3 (41.2) 31.6 21.5 5.6

Botany 20.7 19.1 (39.8) 31.0 22.9 6.2
Microbiology 21.6 2.2 (23.8) 44.1 28.2 3.8
Zoology 51.9 9.6 (61.5) 22.2 9.6 6.7
Other 30.9 7.4 (38.3) 30.2 26.0 5.5

Physical Science 32.5 6.6 (39.1) 41.0 16.3 3:6
C 4.

Mathematics s 52.7 13.5 (66.2) 15.4 12.7 5.8
Physics 22.8 3.5 (26.3) 62.3 8.7 2.7
Chemistry 21.9 6.0 (27:9) 48.2 20.7 3.2
Engineering 35.2 2.5 (37.7) 40.5 19.4 2.3

Social Sciences 35.2 11.8 (47.0) 27.5 18.7 6.8
e"

Psychology 19.9 9.0 (28.9) 42.7 20.3 8.1
Sociology 40.6 17.0 (57.6) 21.4 14.5 6.4
Political Science 49.9 .8.3 (58.1) 14.0 20.3 7.4
Economics 39.4 11.2 (50.6) 23:4 21.4 4.5

Himanities 44.8
1

23.2 (68.0) 8.4 , 16.3 7.3

History 43.6 19.5 (63.1) . 10.4 17.5 9.0F. Lang. 53.3 14.6 (67.9) 9.6 17.8 4.7
English 40.7 33.3 (74.0) p5.1. 13.9 -ft,.7.0

All Fields 36.3 12.9 (49.2) 27.5 17.6 5.6

a

-.,

C. ,
____
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well under 50 per cent of all in predoctoral employment
could be so accounted forThese were the seven fields of'shorter
Wurtaion,(BA-PHD). In ate eight other fields, namely, those of
greater duration, from 50 per cent to almost 75 per cent of time

, in employment was in teaching.
In Table 2.8, we find for the entire sample a mean of almost\

two years in college teaching, about a year and a half in other'
professional employment, less than a year in military service,
"other teaching," and non-professional eniployment, respectively.
Variation aino,fig the fields, of course,, follows that shown in
Table 2.7high proportion of total years of predoctoral em-

, ployment in teaching is associated with greater average duration
(BA-PHD or entry -PhD).

. ,

Of some interest is tli fact that although proportiNately
more social science and humanities graduates reported some
military service during the predoctoral period and spent, on the
average, More years in service, years in service actually ac-
counted for a greater share bf total predoctoralremployment re-
ported among bioscience graduates than among social science
and humanities graduates.

Time in Attendance versus Time in Employment

We have considered separately the two Major components
of the predoctoral period,' namely, time in attendance and time
in employment. In the experience of doctoral candidates, how-
ever, these two components sometimes "merge." Although no
data are available on the eitent of overlap between employment
(not related to the graduate program) and periods of "graduate. attendance,;' in ten of, the fifteen fields, the sum of "mean years
of predoctoral employment" and "mean years of graduate attend-
ance" exceeds in magnitude the mean BA-PHD time lapse,
although the discrepancy isfrelatively modest in most fields. Only
in mathematics and physics is there indication of relatively sub-
stantial overlap between periods of employment and periods of,
presumably, part-time attendance. Graduates in these fields, it
will be recalled from- Table-2.5, reported the greatest amount of
part-time attendance (about 2 years). Not accounted for by
either the attendance or the employment categories involved 'in .
the study are, ,of course, periods of nonattendance during which*,
respondeiitS may have been unemployed, actually or technically
(e.g., summer vacations, status as "housewif " for women re:.
spondents, etc.). ACcordingly, in home fields mployment plus
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TABLE 2.8
Ni(4-

Mean Years of Employment in Designated Areas
During the Predoctoral Period, By Field of Study ry

Type of predoctoral employment (mean years)

Field 0
2
ort

bO

O2 co .5 440'1

(Li

O E
zw

E-1

Biosciences 1.3 0.4 1.3 0.9 0.2 4.1 (2.5)*

Botany 0.9 0.8 1.3 1.0 0.3 4.2 <2.4)
Microbiology 0.8 0.1 1.6 1.0 0.1 3.7 (2.4)
Zoology 2.7 0.5 1.1 0.5 0.3 5.1 (2.9)
Other 1.2 0.3 1.1 1.0 0.2 3.8 (2.3)

Physical Science 1.4 0.3 1.7 0.7 0.1 4.2 (2.9)

Mathematics 3.5 0.9 1.0 0.8 0.4 6.6 (5.2)
Physics 1.2 0.2 3.2 01114 0.1 5.1 (3.8)
Chemistry 0.7 0.2 1.5 0.6 0.1 3.1 , (1.4)
Engineering 1.6 0.1 1.8 0.9 0.1 4.4 (3.05

Social Sciences 1.9 .0.6 1.5 1.0 0.4 5.5 (3.4)

Psychology 0.8 - 0.4 1.7 0.8 0.3 3.9 (2.4)
Sociology 2.9 1.2 1.5 1.0 0.5 7.2 (5.d)
Pol. Sci. 3.0 0.5 0.8 1.2 0.4 6.0 (4.6)
Economics: 2.8 0.8 .1.6 1.5 0.3 7.0 (5.8)

Humanities 3.8. , 1.9 0.7 1.4 0.6 E.4 (6.4)

History 3.6 1.6 0.8 1.4 0.7 8.2 (5.7)
F. Lang. 4.0 1.1 0.7 1.3 Q.4 7.5 (6.4)
E,nglish 3.8 3.2 0.5 1.3 0.7 9.4 (7.7)

Fields 1.9 0.7 1.4 0.9 0.3 5.2 (3.2)

*Numbers in parentheses are medians for total years of employment during
the predoctoral period.
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atte\ndance fa4ed t o e qual the BA-PHD figure--interestingly
.enough these fields tend to be those of longer total duration!

AGE AT TIME OF DEGREE CONFERRAL
,.$

We may Infer frop the data which have been reviewed that
humanities and social Science graduates, on the average, attained
the doctorate later in life than graduates in the natural science
fields. Data on age of graduates at time of conferral of the doc-

,torate and at selected earlier points are provided in Table 2.9.:
At time of conferral of the doctorate,.the typical graduate

in chemistry (the youngest group) was about 28 years of =ge
and the typicd1 graduate in English (the oldest group) was a ut
35 syears of age: Excluding the field of psychology, for which t
median age was 30 years, social sciences and humanities medians
ranged from 32.5 years to 34.9' years. These ages correspond
roughly to the 75th' iercentiles in the distributions for science
graduates. In essence, onlytabout one-fourth of the graduates in
science fields were older than the typical social science or humani-
ties graduate when the Ph.D. was conferred.5

There was very little variability among fields in respect to age
at time ,f conferral of the baccalaureate degree. The median for
the entire sample was 22.4 years. Data not .shown indicate even
less among-field variation in respect

was
age at high school gradua-

tion for which the sample median was 17.6 yeals.

MAJOR TRENDS

It is quite evident that "time taken to attain the doctorate"
is a complex variable. It is in terms of elapsed time to the doe- '-
toratefrom the baccalaureate degree, from time of entry into
graduate study, or from the master's degreetliat we find the
greatest variation among fields and among individuals within
,fields. If years "in attendance" constituted the basic measure of
duration, not only would there be relatively little variationamong
the fields 'but the fields now chatecterized byarlier attainment

SBerelson (1960, p. 164) reports, from NRC data, median ages for various
fields as follows: physical scienco, 29; biological sciences, 30; social sciences,
33; humanities, 35;'arts and scieaes, 31. See also Davis (1962, p. 29); Pressey
(1944, 1949, 1962).

.

f.
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-TABLE 2.9

Age at 1,Ime.of Conferral of Bachelor's Degree, Graduate
Matriculation, and Conferral of the Doctorate, By Field

Bachelor's Graduate Doctorate: ages corresponding
degree matriculation to selected percentile ranks

Field N
Median Median P25 P,o(Mdn) P

Bioscietes 334 23.0 24.4 28.4 31.0 33.9

Botaq 101 23.4 25.1 29.2 31.3 33.6 r
'Microbiology 83 22.9 24.1 27.8 30.6 33.1
Zoology 67 22.8 24.1 28.6 31.6 35.1
Other Biosciences 83 22.8 23.9 28.2 30.2 33.7

'PhysiFal Sciences 835 22.1 23.3 ,27.1 29.3 32.6

Mathematics 130 22.0 23.0 28.2 31.6 36.1
Physic4 122 22.0 22.9 28.2 30.4 33.3
Chemistry 410 22.0 22.8 26.5 28.4 31.4
Engineering 173 22.4 23.8 27.2- 29.4 32.7

Social Sciences 414 23.0 24.4 29.0 31.5, 35.3
t

Piychology 192 23.2 24.3 28.2 h.() 32.9
Sociology 98 22.6 24.4 29.5 33.2 36.8
Political Science 65 22.2 24.6 30.2 32.'5 35.9
Economics 56 23.2 24.2 31.2 34.0. 38.5

w'
IHumanities 329 22.3 23.8 30.3 33.7 39.5

History 143 22.4 23.9 29.7 33.9 41.4
Foreign Languages 86 22.0 23.3 29.9 33.3 38.9
English 100 22.4 24.2 31.8 34.9 40.2

All Fields 1909 22.4 23.6 28.0 30.8 34.6

Number of cases for which adequateidata were available.

4.
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of the degree (in terms of age or time lapse) would also be
adjudged the "longer" fields!

, However, the significant reality is that the process of enter-
. ing upon and successfully completing, a program of studies,
examinations and restfarch culminating in award of the Ph.D. is
a quite prolonged one for the typical individual in every field;
less so in the sciences than in the social sciences and humanities
but nonetheless relatively prolonged in even the "fastest" fields.

Of particular interest is ttLevidence that fields in which a
substantial proportion of the graduates entered college, or other
types of teaching situations during the predoctoral period are
those for which elapsed time is greater. When the fifteen fields
are ranked in -terms of mean BA;PHD time lapse and incidence
of predoctoral'employment in college teaching, the high degree
of correspondence between these two variables is indicated by a
rank correlation coefficient of rho = .93, which is ,somewhat
highe than the relationship (rho = .85) between, time lapse
avera es and incidence of employment without regard to type.

oreover, if we compare BA-PHD averages with the pro-
portion of total years of predoctoral employment in each field
accounted for by (a) the combined, "teaching" categories and
(b) the "other professional" category, we find rho = .85 and
rho = .86, respectively.

These trends are'poihted up graphically in Figure 1 which
shoivs the rather striking relationship between (a) proportion of
years of predoctoral employment accounted for by aching and
(b) median time lapse to the doctorate for .fifteen elds. Clearly,
fields in whichigher percentages of graduates evidenced a career
orientation toward teaching (college or other, as reflected by
predoctoral employment) are those characterized by higher time
lapse medians. The distinctive separation of social sciences and
humanities fields from natural spienct fields in respect to each of
these variables is also revealed. Psychology and mathematics-
constitute exceptions.

The fact that many of bse graduates contributed substan-
tially to the professional manpower supply (as college leachers,
etc.) during their predoctoral careers must' not be dircounted.
However, in view of the relatively large amounts of predoctoral
time involved in employment in many fields, it becomes extremely .

important to considet the extent to which such experience con-
tributed, directly or indirectly, to the attainment of the objectives
of doctoral programs inr Various fields. To paraphrase Bolwen,-
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(1953, p. 179), one's view of this question will depend in part
On his conception of the Ph.Rns a degree reserved for mature
persons, seasoned by years of praktical experience or as a degree
given to a person who, has mastered the basi s owledge and
techniques of his field and who shows abili a promise.

Whatever one'may feel about this questi. , however., it is .

evident that attainment of the doctorate represe ts the culmina-
tion of a somewhat different and clearly more p olonged process
in fields such as English,:history, political sci9tce, foreign lan-
guages, or sociology th6Tnfieldssuch as ch , engineering,
microbiology, botany, or psycholOgy.

Moreover, it is clear that in all fields the 'average amount of
time spent in progress to the doctorate is much greater than the
frequently specified "three years of graduate study" and in most
fields substantially more than four.or five years following graduate
matriculation; it should be recalled that only 14 per cent of these
graduates attained the doctorate *ithin four years after 'beginning
graduate study (5 per cent in the humanities, 20 per cent in the
physical sciences).

What are the views of the respondents regarding time taken 111"

to attain the doctorate? What Are the important sources of delay?
Why should there be such pronounced variability-over fields and
among individuals within each field? Evidence regarding 'these
and other questions will be examined in the following sections,
of this report. 1-,

1
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CHAPTER HI

sVasctors 'Affecting Duration,
Of 'Doctoral Study:
Respondents' Evaluation

P

,
ore-than 36 years ago, Dean John C. Metcalf .(1931,,

pp. 62-63), observed that "[the candidate for the doc-
torate] has embarked on an adventure which may
lead him into more devious ways than were followed
hy, a medieval knight. Ordinarily, he will not be con-

stantly in residence. But he will often return from his quest,
touch base, as it were, be reassured or discouraged, and fare
forth again for more contacts, revisions, or confutnations. The
one thing he may be sure Of is that more- time will be required
than he estimated at the start.'

.

While this romantic characterization of the pursuit of a
Ph.D. is less apt for some fields than for others, it probably holds,
true for a substantial number of individuals in all fields. The
graduates provided a measure of support for Metcalf's ,observa-
tion: less than half (45 per cent) indicated th-at.time taken to
attain the doc rate was "approximately as expected" at the time
the doctOral case of their graduate work was initiated (Table
3.11. In nine of the 15 fields, initial expectation proved to be
realistic for an even smaller percentage of graduates. Expectation
was somellvhat more realistic in the science ...fields than in the

. others.,, in five -of the eight naturaipseience fields, one-half or <,

more of the graduates reported time taken was approximately as
expected at the outset. The percentage of graduates without
definite expectations regard to time for completion of the

fdegree progtam was felatively low (about 8 per cent).
With due consideration of the subjective and retrospective

nature of the response, the extent of "discrepancies revealed
,
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TABLE 3.1

Respondents' Evaluation of Amount of Time Actually Taken to
Earn Doctorate in Relation to ExRectation at the et:

Percentage Distributioris, By, Field

..

Amount of time taken, as 1i
compar to dxpectation. Had no ,

N Much 'Somewhat As
greater ,greater expected

Bioscides 336 9.8 22.6 56.5

Botany, 101 9.9 15.8 67:3
Microbiology 85 8.2 25.9 54.1
Zoology 67 11.9 29.8 40.3
Other 83 9.6 21.7, 59.0

Phy. Sci. 844 9.7 30.3 46.1

Mathematics 131 15.3 21.4 40.5
Physics 124 14.5 411.1 31.5.
Chemistry 414 7.2 30.9 49.8
Engineering 17$ 8.0 28.0 52.0

Soc. Sci. 418 16.5 32.5 39.2

Psychology 194 12.9 34.0 43.8
Sociology 101 20.8 28.7 35.6
Pol. Sci. 66 12.1 36.4 37.9°
7Economics 57 26.3 29.8 31.6

Humanities 331 18.4 28.7 40.2

History 143 20.3 28.0 40.6
F. Lang. 86 17.4 27.9 50.0
English 102 16.7 30.4 31.4

All Fields 1929 1,2.7. 29.2 45.4

0
S
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definite
expecta- No

Less tion response

2.7 7.7 0.6

3.0 4.0
3.5 8.2
1.5 13.4 3.0 f
2.4-- 7.2

5.1 8.5 0.2

5.3 1°7.6
2.4 10.5
6. 5.6., 0.5

5.0 6.5 0.2

6.7 .2.6
4.0 9.9 '1.0
4.5 9.1
1.8 10.5

'3.3 9.4

2.1 9.1'
4.6

7.8 13.7
sk.
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between individual expectation and subsequent "re ality" suggests
that many individuals initiated the doctoral phase of their gradu-
ate programs with an unrealistic conception of the time likely to
be tali'en, for completion of all clegree requirements. These data
suggest, also, that the problem of reconciling rate ofprogress with
initial expectation may have been a source of considerable anx-
iety, doubt, and undue self-examination on the part of many
candidates.' f,,

. .

It is clear that for many individuals progress toward the
doctorate may be characterized by considerable uncertainty.
What are some of the major factors which affect the amount of
time taken to complete doctoral programs? Are these factors,
operative to about the same degree in all fields? What factors
account for differences in duration among fields? EvidenCgt bear-
ing on these questions was sought from institutional-department
representatives (graduate deans and faculty) who were asked to'
comment on factors affecting duration and from gradtfates who
were asked to indicate whether or not designated factors operated
to increase duration of their own programs of study.

VIEWS FROM THE GRAD TE SCHOOL

Graduate,deans and graduate faculty, with some differences .

in ernptisis,.-tended to stress the following in their comments on
factors Ufecting uration:

(1) con ity of study and amount of time devoted
to stu y

(2) the d ser9.tion and research
(3) stud t attributes
(4)
(5,)
(6)

the lereign language requirement
ade ,9uacy of undergaduate preparation
particular requirements or patterns of require-.Intnts/

(7) departmental expectations and faculty attitudes.
k

lIn his study of gradUate education, Berelson (1960, p. 295) asked recent
recipients of the doctorate and graduate faculty, "As it operates, [does] the
'doctoral program produce too much anxiety in many students, and unneces-
sarily so?" In'arts and sciences fields, recent recipients of the doctorate tended
to respond, "yes," while graduate_ faculty tended to say "no." Uncertainty
regarding "date Of completion" of the degrei program is one potential Source
of anxiety.
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. First in total frequency of. mention were factors which
might affect continuity of study and the amount of time devoted
to study, such as the economic status of the ,s'tudent, his family
obligations and number of dependents. Emphasis centered on the
"type and nature of financial assistance available to students,"
e.g.; fellowships versus part-time teaching. The relative attrac-
tiveness of job opportunities for those with less preparation than'
the doctorate was also pointed up as' a factor influencing "con-
dimity" of study.

Factors related to the dissertation and research, featured
somewhat more prominently by natural scientists, were empha-
sized by many. More specifically, the following variables were
suggested as most important:

(a) nature and scope of the thesis' topic-its clarity of
focus

(b) -time of initiation of thesis-research'
(c) availability of equipmeit, library resources, etc.
(d) prior experience of students in research
(e) ability of students to organize and write up results

of research.

The unpredictable course of much research was also mentioned
by several respondents. -

Student attributes, recognized as important, at least im-
plicitly, by all respondents, were emphasized more often by
faculty representatives than by deans and ranked third in total
frequency. Although there were frequent references to ability
and aptitudeoother type4 of variables (e.g., attitude, persistence,
drive, industriousness, general maturity, desire, application, and
the like) were even mote frequently cited.

Factors related to the foreignlanguage requirement and fo
undergraduate preparation generally were mentioned with abOut
equal frequency as variables affectingstime. With regard to lau
guages, institutional-departmental representatives stressed (a)
amount and quality of prica: preparation, (b) availability of
facilities for preparing graduate students to meet-the require-
mentand (c) the extent to which the requirement was perceived
as functional or meaningful by faculty and students. With regard
to undergraduate study, emphasis was placed on the quality,
nature, and level of preparation in major and cognate or collat-
eral fields. Lads of "uniformity" in undergraduate programs
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was stressed by a few, particularly by representatives of social
science departments.

Particular requirements or patterns of requirements were
cited as potentially important variables relatively infrequently by
deans but somewhat more frequently by graduate faculty, as
follows:'

(a) the minor field-7expectations .about, amount of
course work required, methods of satisfying the
requirement, etc.

(b) minimum number of credit hours for the degree
(c) master's degree requirement ,for potential Ph.D.)

candidates
44), required minimum time lapse between meeting

one.requiremenfand meeting the next
(e) rigidly sequential nature of the patterns° of re-

quirements 1111

(f) .required reductions in course loads of students
on assistantships.

Second-ranked by graduate deans, although seldonrffen-
tioned by graduate faculty, were factors related to departmental
expectations and faculty attributes and responsibilities. A major
variable was held to be the nature and degree of clarity- of de-
partmental expectations and programsthe general climate
within a department, methods of acquainting Oudents with de-.
partmental "expectations." The major professor, thesis director,
and/or dissertation committee were cited as potentially critical
variables in terms of the extent and, nature of guidance given to
students, degree 6f responsibility, standards set, attitudes toward
the advisory process and students, and in the extent to "which
they iffsisted upon "steady progress."

GRADUATES' ASSESSMENTS OF
\\ DESIGNATED FACTORS

In many respkcts, the variables stressed by institutional-
departmental representatives,werereflected in the responses of
their former studenti who were asked to assess the impact of a
number of specific factors on their own rates of progress toward
the doctorate. Ratin0 were obtained for 15 factors, as follows:

1
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(1) LaCk of coordination between beginning and
advanced stages of graduate work _

(2) Discontinuity of graduate, attendance
(3) Inadequate undergraduate preparation in gradu-

ate field of specialization
(4) Transferring from one graduate isnstitution to

another
(5), Clione(s) in field of specialization during

graduate stud
(6) Inadequate preparation in foreign languages

prior to beginning graduate work
(7) Change (s) in dissertation topic after some work
. already completed
(8) Changes in membership of dissertation corn-

mittee
(9) Writing dissertation off-campus while engaged

employinent
(10) Nature og the disseAation subject, per se
(11) Work as a research assistant
12), Work as a teaching assistant

(13) Fan illy obligations '1'
(14) Financial problems
(15 )' Health problems.

Graduates were asked to evaluate each factor in terms of
the extent to which it affected the amount, of time taken to "get
astoctorate" according to the following alternativq: "lengthened
time considerably," "lengthened time somewhat," "did not
lengthen time" and "the conditions or circumstances implied by

, this item were not present in my case."

Relative Importance--of Factors

shown in Table 3.2 are percentage distributiOns of responses
for the fifteen factors fikthe entire sample. Factors are listed in

,descending order with respect to percentage of responses attribut-
ing some lengthening influence.

The five factors most frequently cited by graduates were
discontinuity of graduate attendance, work as a teaching assist-
ant, natttre of' the dissertation subject; writing the dissertation
off-campus while engaged in full-time employment, and financial
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TABLE 3.2

Distributions of Ratings of -Fifteen Designated Factors as Influences On
Length of Doctoral Programs: Total Sample (N = 1929)

Designated factors

Percentage distribution of responses

- Lengthened
time

considerably

Lengthened
time

somewhat

Did not
lengthen

time

Circumstances
implied were
not preient

No
response

Discontinuity of graduate attendance 17.1 14.9 7.4 56.Q 4.6Work as teaching assistant 6.9 25.0 20.6 41.2 6.3
Nature of dissertation subject 98 20.6 34.5 29.7 *5.3"
Writing dissertation off- campus 13.9 13.3 11.1 57.5 4.2
Financial problems ,11.0 16.3 30.2 35.9 6.6
Iriadequate preparation in lan4uhges 4.0 23.2 40. 0 28.0 4.7
Lack of coordination: beginning and advanced

phaSei of graduate study 5:6 18.6 20.0 50.0 5.9
Family obligations, 7:4 15.6 31.1 39.6 6.4
Inadequate preparation in field; 3.3 19.5 22.8 49.1 5.2
Transferring 5.8 16.5 48.1' 55.0 4.6
Changes in dissertation topic -4.1 10.3. 9.0 71.3 5.2
Changes in field 2.9 8.9 10.0 72.7 5.5
Work as a research assistant 1.8 9.0 26.7 53.6 9.0
Changes in dissertation committee 1.6 4.6 14(1/4 70.5 .5.4
Health problems 0.9 3.3 19.0 68.2 8.6
Mean .(all factors) 6.4, 14.6 21.2 51.9 5.8
*Factors are listed in descending order with respect to the percentage attributing some lengthening influence.



problems. each of these factors was cited by more than one-
'fourth of the respondents. .

IX moderate impRrtance;.cited by between' 15 and 25 per
cent of the respondents, were inadequate undergraduate prepara-
tion in foreign languages, lack of coordination between beginningv
and advanced phases of graduate study, family obligations, in-
adequqty Tndergraduate preparation in the field of graduate
major, and transferring from one graduate institution to another.

Judged least important among the fifteen fac ors, although
constituting considerable lengthening influences or some indi-
viduals, were changes ut the dissertatimi topic, hanges in field
of specialization during graduate work, work as a research assist-
ant

, changes in the dissertation committee, and health problems.4
The data in Table 3.2 are of interest for several reasons.

First, they provide evidence regarding the relative frequency of
occurrence of the factors. By inference from the prpportion of
responses indicating that the circumstances implied by a given
factor were not present, we find, for example, that only 28 per
cent of the graduates felt that they were "adequately prepared"
in foreign languages and that only 49 per cent were "ade,quately
prepared" as undergraduates in the major field.

Secondly, the data point up a,clear distinction between work
as a teaching assistant and work as a research assistant in respect
to judged influence on time taken to attain the degree. Research,
appointments were infrequently evaluated as contributing to
"length" whereas teaching assistantships were frequently judged
to have had,a lengthening influences-- "work as a teaching assist-
ant" was second-ranked among the fifteen factors,. being Cited
by about 32 per cent of the respondents,. while "work as a
research assistant" ranked 13th, being cited by only 11. per cent
of the group.

Thirdly, it should be noted )

that' ten of the fifteen factots
were judged to have had some lengthening influence by at least
one-fifth of all graduates. It is evident that a variety of factors
may operate to produce the observed differences among indi-
vidual's and among fields .with respect to time taken .to attain the
doctorate. Although certain factors may be Telated (e.g., writing
the dissertation off-campus during a period of full-time employ-
ment, financial problems, family obligations) it cannot be
assumed that attention given to one factor (e.g., finances) is .
sufficient for alleviation of the conditions implied by others
(e.g., discontinuity of attendance). Lack of adequate financial
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. . ..

support, for example, is only one of several reasons why graduate
students Might ?ostpone or interrupt their studies.

Finally, these ficfors are not operative to the same degree
in aft fields, as will.be seen in the following sections.

Comparison of fact6\rs by field

Shown in Table 3.3 are data indicating the relative' im-
portance of the fifteen factors in each of the fifteen fields. The
values tabled are percentages (rounded to nearest whole)
attributing some ("moderate" or "considerable") lengthening in-
fluence 4ito the respective factors. ithin each field, the .five or
six leading factors are indicated by pecial type.

Ampng the trends which merit some special comment are
the` following:

(1) Discontinuity, ,of attendance ranks among the leading
. factors in essentially all fields but it is a More pronounced factor

in those fields characterized by longer elapsed time to the 'doc-
torate. . .

(2) Work as a teaching assistant, second ranked in the en-
tire sample, was relatively low-ranked as a lengthening influence
by social science graduates generally, although itewas among the
leading factors for political science graduates. It was, in fact,
more consistently 'cited for its lengthening influence in the,natural
sciences than in the social sciences or humanities" and 47 per
cent,of chemistry graduates indicated that their work as a teach-
ing assistant h d some lengthening influencebetween 10 and
19 per cent s d the lengthening effect was considerable. -Except
in The social fences, then, graduates frequently cite Lt ie teach-
ing assistants p as alengthening.mfluence.

(3) T e nature ofr the dissertation topic was a factor in-
fluencing le gth of ,program for about30 per cent of all gradu-
ates, and as among the leading factors in most- fields.It was
least signi cant for mathematics graduates.

(4) Writing the dissertation off-campus during a period of
full - time /employment was striingly more significant in the social

and Eng-
lish

anand humanities than, the natural sciences. Over 45
per cent of graduates in sociology, economics, history
lish cited this factor as a lengthening influence while fewer than
25 per cent of the graduates in botany, Microbiology, other bio-
sciences, chemistry and engineering did to. r

.

(5) Financial problems, fifth-ranked in the total sample,
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TABLE 3.3

Percentage of Graduates Attributing Some Lengthening Influence
to Designated Factors: Natural Science Fields

Factor ,
Bio-

sciences
Botany, Micro- Zoology Other Physical

°- biology Bio. Sci. sciences
Mathe- Physics Chetnis- Engi-
mules try neering

Discontinuity of attendance (25)* 21* 24* 28* 28* (27)* 401 33* 23* 21
Work as teaching assistant (36) 33 32 42* 39 (36) 32* 26 2)1.

Nature of dissettatibn (34)*. 30 27* 43* 40* (28) 20 31 28 33*
Off-c'ampus dissertation/, (19) 46 19 5* 19* (18) 25* 29* 11 21
Financial probleins (25)* 20* 20 34* 28* (23) 27* 35* 19 20

trl0
Inadequate foreign language

preparation (23) 29 1 30 26 (22) 14 21 20 32
Lack of coordination: beginning and

advanced graduate study' (19) = 46 26 19 17 (24) 30 . 24 24 18'
Family obligations (19) 18 12 28* 20 (21) 27* 33* 16 19
Inadequate undergraduate prepara-

tion in field (23) 26 24 22 19 -(23) 0 35 23 11
transferring (graduate institutions) (22) 21 25 22 22 (22) 25 32 23 14'
Changes in dissertation topic (12) 11 12 12 12 (16) 18 19 . 17. 9
.Changes in graduate field (13) 1'1 8 18 11 (9) 21 9 7 14
Work as research assistant ' (13) 12 09 . 19 13 (11) 8 10 11 16-
Changes in dissertation committee (5) 7 4 4 4 (4) 9 2 2 6
Health problems (3) 3 2 4 1 (4) 4 6 5 2

* "Considerable lengthening effect" for 1 19 per cent.
*se
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TABLE 3.3, con't.
Percentage of Graduates Attributing Some Lengthening Influente

to Designated Factors: Social Sciences and Humanities

sciences
Social Psychol-

ogy
Sociol-

ogy
Po liti-
cal, Sci.

Eco-
nomics

Human-
ities History

Forel Im
languages English

Discontinuity of attendance_ ' (37)** 27* . 27* 48** 48** (46)** 48** 39** 50**Work as teaching assistant (18) \il. 18 38- 18 (34)* 22 45* 42*Nature of dissertation (31)* 27 32 27* 46* (32)* 36* 30* ' 29*..
Off-campus dissertation (37) ** 29* 48** 33** 51*** (45)" 47** 38**' 49***
Financial problems (32)* 25 38* 33** 42* .. (35)* 38* 29* 36*
Idadequate foreign language

LA1, preparation .

Lack of coordination: beginning and
(38) 32 30 44 61* (32) 46 7 34

advanced graduate study (33) 30 -. 35* 34* 37 (20) 23 16 22
Family obligations (25) 20 29* 36* 23 (29)* 28 23. '66*
Inadequate undergraduate prepara-

tion in. field (26) 24 27. 26 32 (18) 18 18 19
Transferring (graduate institution) (22), 26 19 24 16 (20) . 19 17 24
Changes in dissertation topic , (15) 15 '17 12 18 (12) .: 10 12, / 1,0
Changes in graduate field (10 11 21 20 19 (11) e 9 15 11
Work as research assistant (12) 8' 23 11 10 (5) \ '8 3 2
Changes in dissertation committee (13) '16 11 4 10 (7) ' 7 3 9

*,-.:,

Health problems (6) 2 2 6 9 (7) 10 5 4
"Considerable lengthening effect " for 10-19%; **"Considerable lengthening effect" for 20:29%;*** "Considerable. lengthening effect" for 30-39%.
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were relatively important for most fields but were most frequently
cited-as .a lengthening influence in social science and humanities
fields.

(6) Inadequate undergraduate preparation in foreign lan-
guages was particularly significant for social Sciences and hu-
manities. It was cited, for example, by 61 per cent of economics
majors and 46 per cent of history majors. Less than one-fourth
of natural sciences graduates checked this factor.

(7) Lack of coordination between the. beginning and ad--
vanced phases of graduate study was also quite significant for
social science graduates--30 per cent or more in each of the
fields cited this factor. Moreover, changes in graduate fields bf
specialization and changes in the dissertation topic, both logically
related to "lack oicoordination," were also cited more frequently
by social science 'graduates and humanities graduates than by
natural science respondents.

(8) litadequate undergraduate preparation in . field of
graduate major was most significant for social sciences. It was
also- of moderate' importance in natural science , fields. Fewer
thai one-fifth of the humanities graduates, however, attributed ,

a lengthening influence to this factor.
(9) Family obligations more frequently influenced 'time

taken to attain. the doctorate in the social sciences and humani-
ties than in the natural sciences. This is logically related both to
the highge.average ages of individuals in theo.,fields and to the
higher proportion of women in these fields.

(10) Transferring from one graduate institution to another
lengthened time for abotft one-fifth of the graduates in each ma-
jor area.

( II) Work a.y a research assistont was' of minor impor-
tince as a lengthenidg influence in all Aids.

Why More Rapid Completion of Requirements
in the Natural Sciences?

).Further insight 4tto the nature of factors affecting time
taken to comple:edoctoral requirementsCs provided through
examination of, responses of graduate deans and faculty repre-
sentad wves who were asked to "account for" the fact that natural
science graduaTs tended to complete doctoral requirements more
rapidly than graduates in other fields.

More 'rapid completion of requirements in natural science
fields was rationalized in terms of the following types of factors:
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(1) Research organization And approach to the dis-

sertation .

(2) Nature and amount of financial support
(3) 'The degree of structure inherent in the disciplines

and the prograth
(4) Attributes of students
(5) Other factors.

Most frequently mentioned were factors related to research
and the dissertation in which the natural sciences were deemed
to have an advantage:

e) Dissertation problems in science fields are eas-
ier to define,. more clearly focused.. Once a
Problem is defined, appropriate research pro-
cedures and techniques are usually specified.

. .-1/1

And, criteria Apr evaluating the "success" Of
a research prdject tend to be snore objective
in the natural-sciences.

(b) Dissertation 'tesearch is beguii earlier in the
sciences, _

(c) Research is *4a more natural aspect of scielicc,
--programs asii there is.A closer tie-in between

course work and research.
(d) Sciences cnattiral scielice programs). tend to

emphasize demonstrated research competence
and specialization rather than "mastery of a
field (fields) of knowledge."

(e) WOrk.done by science graduate studentp (proj-
ect research, assistantship research) more often
has 'a direct contribution to make to the dis-

' sertation.
( f ) By virtue of the nature of working relation-

ships in many science fields, there is closer
contact between students and faculty generally
and between ..students and dissertation direc-
tors.

(g) Because research in sciences often requires
special equipment, the off-campus dissertation

. is less frequently a feasible proposition.
(h) Dispertations tend to be shorter in the scienee4

Writing, composition, assembly, and presenta-
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tion of the dissertation is a less pionouncecl
burden; literary style isless often a major fac.-
for in science presentitions.

It Was suggested, also, that sciences have the advantage of a
greater amount of financial support and of types of financial sup -_
port which afford greater opportunity for sustained attention to
completion of requirements (e.g., research assistantships,. fellow-
ships) . , ,

About one-sixth of' all responses relate to, what might be
termed the greater degree of "structure" characteristic of science

-disciplines and programs, conducive to a greater degree of articu-
lation between. undergraduate and graduate work and between
various aspects of degree 'programs research,- course work; etc.:

.

.(a) Knowledge in the sciences is more "absolute,"
"precise," "definite"more definitely sequen-
tial.

(b) There is a greater of articulation be-
- tween undergraduate and graduate programs

in the natural sciences than in the social
sciences and humanities.

1 '.
(c) ,Program requirements in the sciences tend tO

be.more clearly defined, more explicit.
,- /

Of the factors cited as conducive to more4pid completion
of requirements, slightly. less than one-fifth related to student
characteristics or characteristic patterns of career development

'in the sciences. It was suggested that, as compared to students
in the social sciences and humanities, science graduate students
tend to be younger and more research oriented. Science students
are likely to have developed definite- career and degree goals
at an earlier age. One respondent suggested the hypothesis that
ability-interest-,personality 'variables conducive to choice of
science fields may have as a concomitant a-"penchant" for order-
lingss.and time efficiency.

. .-

..r

\
Other factors mentioned were as follows:

13(a) Egly completion of the degree is a traditional
pattern in sciences:

.
(b) Better prospects tor employment in industry

for science graduates tend-to give added incen-
tive for rapid completion of requirements.
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(c) Interim, on-the-job experience is less often
,judged to be important in science fields.

(d) The direct Ph.D., bypassing the master's de-
gree, may be:a factor in reducing time._

RECAPITULATION

Progress toward the doctorate is fraught with considerable
uncertainty. Less than half the graduates, for example, indicated
that time taken by them in completing degree requirements was
approximately as expected when they began the doctoral phase
of their programs; in some fields more than one-fifth of the
graduates reported that the amount of time actually taken was
Much greater than had been anticipated. Rate of progress toward
the degree, of course, may be influenced by a variety of factors
any of which might lead, in an individual case, to substantial
prolongation of the "quest."

Discontinuity of attendance, work as a teaching assistant,
the nature of the disertation problem, writing the dissertation
o campus, financial problems, inadequate preparatiprr in for-
eign languages, lack of coordination between beginning and ad-
vanced stages of graduate work, family obligations, inadequate
undeigraduate preparation in the major field, transferring from
pne graduate institution to anothereach of these factors was

-cited by at least 20`per cent of the graduates as having had some
"lengthening influence." Serral other factors, cited less fre-
quently in the total sample, were very potent' fat some indi-
viduals. T,

Graduate deans and departmental representatives suggested
a' pattern of variables affecting "duration" quite similar to that
reflected in the experience of their former "studentsdegree of
continuity of study and amount of time devoted to study,
proach to the dissertation and research, the foreign language re-
quirement, and nature of undergraduate 'preparation. They also
pointed up the impOttance of individual differences in aeNiemic
ability apd in motivation, drive, persistence, industriousness, etc.
Deans, pai-ticularly, noted that the degree of clarity of institu-
tional and departmental expectations regarding doctoral require..
ments was an extremely important factor, along with faculty atti-
tudes toward students and the nature of their advisory relation-
ships with students.
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Certain institutional and/or departmental policies were
cited as important vatiables, e.g., requiring the master's degree
of potential Ph.D. candidates, establishing a minimum number
of credit hours for the Ph.D. degree, enforcing a rigidly sequen-
tial pattern of completing requirements, etc.

While all factors cited appear to be present fb some extent in
every field, there are obvious differences in the degree to which
they are operative in the respective fields. The relative potency
of the ten leading factors, according to graduates' assessments, is
pointed up in summary form in Table 3.4. jt4s-clear, for example,
that proportionately fewer graduates ill natural science fields
emphasized disc.ontinuity of graduate attendance, wrhing the dis-
sertation off-campus during a period of full-time employment,
financial problems, inadequate foreign language preparation, lack
of,coordination between beginning and advanced stages of gradu-
ate work, and family obligations.

NuCnber'ed among the natural.sdience fields, are the majority r)
of fields of shorter duration in average elapsed time to the doc-
torate. But, in more direct form, the relation between median,
-time lapse (entry-PHD) and incidence of selected factors "as
"lengthening influences" may be summarized for the fifteen fields
circler consideration by means of rank order correlation coeffi-
cients as follows:

ok.

p
FactorU

Correlation (rho):-
Median time lapse vs.

incidence of factor

Discontinuity of attendance .83

Off- ampus dissertation .81

manci problems .72
Family obligations .62
Health problems .49

This set of interrelated factors (e.g., fields- with high inci-
dence of :`discontinuity of attendance" also tend- to be high in
incidenre of "off-campus dissertations") reflects differences
among, the fields in the degree of "temporal continuity" which is
characteristic.of student progress toward the doctorate.

Differences in duration among the fields may also be a. func-
tion of differences in the degree of "structural" or "programmatic
continuity" reflected in the process of attaining a doctoratei.e.,
the characteristic degree of -articulation of all phases of the total
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TABLE $.4,

Relative Potency of Various Factors as "Lengthening Influences"
in Four Major Academic Areas* ,

0 Factor**
Physical Social

Bioseiences Sciences Sciences Humanities

DiscontinuifKfat- Moderate
Jetd,Ance

Work as a teaching
assistant High

Nature of dissertation
topic High

'Off-dampus dissertation Low

Financial problems Moderate

Inadequate foreign lan-
guage preparation Moderate

-I<ack of coordination .
'between beginning
and advanced study Low

Family Cliga-tfans----- -Um= ;
Inadequate undergrad-

uate preparation in
. field of study,.

T ransferring

Moderate Very Very
. high high

High Low High

Mod rate Hit-. High

'Very,
Very

*N high- '; high

Moderate

Moderate ...High High

Moderate High Moderate

_Moderate Moderate Moderate

Moderate Moderate Moderate Low.

Moderate Moderate Mbderate Moderate

i.
, t

*Very high potency-7-some lengthening influence for 35 per cent or. more and
considerable lengthening influence for more than 20 per cent.

High potencysome lengthening influence for 30-40 per cent.'

Moderate potencysome lengthening influence for 20-29 per cent.
.Low potencySome le ening in(luence for less 'than 20 per cent.

**Five additional facto were generally of low potency,

Ar-
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programs of stud ies (undergraduate and graduate), examina-
tions, and research which duhninate in award of the degree:
Among graduates, for example, :lack of ,c.pordination between
beginning and advanced stages, of graduate work" was much
more frequently cited by those in social science fields than by
those in natural scienci fields, as were "changes in graduate field
of study."

Institutional- departmental representatives, in.a accounting for
more rapid completion times in the natural sciences than hi other
fields, mentioned he degree of "structure" which is characteristic
of the natural. science disciplines, their more "definite" program
requirements, the closer relationship between course work and
dissertatiOn research, and othei factors conducive to whatpe have
termed "programmhtic continuityt" They suggested also that a

`tradition of "early completion" and earlier establishment
appropriate career and study goals among students were con
cive to more rapid completion of requirements in the natur
sciences:

Of considerable interest is the fact that less than one-fourth
of the reasons given to account for Are rapid completion of all
requirements in the sciences related to financial assistance and
support; almost one-half of all factors cited related to research
organization and aproach.to the dissertation and/or the more
structured nature of the natural science disciplines (more definite
expectations and greater articulation, of programs of examina-
tions, studies, and research).

Stress. (on factors related to "research" is natural in any
consideration of programs of doctorate study. It is significantiri
,thus context that "work as a research assistant" was relatively
infrequently cited as a 'lengthening influence" either by graduates
or by institutional-departmental representatives, but that "work
as a te;ahing assistant" was among the five leading, "lengthening-
influences" according to graduates' assessments.

-4 In essence, the iksessments of graduate deans ,elild faculty
rep1esentafives, and those of their fOrmer students, point up the
variety og factors which may influence patterns of progress toward
the docldrate and which should be considered in any effort to
account for differences among individuals in time taken to attain
the degree and for differences among'fields in average duration.
Special consideration, however, should be given to, certain varia-
bles reported-by many individuals as "lengtheling inflotices"
which require more detailed analysis:.
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(1) discontinuities in progress toward th(doctofate and the
individual and situational variables which are involved

(2) patterns of financial- assistance and support during the
L, period of graduate study

(3) the research requirement

(4) the foreign language requirement.

We now turn to an examination of each of these topics in
the light of evidence from the "record" as reported by the,
graduates.

't
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CHAPTER IV

Delays and Discontinuities
In Progress to the Doctorate

t is theoretically possible in most fields for an indi-
vidual to initiate graduate study immediately after
receiving a bachelor's degree and within some three
years successfully to complete a program of studies,
examinatiohs, and research culminating in the award

of a Ph.D. As we have seen, however, the degree of continuity
temporal and programmaticimplied by this theory is not char-
acteristic of patterns of progress to the doctorate and the theo-
retically possible, time-span is much less than the actual time-.
span in the majority of cases.

Deviations froth this theoretical 'model may be accounted
for by a number of factors, both individual and situational, which
influence the timing of entry of individuals into graduate school
and the degree of continuity of their progress after entry. Delayed
entry into graduate school, for example, may be due to the fact
that relevant graduate study goals were not developed at time
of college graduation; to general uncertainty regarding career
goals; to desire for "practical" experience; to military obligations;
to financial problems and fainily responsibilities; or to some com-
bination of these and other variables. Interruptions in graduate
attendance may be due to many of these same variables, plus
other factors more directly related to the nature of the graduate
study program itself.

. All recent graduates were asked to provide inforthation
regarding (a) the timing of development of relevant graduate
study goals, (b) immediate versus delayed entry into graduate
school, (c) interruptions in attendance prior to completion of
course- and residence requirements for the doctorate and, as a,
special case, (d) interruptions following conferral of a master's



degree. They were also asked to indicate which of seyetal desig-
nated factors were associated with delayed entry into graduate
school or with interruptionsin graduate attendance and were
given an opportunity to write in factors not included on the
questionnaire. In addition, information provided by respondents
regarding graduate, schools attended and subdoctoral degrees
earned permits a general description of institutional attendance
and degree patterns, a factor which is relevant to the question of
"continuity" of progress to the doctorate.

TIMING OF DEVELOPMENT OF GRADUATE
STUDY GOALS AND DISCIPLINARY INTERESTS

Recent graduates were asked to indicate the period (during
high school, during college freshman year, etc.) during which
(a) pursuit of graduate study became a definite personal goal,
(b) working toward a doctorate degree became a definite per-
sonal goal, and (c) they first became interested in the field which
subsequently became the doctoral major.

The data in Table 4.1, °which indicate the extent to which
these graduate study goals and disciplinary interests had become
established by the end of the college -senior year, are quite
revealing.

(1) When they received the bachelor's degree, only about
-three of ten graduates in the total sample had the definite per-
sonal goal of "working toward a doctorate." In. the fields of
English, economics, political science, engineering, zoology, and
microbiology fewer than one-fourth of .the "graduaiesNvere defi-
nitely "doctorate oriented," but in physics, psychology, chemistry
and other ,biosciences, more than one-third were so' oriented.

(2) For more than one- fourth (2.7.6 per ,cent) of all
graduates "pursuit of graduate study" had not becOme established
as a definite personal goal; more than four out of ten English
graduates (42.1 per cent) did not have this- graduate study goal
at time of college graduation. In general this goal was least prey-

, alent among thelumanities graduates of whom only 65 per cent
were Orsonally committed to "the pursuit Of 'graduate study,"
when they received their bachelor's degrees.

(3) Interest in a graduate field was most generally estab-
lished in four fieldsphysics, chemistry, engineering; and psy-
chologyin which, by the end of their senior year, more than
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TABLE 4.1

Extent to Which Certain Graduate Study Goals and Disciplinary
Interests Had Developed before College Graduation, By Field

1'

Field N

By end of college senior year
(per cent indicating)

Interest in
field of

doctorate:.
established

Definite personal goal to

Pursue grad- Earn a
uate study doctorate

Biosciences 336 69.0 72.3 25.0

Botany' 101 V. 66.3 76.2' 25.7
Microbiology 85 71.8 72.9 23.5
Zoology 67 71.6 71.6 , 14.9

-'Other Biosciences 83 67.5 67.5 33.7

Ph %sical Sciences 844 . 82.9 74.2 30.7
si

Mathematics 131 a 71.0 66.4 26.0
Physics 124 87.9 72.6 37.1
Chemistry 414 85.3 78.4 '36.7
Engineering 175 82.8 65.8' 15.4

Social Sciences 418 71.0 74.6 30.1

Psychology 194 77.8 ;9.8 37.1
Sociology ON 64.4 73.2 30.7,
Political Science r"t6 68.2 73.0 21.2
Economics - 57 63.2 61.5 15.8

Humanities 331 ,72.8 65.0 24.8

History 143 74.8 66.5 26.6.
Languages

rEnglish
86

102
68.6
73.5

71.0
57.9

.29.1
18.6

All Fields 1929 76.2 72.4 29.9

*Interest established in field which subsequently became doctoral major.
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three-fourths of graduates had become interested in the doctoral
field. In general, the percentages reported for social sciences,
other than psychology, and for humanities fields are somewhat
lower than the overall percentage of 76.2, but this is also true
for biological science fields. In essence the physical science fields,
other than mathematics, clearly are characterized by earlier
establishment of disciplinary interests.

(4) These data indicate that "working toward a doctorate"
became established as a definite goal for the majority of indi-
viduals in all fields after college graduation. Thim, "pursuit of the
doctorate" represents an emergent goal, we may infer,' crystalliz-
ing for many individuals only after entry into graduate school'
Indeed, data not shown indicate the modal category to be "during
the first year of graduate study." The \decision to undertake.,
graduate study, however, appears to have become established for
most individuals during the undergraduate years, although we
have seen that this goal was absent in more than one-fourth of
the cases at time of college graduation.

INCIDENCE OF DELAYED ENTRY AND
INTERRUPTIONS IN GRADUATE STUDY

About one-third .,(34.0 per cent) of the -sample reported a
delay of at least six months -between graduation from college and
entry into graduate school. Roughly 37 per cent reported that,
prior to completion of course and residence requirements for the
doctorate, there were one or more periods of non-attendance, in
excess of six months (see Table 4.2). Thus, about two-thirds of
all graduates proceeded directly into graduate study 'and about

3 per cent were essentially continuously Aattendance as gradu-
ate students from time oftentry into graduate school until they .

completed all4course and residence requirements for the doc-
torate degree. Differences among fields are apparent, however:

(1) Of the seven, fields with longest time- lapse' to the doe-
torate (humanities fields, social sciences other than psychology
and mathematics) all are characterized by the fact that (a) inci-

- dence of interruption. following entry into .graduate study was
greater than incidence of delayed entry into graduate school and

'These trends are consistent with evidence from national samples. See, for
example, Gropper and Fitzpatrick (1959, pp. 24-25),, Melson (1960, pp.
143 -144) and Davis (1962, pp. 27-30).
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TABLE 4.2

Incidence of Delayed Entry into Graduate School and
Interruptions in Graduate Study Prior to Completion,
of Couite and Residence Requirements, Respectively,

By Field

/ield
Deytyed eitry**,

One or more
interruptions**

N 1)D. Per cent No. Per cent

Biosciences 336 111 33.0 104 31.0

Botany 101 38 37.6 30 29.7
Microbiology 85 24 28.2 28 32.9
Zoology , 67 , 18 26.9 24 35.8
Other Biosciences 83 31 37.4 22 26.5

Physical Sciences 844 276 32.7 ;.47 29.3

Mathematics 131 44 33.6 58 44.3
Physics 124 34 27.4 44 35.5
Chemistry 414 123 29:7 103 24.9
Engineering 175 75 42.9 42 24.0

....
Social Science; 418 134 32.1 168 40.2

Psychology 194 52 26.8 12 28.9
Sociology 101 36 35.6 4 45.5
Political Science 66 26 39.4 37 56.1
Economics A 57 20 35.1

r
29 50.9

Humanities 331 134 40.5 193 58.3

History ,143 55 38:51 79 55.2
F. Lang. 86 28 32.6 49 57.0
English 102 51 50.0 ,65 t 63.7.

All Fields 1929 , 655 34.0 712 36.9

SA delay °cat least six months.

**One or more interruptions of at least six month's duration.
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(b) incidence of interruptions was considerably higher than the
total percentage of 36.9. More than one-half of the graduates in
political science, economics, and the humanities fields reported
one or more interruptions in graduate attendance, and only 50
per cent of English graduates proceeded directly into graduate
school following college graduation.

(2) While a substantial proportion of engineering graduates
(42.9 per ,cent) delayed entry, less than one-fourth reported
interruptions in graduate attendance.

(3) Consistent with the ratings for "discontinuity of atten-
dance" reported previously, incidence of interruptions in graduate
attendance is closely related to median time-lapse, over fields.

Interruptions Following the Master's Degree

fr

Although direct pursuit of the Ph.D. without taking any
subdoctoral degree is possible (and. encouraged by certain de-
partments), for most recipients of the doctorate the master's
degree is a normal concomitant of progress To_the doctorate.

As noted earlier, almost 87 per cent of all respondents
reported that they earned a master's degree en route to the Ph.D.,
and more thaii,95 per cent of humanities graduates did so. The
direct Ph.D. was-most prevalent among graduates in chemistry
(roughly 21 per cent), psychology (19 per cent), other bio--
sciences (18 per cent) and physics (about 18 per cent). It should
be emphasized that these are fields with shorter average elapsed
time to the doctorate.

Without regard to consideration of the relative merits of the
direct pattern versus the "stepping stone" pattern, it is clear that
completion of the master's program was followed by an inter-
ruption in progress to the doctorate for 35 per cent of all master's
holders, representing 30.3 per cent of all graduates (see Table
4.3).

Some 49 per cent of master's holders in humanities, 37 per
cent of those in social sciences, 33 per cent of those it biosciences,
and 28 per cent of those in physical sciences interrupted following
receipt of the master's degree; because of t4:smaller proportion
of master's holders in physical science field;--the number of
interruptions by master's holders represented only about 23 per
cent of all graduates.
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TABLE '4.3

Incidence of Inte ons in Graduate Study§
Following the Matter's Degree, By Field

Field

Total in field
with master's

degree

Six months or more
interrupted study

after receiving master's

No. Per cent No. master's
% of

holders

% of
all gradu-

ates

Biosciences 336 300 89.3 100 33.3 29.8

Botany 101 92 91.1 26 28.3 25.7,
Microbiology 85 80 94.1 28 35.0 32.9
Zoology 67 60 89.6 24 40.0 35.8
Other 83 68 81.9 22 32.4 26.5

Physical Sciences 844 695 82.3 197 28.3 23.3

Mathematics 131 112 85.5 42 37.5 32.1
Physics 124 102 82.2 30 29.4 24.2
Chemistry .. 414 328 79.2 83 25.3.. 20.0
Engineering 175 153 87.4 42 27.4 24.0

Social Sciences 418 364 87.1 135 37.1 32.3

Psychology 194 157 80.9 46 29.3 23.7
Sociology 101 97- . 96.0 41 42.3 40.6
Political Science 66 60 90.9 29 '48.3. 43.9
Economics 57 50 87.7 19 38.0 33.3

Humanities 331 315 95.2 153 48.6 46.2

History 143 149 97.2 64 46.0 44.8
Languages 86 74 86.0 35 47.3 417
English 102 102 100.0 . 54 52.9 52.9

All 1929 1674 86.8 585 34.9 30.3
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FACTORS/ASSOCIATED WITH DELAYED ENTRY
AND INTERRUPTIONS IN ATTENDANCE

Individuals who delayed entry into graduate school and
those who' reported interruptions in graduate attendance after
receiving a master's degree were asked to indicate associated
factors. Nine factors were designated for consideration at each
level, including factors related to financial status and family
obligations, military service, clarity of career goals generally and
of specific graduate study goals, etc. A summary of responses by
broad areas is provided in Table 4.4 (delayed,entry into graduate
school) and Table 4.5 (interruptions following the master's
degree).

Reasons for Delayed Entry

(1) Some 10.4 per cent of all factors checked or written
in (see Table 4.4) as influences on delayed entry into graduate
school pertained either to lack of adequate finances for a desired
program of study or to family obligations (22.4 per cent and
8.0 per cent, respectively). "A period of military service ac-
counted for about one-fifth of all factors checked.

(2) It is significant, however, that almost 37 per cent of
the total number of responses checked relate to the area of goal
development or to clarity of purpose [factors (d) through (g) J

. general uncertainty regarding career plans, career plans at the
time.did not include graduate study,-uncertainty regarding field
of study, change in occupational plans. ese factors accounted
for some h per cent of all factors chec by social science
graduates and some 41 per cent of those ch cked by bioscience

.graduates.
(3) Desire lor practical'experience, present for 17.6 per

cent of all those delaying entry, was featured somewhat more
prominently in the responses of humanities and physical science

'graduates.
(4) The small percentages associated with "adyice or recom-

mendations of others". [included in factor (i) ] suggest that the
matter of delaying entry into graduate school was little influenced,
by any pattern of formal or informal advisement favoring-delay
at the undergraduates level.

,(5) While lack of adequate finances for a desired program
of study was the most frequently designated single factdr, con-
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TABLE. 4.4
Factors Associated With Delayed Entry
Into Graduate School By Major Ar la

Factor

a, Inability to finance desired
program ..,

b. Family obligations
c. Military service

.

d. General uncertainty re career
goals ''- ,ct, .c. e. Change in occupational plans*

f. Uncertainty re field of study
g. ,Plans did not include gradstudy
h. Desire for practical experience
i. Other designated factors**
j.: Other write-in responses***

No. factiors Checked/
No. delaying entrance

Per cent delaying entry into
graduate school ..,

Number checkinegiven factor as a
per cent of all factors checked (

Percent of those delaying entrance
checking factor ,,,

Biol
sci

Phys
sci

Soc
sci

Human-
ities Total

Biol
sci

Phys
Sci

Soc
sci

Human-
ities Total

34%4
,

23.0 '22.1 17.9 26.9 22.4 47.7 40.9 36.6 53.7 43.8
7.4 4.8 8.0 11.21 8.0 15.4 12.7 16.4 22.4 15.9

15.4 23.2 19.7 15.3 19.5 32.4 43.1 40.3 30.6 38.2
'
20.0 14.2 49.7 15.3 16.7. 41.4 26.4 40.3 30.6 32.7

1.3 1.8 2.6 2.6 2.0 ' 2.7 3.3 5.2 5.2 4.0
9.1 4.1 5.1 1.9 4.8 , 18.9 7.¢ 10.4 3.7 9.3

10.9 12.51 15.7 13.4 22.5 23.2 32,1 26.9 25.613.1
6.5 10.5 5.5 11.6 9.0 13.5 19.6 11.2 423.1 . 17.6
3.0 1.8 3.3 1.5 2.2 6.3 3.3 6.7 3.0 4.4
3.0 2.9 -2.6 0.4 -2:3 6.3 5.4 5.2 0.7 4.6

230 512 274 268' 1284 / 1 1 1 276 134. 134 655

33.0 32.7t 32.1 ',40.5 34.0
*Indicates write-in response

**Advice or recommendation of others; health problems
***Awaiting veterans' benefits to come into effect; alien; felt obligations to do w work; etc. \
Mote: ':Delay" defined as an interval of six months or more between receipt of achelor's degree and entry into graduate school.
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siderable weight should be 'attached to, the evidence that a com-
bination of factors related to the nature and clarity career and
graduate study goalsgeneral uncertainties regarding career
orientation, absence of clearly established graduate study goals,
etc. accounted for over one-third of all 'factors checked and
written in.

Reasons fy Post-Master's Interruptions

(1) Financial circumstances and family obligations feature
somewhat more prominently as factors associated with interrup-
tions in attendance following receipt of the master's degree than
as factors associated with delayed entry (compare Tables 4.4.
and 4.5); at the entry level, these factors accounted for some
30.4 per cent of all factors checked while, as indicated in Table
4.5, they represent 41.2 per cent of all factors associated with
post-master's interruption.. Military service was less frequently
involved at the later level:

(2) Significantly, however, factors related to the develop-
ment of relevant graduate study goalsuncertainty regarding
disciplinary interests, uncertainty regarding choice of institution,
and absence of "doctorate orientation" [f;ctors (e), (f) and
(g)] continue to be important, together accounting for some
30.4 per cent of all factors checked.

(3) Of those master's holders,,who interrupted, 31.3 per.
cent oonsidered the master's degree to be terminal at the time; k
variation over broad areas was slight, ranging from 30.4 per cent
in biOsciences to 32.2 per eentin humanities. However, the fact
that the incid.oce of interruption varied markedly over areas
should' be recognized. Thus, it is clear that "lack of doctOrate
orientation," after completion of a master's prograin, was more
generally characteristic of the humanities and social science
grOups as whole than of the natural science groups.

(4) Desire or need for additional practical experience at
this point in career development was a t ctor forless than 10,per
cent of all interruptees but was indicated as a factor by 16.3
per cent of those in social science fields. A few individuals (6.3
per cent) indicated that dissatisfaction with the master's program
was a factor; even fewer (2.1 per cent) suggested by their write-in
responses that academic ennui was a factor.

Thus, as was true at the entry-leVel, financial considerations
and family obligations lootEed large as factors asswiated with
later interruptions in pro&rFss to the doctor at but the heavy

. ,
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Factors Associated with
Receipt of the

,TABLE-43-
terruptions in Gradual!. Study Following
aster's Degree, By Major Area

Factor

Number Abeckin given factor as a
per cent of all factors checked

Phys Soc Human-
sci , faoi sci ities Total

a. Inability to finance further /
graduate study 304.1 27.6

b. Family obligations 12.8 . ' 13.3
c. Period of full -time employment* 3.9' 3.5
d. Period of military service 84 10.0

...3 e: Uncertainty re doctoral field .6.9 5.7
b- f. Uncertainty re doctoral inst 11.3 7.3

g. Master's considered, terminal 14.8 17.1
h. Additional practical experience

needed ordesired* 3.0 .3.8

4.4

i. 'Tired of academic youtine* 0.0 0.5
j. Dissatisfaction with master's

program. 3.9*-
k. Other designated factors** 3.4 2.7
1. Other write-in responses*** 1.5 4.1

4 No. factors/no. interrupting. 203 369
Percent of master's holders interrupting

d*Indicates write-in response
**Advice or recommendation of others; health problems

***Application not accepted; doubted ability; doctoral program discontinued at university; etc.

Per cent of those interrupting study
checking factor

Biol Phys Soc Human-
sci sci sci , ities Total

236 274 1082

27.5
12.3

1.3
11.0
2.5
8.5

17.4

30.6
10.9
2.6

.11.3
4.7
8.0

17.9

28.8
12.4'
2.9

10.2
5.0
8.5

16.9,

9.3 4.4 5.0
0.4 3.3._ 1.1

3.8 1.4 3.4
3.0 2.2 2.8
3.0 2.6 3.0

61.0 51 t8 48.1 54.9 53.3
26.0 24i9 21.5 19.6 22.9
8.0 6.6 2.2 4.6 5.3

i7.0 18.8 19.2 20.3 19.0
14.0 10.6 4.4 8.5 9.2
23.0 13.7 14.8 14.4 15.7
30:033,6 30.4 32.2 31.3

.

"6.0 7.1 16.3 7.8 9.2
0.0 1.0 0.7 5.9 2.1

./ '100/ 33.3

78`.o 8.1 6.7 2.6 6.3
7.0 5.1 5.2 3.9 5.1 t
3.0 7.6 5.2 4.6 5.5

197 135 153 585
28.3 37.1 48.6 34.9
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component of factors related to the area of goal development
must be considered quite significant. It is evident that graduates
in the natural sciences as compared to social science and humani-
ties graduates tended to become "doctorate oriented" earlier in
their total program of graduate studies. It

I

INSTITUTIONAL ATTENDANCE AND ...

DEGREE PATTERNS
. . .0- .

'As noted earlr in this chapter, information provided by
gradnateregarding graduate institutions attended and sub-
doctoral degrees earned permits an examination of certain broad
institutional attendance and degree patterns, which have some
relevance in the context of "continuity versus discontinuity" of

\typrogress to the doctorate. While neither direct pursuit of a Ph.D.
as'sing the master's, nor completion of all work at one institu-

tion can be assumed to be educationally desirable patterns, it is
clear that, other things being equal, the likelihood of program-
matib continuity is _somewhat enhanced in these circumstances.
Examination of thesimajor institutional atfendante and degree
patterns shown in Table 4.6 reveals that there are differences
among the fields with regard to these patterns. ,-

(1) Approximately one-half of all graduates reported at-
tendance at only one graduate institution. Some 39 per cent of
the sample attended only one, graduate institution and took ttp.
master's degree, and about 12 per scent of the sample followed lie
same institutional attendance pattembut did not take the master's.

(2) The second most frequent pattern was attendance at
only two graduate schools with a master's degree from the first,
and a Ph.D. from the second, a pattern followed by 31.8 per cent
of all graduates. i

(3) Individuals Who attended two o? more graduate schools
but who reported some non-degree work at one or more of these
institutions accounted for 17.3 per tent of the total. By)nspection
of the data in Table 4.6, it is evident that this "irregular" pattern
tended,to be most prevalent among.humaniti graduates (roughly
29 per cent) and social science graduate 20 ker cent) and least
prevalent among natural science gra es (about 13 per cent).
Almost 42 per cent of graduates oreign langua es followed
this pattern, a phenomenon whic explicable, in art, in terms

e nature of study in this fie
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TAB.L.E. 4.6

ajor Institutional Attendance and Degree Patterns, By Field
(in per cent)

Attended two
Attended only or more

Attended only one two graduate graduate,
graduate school schools - schools

Field

Biosciences 336 38.7 9.5

Botany 01 38.6 7.9
Microbiology 85 50.6 7.1
Zoology 67 28.4 6.0
Other 83 34.9 16.9

Physical Sciences 844 42.9 16.2

Mathematics 131 32.8 16.0
Physics 124 34.7 15.3
'Chemistry 414 44.4 18.1
Engineering 175 52.5 12.6

Social Sciences 418 30.4 12.2

Psychology 194 29.4 19.1
Sociology 101 , 33.7,, 3.0
Pol. Seia , 66 28.8 6.0
Economics 57 29.8 12.3

Huma('nities 331 40.5 2.4 28.4 28.7
il

1 .History 143 46.2 2.8 27.9 v 23.1
_ F. Lang. 86 30.2 4_\6 23.3 41.9

English 102 41.2 7 33.3" 25.5,
li4

An Fields 1929 '39.1 11.8 31.8 17.3

Some
' M.A. at first non-degree

M.A. & Ph.D. and Ph.D at study at
Ph.D. only second one or more

23.7 27.5
34.7 .15.3
27.1 10.4
26.3 8.6

37.6 19.8

34.5 17K)
34.6 28,7
50.0 15.2
38.6 19.3

39.0 12.8

38.6 14.9
32,-- 9.4
55.2 10.4
32.5 15.7

27.5 13.4

*By degree pattern within. this attendance pattern the breakdown (for the
total sample) is--1.4 per cent with Ph.D. only-and 15.9 per cent with the mas-
ter's degree; 12.9 per cent with MA and Ph.D. at different insticutions; and
3.0 per cent with rpastees and. Ph.D. at same institution.
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(4) Significantly, ranks of fields in respect to incidence of
"irregular"' attendance patterns. correspond relatively closely to
ranks for' mean entry-PHD tit& lapse over fields (rho = .77).2

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

1he evidence presented in this examination of delays and
tinuities in progress to the doctorate and of some of the

associated factors points up several important facts:
(1) Relatively few. of the recent graduates (only about ,30

per cent) were definitely committed to "working toward, a doc-
.torate" at the time they completed their undergraduate programs
and more than one-fourth' of them were, not committed to
'graduate study" as a personal goal. . _,>

(2)- For many,individuals, "working toward the doctorate
degree" .was not a definite goal even. after completion Of the
master's program. ,

(3) Factors related to development ,of relei)ant graduate
study and degree goals account for some of the delays And d'.-
continuities in progress. The vidence presented suggests that

i graduates in the natural sciences (fields with shorter elapsed time
averages) tended to become "doctorate oriented" earlier than
did graduates in several social- science and humanities fields
(fields with longer average timi lapse). HoweVer the relationship
Over fields between "goat development" and duration is not high.

(4) ;The fact that "working toward the doctorate" tends to
be an emergent goal rather than an earlresta'blished, directive
goal is pointed up' in these data. 'This, fact has implications for
any "total" attack on the problem of "reducing" average time
taken to attain the degree..*Substantial importance must be
attached to the general area of goal development in accounting
for delayed entry into 'graduate: school- and; for interruptions in
attendance following matriculation. .

L
e(5 ) The fact that completionsA the master's program rep-.

sents a "natural" point for interruption in attendance should
recognized. The question of "direct" pursuit; 9f tie doctorate,

versus the master's-ddctorate -pattern _yiould- appear to be one
which may assume greater importance Than it has been accorded

, . -,.,. .
,

2Daliis , (1962, p), 103j reports that I.D. students who changed schools
"appear greatly retarded in theif degree pikgress."
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in most discussions of the duration question. It has been shown
that the "irregular" institutional' attendance and degree pattern
tends to be associated with median time-lapse to the doctorate
over fields. It is also seen to be more characteristic of social
science and humanities fields than of natural science fields. ,

(6) Finally, factors related- to the financial status of the
individuals and to family obligations are clearly associated with
delayed entry into graduate school and interruptions in graduate
attendance following entry. However, on the basis of the evidence
which has been reviewed we must conclude that alleviation of
the "financial problems" of graduate students is a necessary but
not a sufficient condition for reducing "delays and discontinuities"
in progress to the doctorate.

t

.4
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CHAPTER V

Patterns of Financial
Assistance and Support

or many candidates the pr octoral period was chars
acterized not only by co cenis and activities related
to the acquisition of kn ledge and degrees, but also
by.those related to the cquisition of dependents. At
alh tune of entry-int graduate school, some 61 per

cent of th (see Table 5.1) had jzo dependents; by
the time the doctorate had been earned three-fourths of them .

had acquired at least' otte, dependent, and more than one-half
(52.7 per cent) had acquired at least two dependents.,

In view of the fact that "earnings of spouse" ranked fifth in
'importance among thirteen potential sources of financial support,
these acquisitions should not be thought of as necessarily con-
stituting "delaying factors:" HoWever, the record revealed in
Table 5.1 gives added emphasis 'to the.-already established im-
portance of "amity obligtions" 'and "financial, problems" as4
factors which; affected time taken to earn the doctOrate ( and
which, quite naturally, may tend to become more pronounced as
more time ktakenl)

What were the major sources Of financial support during the
period of graduate study? What types of graduate appointments
were held, and .for how long? What differences obtained among
the, various fields? Evidence regarding these and related questions
is presented hi this Chapter.

MAJOR SOURCES OF ASSISTANCE AND SUPPORT
;thirteen potential sources:, of financial support for graduate

study were designated in the questionnaire (see Appendix A)
1Interpretation of the somewhat smaller percentages. of .graduates in English

and foreign languages reporting "dependents" .should, be conditioned by the
fact that sorpe M per cent of these graduates were women as compared to a
percentage of about 6-per cent in the total' sample.
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TABLE .5:1

Number of Dependents Reported: Percentage Distribution

,

At time of graduate
matriculation

At time doctoral phase
of study was initiated

. At time doctorate was
conferred .

Field,
None One

Two or.
more - None One

Two or
?Lore J None , One

' , Two or
more.

Biosciences (57:7) (25.6) (16.7) (37.2) (24.1) '38.7) (25.3) (19.0) (55.7)0
Botany , 58.4 22.8 18.8 35.6 25.7 -," 38.6 26.7 15.8 ,5'7.4
Microbiology 62.4 25.9 11.8 43.5 20.0 36.5 30.6 16.5 52.9
Zoology . 33.3 20.9 29.8 23.9 . 46.3 16.4 29.9 62.7Other ',...., 57.8 26.5 15.7 38.6 26.5 4.9 25.3 24.1 50.6

-a Ph sical Scialaces (62.1) t22.7) (39.4) (28.4) (32.3) (25.5) (23.3) (51.2)09' 4 athematics 67.2 19.1 13.8 37.4 29.8 32.9 25.2 19.1
Physics . 66.9 22.6 10.5 38.7 48 31.4 (.. 22,6 19.4 58.0
ChemistifY 65.5 20.3 14.3 44.2 29.7 26.1 29.2' 26.8 44.0 ,./'Engineer* 46.9 '31.4 21.7 30.3 23.4 46.3 .18.8 21.1 60.0I

Social Sciences (54.1) (28.9) (17.0) (32.3) (31.8) (35.9) (16.7) (23.2) (60.1)
PSYChOlOg _. 29.4 14.9 32.5 37.1 30.4- 16.5 28.4 55.1
Sociology

955.7
5574 28.7 15.9 33.7 28.7 37.6 20.8 19.8 59.4

Political Science 48.5 34.8 16.6 34.8 21.2 43.9 18.2 15.2 66.6
Economics - 52.6 21.1 26.3 26.3 31.6 42.1 8.8 21.1 70.3

Humanities (67.7) (18.7) (13.6) (46.8) (26.9) (26.3) (32.3) (23.3) (44.4)
History F 07.1 18:9 13.3 41.3 28.7 30.1 23.8 28.7 47.6
Languages
English '''')

71.3
64.7

16.1
20.6.

12.6
14.7

52,0.
49.0

23.0
'27.

14:1
23.5.

37.9
39.2..

18.4
19.6,

x 4'3.6
41.1

All Fields 00.6' 23.9 15.6 38.7' 28.1 33.1 24.7 '22.5 52.7
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to be rated as of" major, "nwl xate," or ,"slighir importance,'
or as of "no importance,",by period, of graduate studyi.e., dur-
ing the begi%)..ing or master's phase (first year') and during the

\advanced or "past-master's phase (second and subsequent years).
The percentage distribution of ratings for the several sources

in the entire sample is shown in Table 51:2.

(1) Over the entire period of -graduate stu dy, the Most
important.sotirces of support were, in order of rated importance:
veteran'stenefits, teaching assistantships, research assistantships,
personal' savings, earnings of spouse, fellowship grants, employ-
ment ,not related to the grad te program, direct assistance from
farniic, and graduate appointments other than teaching Or_ re-
search assistantships. Very few individuals reported "loans,"
"independent income" or "educational trust fund," as ces
of financial assistancq.2 . -

(2) Several sources, increased in importance during the
graduate years: research' assistantships, fellowship' grants, and
earnings of spouse were considerably more important during the
second and subsequegt years of study than during the First yeat.

---4.21,Teaching assistantships, the most _important single
source during the post-master's period, Was the second-ranked
source of support during the earlier period as well.

(4) Although-veteran's benefits remained a source of major
importance throtigboutt this source was somewhat> less important
after the first year, and directsupport oM the family diminished
sharply in itnpqrtance after the-first year.

(5) Personal saving 'were relied upon lo about the same
extent during both periods, ranking third in impdrtance' during.
the earlier pekd,of study and fourth in importance during the
later period. c

Employment not related to the graduate program, seventh-
.

ranked among all sources, did-not. change in importance; gradu-,
ate appointments other-than' teaching Dr 'research, ninth-ranked,
were of major or moderate importance fdr A., per.'cetit during
the first year and 11.1 per cent cluiing,the Second anc? subsequent
years.

.

21n evaluating' theie gridings It -should be' kept in mind that this rese,itrch
was completed before the adveti of the National Defense Educdtion Mt with
its provisions affectrng student fmancis. For comlarable findings in a national
sample', see Davis (1962).: . .
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TABLE(5.2
. _

Ratings of Importance, as Sources of Support During Beginning
and Advanced Stages of-Study, Respectively,

of Designated Factor's: Total Sample

,Percentage distribution of responses ,

Source of
't financial support

Major
impoi-tance

'Moderate
importance

Slight
importance

No support
from source

Item
not rated

Seg. Adv. Beg. Adv. Beg. ,,,, Beg. Adv. Beg. Adv.
.

',, Veteran's bpefits
Too Teaching assistantshipf' Researcp ass' tantship

.
Personal ''savin

1 Earnings of sp se
Fellowship grant
Employment (not related to

- graduitte iprogr3m)
Family
Other graduate appointments

.) Other loans
. Independent income ,

i , University loari funds

1
Edtpcltional. trpst fend

35.0 i 24.5
23.1. 27.6
12.2 , 24.6
12.2 9.4
11.1 ..s: 18.8
6.5 ''i 17.6

8.1' . 10.2
10.2 4.0 ..

4.6 ' 6.9
1.1' ..1. 1:7
1.1 '11- 1.1.

0.3 ? 0.3
0.4 '-'1 0.3 .

; 7.9
10.8
6.0

13.9
' 8.9
3.7

8.3
10.8
3.9
2.1
0.7
0.8
0.3

-
'

-11.2
14.4
8.7

13.9
12.9
7.6

7.2
7.p

'4.2
3.2
1.3
1.3
0.1

.

,

%

,, ,*

t 1.6
.3.g
. 3.0
24.5
4.2
1.2

11.1,
16.0
2.6
2.8
2.3
2.1
0.6

4.5
6.0
4.4

20.1
8.1
3.5

10.2
'16.0

2.7 .

4.0
3.6
2.9

. 0.3

36.6 39.7
39.6 31.5
49.6 ' 37.5
28.7 34.1
48.8 36.9
581 45.2

45.3 43.6
3,g.,B. ,r 45..0
58.2 54.6

. 62:2 r 59.0
',.64"A 62.0
64J`i 62.8
66.6 66.0

18.9
23.1/
29,2
20.6
27.1
30.1

27.2 .2
r

, 27
24.2
30.7
31.9
31.5
32.4
32.2

20.0
20.6
24.8
22.6
23.3
26.1

28.9'
28.0
31.6
32.9
3119
32.6
33.3

r



frnportancipf Sources by Malfor Areas

Certain differences among the broad, areas in patterns of
importance of the various sources are discernible in Table 5.3.

(1) Teaching assistantships were Of major importance dur-
ing both the beginning and advanced stages of graduate study for
natural science graduates; they were least im rtant for social
science graduates. F,pr humanities graduates' y became 'a
source of pronounced importance primarily du g the second
andsubsequent years of study.

(2) Researc) assistantships, notably unimportant as sources
of support for humanities graduates, were more often judged to
be important during the advanced period of study in all areas.
However4 in the natural sciences, they were relatively important
during the beginning pei-iod of study as well. For the sciences,
the research assistantship was rated as the most important single
source of support during The advanced period.

(3) Significantly, personal savings, direct support flom
family, and employment not related to the graduate program,
were relatively more important for social sciences and humanities
graduates than for natural science graduates. (It should be re-

'. called here that in the former areas a higher percentage of the
graduates were women.)

(4) Fellowship- grants, not featured proniinently during
the earlier period of ,study ill- any area, were somewhat more

-,important during the advanced period for physical science gradu-
ates than for graduates in other areas. .

--- general, veteran's benefits were judged to.have been
more import* during the entire period of graduate study. by
social sciencg'and humanities graduates than by science gradu-
ates, reflecting somewhat higher incidence of :thilitary service

.during the predoctoral period ,among graduates in the former
fields (see Table 2.'6, Chapter II).

4

.GRADUATE APPOINTMENTS

The ratings which have been reviewed point up the im-
portance of graduate appointments, particularly research, and
teaching assistantships, as sources of financial support during the

4
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, TABLE 5.3

.1 I

CLi

et Percenta ge of Graduates, By Broad, Academic Ai , For Whom
Designated Sources of Support Were of Major portance*

------',
Sources of

support k

o Veterans' benefits
...

'. Teaching assistantships
.

Research assistantships'
on
t`? Earnings of spouse

Fellowship grants

Personal savings,
-

Employment (not related to
d graduate program)

Graduate appointments (not
elsewhere list

7

a

Biosciences Physical Sciences Social Sciences Humanities Fields
Beg. Adv. Beg. Adv. .Beg. Adv. Beg. Adv. Beg. Adv.

.....
,

36 24 31 1 i 46 32 30 31 35 24
25 30 32 27 - 9 20 14 37 23 28

21 , 33 '' 14 31 10 20 2 6 12. 25

.. 13 20 .. , 10 17 14 22 :' 8 7' 2b ; lii 19-
.,,,

''4 7 17
1:

7 21 6 13 7 15 7 . 18

13 8 10 .7 . 13 11 18 15 ,12 \ 9"t .. ..-,

2 2 4 5 . 7 17 5. 4, 5 7

6 10 7 1.2 11 8 10 8 8 10
Direct assistance frorrr family 8 3 "9, t35 9 :3 18 7 CIO 4

All percentag ounded to the nearest whole per cent. Thos, for example, 25.peecent tliosciekrice graduates indicapd that teach-ing assistantships wer of major importance during the first year ox pre-matirOphase of graduate study.
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petiod of graduate study. In addition to rating these sources in
terms of degree of, important, graduates were asked to provide
information regarding graduate appointments held, die number
of semesters arid/or quarters during which they were employed
in each,, and. the number of terms during which they were em-
Ployect half-time or more in each type of appointment.

Types and Combinations Reported

Some 86 per -cent of all graduates reported that they held
some type of graduate appointment (see Table 5.4); percentages
by field ranged downward from more than 90 per cent in micro-

'. biology and chemistry to roughly 73 per gent- in history. In the
total sample, some .34 per cent reported. teaching assistantships
only, 23 per Bent reported research and teaching appointments,
15 per cent research only, and some 5 per cent repot-red "other"
only te.g., dormitory supervision, laboratory, assisting (not desig-
nated as teaching), student advAing, "clinical" (largely iv psy-
chology), assistant, in museum, and the like]. About 8 pel cent
reported combinations of appoinninents involving the "other"
category with teaching and/or research: Differences among the
fields with respect to The diStributioh,of the various types of
appointments are apparent.

(1) Only roughly 15 per cent of hpinanities graduates re-
ported a research appointment but moreth46. one-Hilf reported
a-teaching appointment only. In six of tlie-eight science fields at
least 50 per c,ent,of graduates held a research' appointment; tiffs
percentage was reached by only 41,;.,"o of the seven alter fields
(sociology and economics7. The relationship over the 15 fields
between percentage reporting research appointments and elapsed
time to the doctorate was negative (rho ------ .55).

(2) In all the science fields except mathematics afield
characterized by "longer" elapsed time to the doctorate d.the
third highest percentage of graduates reporting teaching appoint-
ments onlyone-fifth or more of the graduates reported that they
held both teaching and research assistantships. Except for sociol-'
ogy, with 20.8 per cent of graduates reporting this combination,
none (A the social:science or humanities fields was charaoterized
by as high a propArtio* of graduates with both types-pc/appoint-
ments (e.g., orb]. ibmd 7 per cent of humanities graduates held
both types.) I

There is an inverse' relationship, over fields, between per-
.

centagereportiniboth teaching and research appointments, and

83
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TABLE 5s4
Types and Combinations° of Graduate Appointments Reported:,

Percentage Distribution By Field

-(12.8)
15.8

Microbiology 8.2
Zoology .- 11.9
Other Biosciences 14.4

PhysickSciences (12.0)
0, Mathematics 10.7
P Physics 17.7

Chemistry '8.7
- Engineering 16'.6

Social Sciences (16.0), Psychology. 18.0
Sociology 13;0
Political Science 15.2
Economia / 14.0

Humanities (19.0)
History 27.3
Foreign Languages 11.6
English J 13.7

Teaching,
None Research Teaching Other Research Research Teaching researchField reported only only only & teaching &ether & other & other

Bioscie es
Botany

(19.3) (28.3) (3:0) (30.4) (2.1) (1.8) (2.4)
29.7\ 22.8 3.0 - 23.8 2.0 -) 1.0 2.0
23.5 23.5 1.2 36.5 2.4 1.2 3.5
7.5- 31.3 M\ 1.5 43.3 3.0 - 1.5

12.Q 31.3 6.0 21.7 4:8 2.4 A
(16.2) -,(347), (2.7 (29.6) , (0.9) ' (2.0) (1.8)

13.7 .49'.6 3.0 - 1613 -. - 3.8 2.3
12:0- 25.8 ' 1.6 37.9 - 0.9 c 1-.6 . 1.6
14.0 , 36.2 , 1.4 34.3 ... 1.0 " 2.2 2.2

(,?5..p I., 26.3 6.3. 22.3 1.7 I- 0.6 0.6
6 5) , (21,5) (10) (17.7) .. ', (5.3) ,(6.0) (4.5)

. 9.8.,' /,' 113 6 16.5 4.1 " 8.8 6.2
31.T 1478 - , -5::0 20.8 7.0 . ', . 2.0/. 4.0
4.5%- 39.4 6.1 ' 16.7 4.5 '')10.6 3.0

26.3 24.6 5.3 17.5 5,,3 5.3 1.8
(6.6) (52,9) 05:6) (7.3) (0.6) (6.0) --(0.9y -,-
10.5 -/,.32.9 13:3 7.0 .0.7 6.3 2.1
4.6' 72.1 2.3 7.0 ----(' 2.3 .-.-.4

2.9-- 64.T . 1.0 7.8 1.0 ' 8.8 -
All Fields (14.2). ',(15.2) . (33.9) (513) (23.3) 1 (2.0) ).(3.7), '(2.3) ,

Note: Row totals equal 100.0 Ver cent within lianitstof rounding moor. 92 ' ,,.. ,
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median entry:PHD time tapse (rho = 162). It is evident that
*fields in which more gradRes held research assistantships and
fields in which more graduates held both research and, teaching
appointments tended to be fields characterized by shorter elapsed
time to the doctorate.

( 35 A teaching assistantship was reported by ;roughly 51
per cent of all social cience graduates as compared to 63 per
cent,,of bioscie,nce graduates,' 67 per cent of humanities gradu-
ate and '69 per cent of physical science graduate's. It, will be
recalled that the ratings of teaching assistantships as "lengthen-

- - me influences also followed this pattern.

Duration of Graduate A pointments

Differences am ng the fields with respect to the mean num-
r of semesters, during which those holding \various types of
appointmentpwere employed are apparent in Table 5,5 ('duration 4

of teaching appointments) and Table 5.6 (duration Of research
appointments). And, with respect to the percentages of graduates
for whom such appointments involved one-half time or more there
`are also interesting differences among the fields (see Table 5.7),

(1) O pdrticular significance is the fact that the mean
duration g raduate appointments (both teacIing,and research)
tended to e greater 'in the' science fields than in other fields;
particular in ,thc, case of research assistantships was this true.
In sever eight science fields, the mean duration of research
employme t was roughly .ix )emeiters or inbre (range for the
seven fields, in calendaiyear equivalent, was from. 2.2 years 10
2.6 years): In all other fields,: duration of research employment
was typically less than 2.0 calendar years (about five semesters).
If it, is noted that mbs of the science' means ( Table 5.6) are
baser on more than One all of all graduates, while only two of
the"Ma-scienc " nrSits involve so high a percentage, it is clear
that oportionat y more science graduates were supported in.
resea .appointm nts, over a lortger period of time. . u .

#

( e, science graduates in very substantial. . . .
numbers were irmol d in teaching assistantships (Table 5,5 )-L,
typically, fOAbblit ve to over Seven semesters.

(3) Less thfi 30 percent of the graduates (see' Table 5.7)
reported that -held any-type of appointment requiring more.
than ti t. Howev r; about one -half of thos in mathe-,
Matics (48.9 pei-tent) did so, with one-third of these graduates
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TABLE. .5,.5

Time During Which Graduates Were: Employed in
Teaching Assistantships, By Field

el

Reporting employment Mean duration
as teaching ass't. of employment*

Field in
No.) Per4Fent calendar yrs.

, In
semesters

Itiosciences ( 212 4:3.1 2.1

Botany 51 50.4 ?/.2-21-N-'
Microbiology '64.7 2.Q
Zoolo gy 51,, ,7.6.1 , - 2.`1
Other Biosciences 5 , 66.3 2.2 .

5.6

5.6
5.3
5.6
5.9

;
Physical Sciences (-583 \L___--.-69.1 : 7.2.1 5.6 ,,

Mathematics 95 72.5 2:8" 7.5
. Physics 83 67.0 1.8 4.8

Chemistry 318______ 76.8 2.1 _5.6
Engineering 87 49.,L-1-.8 4.8

Social Sciences 212' 50.7 1.5, 4.0

P-ilychology - 96 49.5 1.4 3.7
Socioloty 42 41.6 1.4 3.7
Political Science 46 69.7 1.8 4.8
Economics 28 49.1 1.8, 4.8,

Humanities 222 67.1 2.1 5.6
. .

History 69 '48.2 1.6 4.3
Foreign Languages 70 81.4 2.8 7.5
English 83 81.4 1.8 4.8

.All Fields 1229 63.7 2.0 5:3

*Respondents reported the total number of semesters and/or quarters during
which they were employed as teachingraapigints. Calendar year equivalents
were detetmined.
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/TABLE , 5.6 -

Time During Which Graduates WereF-,,nployed in
Research Assistantships, a teld

Reo.r.tikg employmen
as research ass't.

Mean duration
of employment*

Field
No. Percent

In -In.
calendar yrs. semesters

Biosciences. 182 54.2 . 2.4 6.4

Botany 58 57.4 2.6 6.9
Microbiblogy 56 65.9 2.6
Zoology- . 37 55:2. 1.9 5.1.,
Other Bioseience,

lhysical Sciences 410

; 2.3

2.3

k,\).
' 6.1

Mathematics 43" 32.8 -... 2.2 5.8
Physics 66 '53.2 2.2 5.9
Chemistry Z13 51.4 2.3. 6.1,
Engineering 88 - 30.3 2.4 6.4,-

Social ScieAtes 184 44.0 1.6 4.3

Ps9chtlogy 71
-

36.6 1.4 3:7
Sociology . .. 65 64.4 1.9.
Political Science 19 28.8 1.1 2.9
Economi,,cs

...

29 , _ 50.Q, 1.9 5.1

Humanities 51 15.4 1.1 2.9

History ; .9 20.3 1.0 2.7 3,
Foreign Languages 10 11.6 0.9 2.4 :
English . 12 11.8 1.6 4.3

All Fields 827 42.9 2.1 5.6

*Respondents reported the total number of semesters and/or quarters during
which they were employed as research assistants. Calendar year equivalents,
were determined.
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TABJ 5.7

Percentage of Respondents, By Field, Reporting Periods
During Which More than One-Half Time Was

' Devoted to Graduate Appointments

Field

Biosciencei

otany , ;
Microbiology

\ Zoology'
--Qther Bidsciences

Itysical Scienbes -
0.- . Mathematics

1 Physics s'

Chemistry
Engineering

Social Sciences

,-- Pgychology Psi-
Sociology . -

Political Science
'Economics

Humanities.

History
Foreign. Languages

.

ieIds

Employed mere than o'ne-half tinie during
one or more terms

4

Total* Teaching Research Other type of
appointment appointment appointment

.

'28.6 13.4 18.2 1.5

B 23.8 8.9 16.8 2.0
35.3 16.5 24.7 1.2 ,
32.8 19.4, 14.9 0. 0.0
24.1 ' 10.8 15.7. . 2.4

.

33.4 19.5 : 6 16.1 , 3.2 ,.

48.9 32.8 :13.0 . 3.%
29:0 ., 17.7 15.3 3.2
28.7 18.1 - 15.4 2:4
26.0 ,15.4 20.6 4.6

28.2 -110.d 12.4 11.0

28.9 7.7 9.3 - -17.4.c.
28.7 ' 5.0? 20.8 5.9
22.7 19.71, 4.5 ,4.5
3.1.6. ',..' ' 15.8 17.5 3.5,
17.8 15.1: 2.7 0.0

. ..,. .
' 9.1. , 7.0 2.1 0.0
30.2 , 272 . 2.3 - 0.0
19.6 41 4N7

6
3.9 0.0

28.8 - 15.6' i1'.2 4'.0 ;
" < -

*Indicates percentage of respondents reporting that duting one or more aca-
demic terms-they devoted more than, one-half time to a graduate appointnient,
and may be less ,t,han. the ,sum of percentagcs,iti the last three eplumns since
some individdals are reported in more than onc(caltgory.. v °
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reporting at least one term during which the were employed on
a half-time basis in a teaching appointment. 'Interestingly enough,
the percentages of "half-time" appointments for science graduates
'generally are slightly higher than those for graduates in the other
fields but differences among the individual fields within the vari-
ous areas should also be noted.

FELLOWSHIP GRANTS
s , ,

Among the thirteen sources of finaiie-i-al support examined
earlier, "fellowship grants" (defined as outright grants not caning
for specified duties) was fifth-ranked as a source of support, dur-
ing the "advanced" period of graduate study. Soule 38.7 per cent
of all'graduates reported receiving one or more such grants during
their graduate careers (see Table 5.8). It is interesting to note
that 43.2 per cent of humanities graduates reported fellowships
as compared to some 40.2 per cent in physical sciences, 35.6
per cent in social sciences, and 34.5 per cent in biosciences.
However, in general, it is evident from the data in Table 5.8 that
the average total value (shown in'hundreds of dollars) of fellow-
ships 'received was markedly higher for science fields than for
other fields. For graduates in social sciences and humanities who
received fellowships--; mean values were approximately $2000
and $,1900, respectively, whereas for fellowships in natural
sciences mean values were approximately $3360 for bioscience
graduates and $3000 for physical science graduates.

SUMMARY OF MAJOR TRENDS

( I) The teaching assistantship was the most important
' single source of support' during the advanced period of graduate

, study, followed closely in importance by veteran's benefits, the
research assistantship, and earnings of spouse.

.

(2) In the science fields, teaching and research assistant-
shiPs were important during both beginning and advanced periods
of *study; research appointments were notably unimportant foi
humanities graduates.

(3) Reliance for support on !personal savings, direct sup-
port from family, and employment not related to ye graduate
program, was more characteristic of social science and humani- a
ties graduates than of science graduates.

0)
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-i:4BLE4.8
Fhlancial Support from Felkvhip Grants, by Field (1950-1958)

Number reporting ,de;srgrialiti.-total amounts (in hundreds of $'s)
Total, amount reportAce" "

Mean Amount
reported

(in hundreds)Reporting
Yield fellowship(s)* Not

given
Below

10
10-'
19

,20-
29

30-
39

40-
49

50-
59

460- 10-
69 79

80 Recipients All
plus only" graduatesNo. %

Biosciences 116 34.5 11 24 15 12 7 15 , 14 11 5 5 4 $33.6 $10.5
Botany 29 28.7 3 5 7.. 3' 2 , 2 2 2 1 2 35.8: 9.2

,,Microbiology 23, 27.1 2 3 1_ 2k 6 4 2 - 2 1 38.8 9.6
Zoology '' 20 29.9 2 -3 - 3 2 5 2 2 1 - 38'.9 10.4

/Other Biosciences 44 53.0 4 13 7 4 5 3 5 1 1 1 27.0 13.0
Physical Science 339 40.2 15 39 81 60 72 25 22 , 1'1 6 8 30.0 11.5

c Mathematics 33 25.2 2 9 6 7 5 - 1 - 1 2 25.6 6.1o Physics 36 29.0 1 7 9 5 6 1 6 - - -- 1 28.1 7.9,
Chemistry 184 44.4 .9 19 42 39 44 15 10 4 1 1 . 27.9 11.8
Engineering 86° 49.1 , 3 4 24 9 17 9 5 7 4 4 41;.9" 17.5

Social Science 149. 35.6.1 12 . 60 26 17 16 6 6 4- 1 1 19.8 6.5
Psychology 41 21.14' ! 5 16 11 4 3 - 1 - - 1 16.9 3.1
Sociology ' 40 39.6:' 5 15, 6 6 5 - 2 1 7- 19.0 6.6
Political Science 43 65,14' : 1 10 ,9 7 6 4 3 . 3 - - 26.4 16.8
Economics 25 43 1 19, --; - 2 2 - - 1 - 131% 5.8:

Humanities 143 4 4 ' 49 43 21 14 4 2 3 , 2 1 18.9 7.9
History 70 4 0 23 30 8 5 1 1 I ---qc 1 17.0 8.3
For'eign,Lauguages 36 0 10 11 5 5 2,' 1

,..
1 I - 42 9.3

English ' 37 .3' 4 16 2 8 , 4 1 - 1 1 - 19.2 6.2
All Fields . t 747 _3,8.7 42 172 165 110 117 , 49 41 23 14 14, 26.4' 9.6

**Those reporting amount receiveti; onjy.
*Respondents were asked to report number and total value of "fellowship not calling for specific duties-outright grants.",
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(4) The majority of graduates in every field held some
type of graduate appointment, mostly in teaching or research
(more than three-fourths of all graduates reported one or both
types).

(5) Over fields, incidence -of research appointments, and
incidence of. teaching plus research appointments, were both
negatively correlated with median matriculation-to-doctorate
time lapse (rho = -.55 and -.62, respectively). Thus fields in
which more graduates held research appointments and fields in
which more graduates held both types of app*Inents tended to
be the fields characterized by lower elapsed ftme medians.

(6) In general, duration oftgradyte appointments,(4eaci
iig and research) in the science field(itended to be gr,L4ter than
in the other fields; most pronouncedly so in the case of earch
assistantships. In essence, as 'compared to gr hat in othero
fields, more science' graduate's were support in esearch and
in teaching ,appointinents,overa longer per'od time.

(7) Fellowship ants were fifth-r importance dur-
ing the advanced period of study a w e somewhat more fre-
quently reported 'by humanities ,g ad tes. However, the total
average valve w6f grants received. greater in bioscience fields
(mean amount reported was abs t $3360) and in the physical
science fields ($3000) than i e humanities and social science
fields,(11900 and $2000, spectively).

The Teaching Assistan tp: A Special Case' -

It may be lied/that the'teaching assis.taritship was quite
frequently r ted to'have been a lengthening factor" whereas
the resea assistantship was seldom associated with "length."
Yet, b types of appointments were highly important sources
of cial 4upport during the graduate years.r

rrelating the rated 'lengthening effect" of the tvvo,
appointmentiby field (using percentages shown in Chap-

), with the percentage of graduates in each field who ac-
tally held each type of appointment, it IS made clear that, in
the case of "teaching appointments," rated "lengthening effect"
Is closely associated with incidence over fields (rho = .91) but
that in the case of "research appointments," the relationship with
incidende over fields is much less pronounced (rho = .54)

The consistency with which "incidence ". of the teaching as-
sistantship is associated with its rated "lengthening" effect over

91
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the 'fifteen fields included in this study is notable, as is the ab-
sence of an equally close relationship between these variables
(incidence vs. "lengthening" effect) in. the case of thezresearch
assistantship..

In vim of the nature of these findings it may be inferred
that, with respect to their relationship to the completion of doc-
toral requirements, teaching and research, assistantships were, per-
ceived by graduates as having had somewhat different functional
roles: hypothetically, the role of the teaching assistantship was
perceived as-ustaining (financially) but not directly instrumen-
tal, whereas the research assistantship was perceived as both sus-
taining and directly instrumental, particularly with respect to
developmen.t and implementation of a thesis prOect, as we shall
see later.

This represents, of course, only one possible ratiohalization
of these findings, and the teaching appointments may t elhought
of as haying had importatit educational value (in training for
teaching) in addition to their obvious value as sources of finan-
cial assistance to gradukte students.

In this connection, however, it should be noted that in cer-
tain fields in which very substantial percentages of graduates're-
ported full-time predoctoral employment in college teaching
(English, ,foreign languages, political science,,.mathematics and
history) very substantial percentages also held.graduate teaching
assistantships.

For example, over seven of ten English andvforeign lan-
guage graduates were employed full-time in college teaching dur-
ing the predoctoral period, (an average of around 4.0 years,
based on all graduates in these fields) and more than eight in ten
were also employed in graduate teaching assistantships, for five
to seven semesters; on the average.

On the otter hand, ,in several otheri fields- (cheniistry, psy-
chology, botany, microbiology, and, engineering) it will be re-

. called that relatively small percentages of graduates gained full-
time college teaching experience during the predoctoral period
and very few reported teaching duties in postdoctor employ- '

ment, yet substantial percentages were employed graduate
teaching appointments (ranging- from about 50 per ent to over
75 per cent).

The possibly, duplicative nature of the full-time and assist-
antship teaching experience for students in certain fields, par-
ticularly the humanities and one or two sociatscience fields, may -r



be a factor in, their assessment of the teaching assistantship as a
"lengthening" influence. On the other hand, in the natural
sciences many of the students holding teaching assistantships,
may not have been primarily interested in teaching and perhaps
thought of their work in such positions as "inappropriate for
their professional futures."4 In any event, these data suggest that
the "training" versus.the "supportive" functions of th; teaching
assistantship should be considered carefully.

a

41n a national sample of arts and sciences graduate students, Davis (1962,
pp. 71-72) f,ound that most students holding assistantships tended to give them
relatively high ratings in terms of training value. Natural science students
endorsed the training value of teaching assistantships somewhat less frequently
than did those in the humanities, however.
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.CHAPTER VI

The Dissertation
Requirement

O

4

nder the caption, "Ends His Thesis at 71, Worked on
It 30 Years," the following brief story appeared in
The New York Times of July41, 1960:

Fanch Gourvil, 71 5/cars of age, has finally pre-
sented his thesis to the 'professors at Morlaix, Bel-

, gium, according to La Province of Mons, as reported
by NANA.

He . has' been preparing it for thirty years, during
which he covered thousands of miles on his bicycle to
prove that Hersart de la Villemarque composed most
of 'the. folk spngs of his neighborhood.

Now it ilprobable that few recipients of a Ph.D. have be
called upon Wier to pedal as many miles or to search quite
long for relevant data in order to complete a dissertation. How-
ever, it is, widely recognized that involvement with the research
requirement, which constitutes the ultimate challenge fOr a
Ph:D. candidate, i often a quite prolonged affair and that the
"gestation period" for dissertations does not conform to standard
laws.

A

It may be recalled that respondents rated "off-campus"
completion of this requirement .(implicitly, "delayed" comple-,
tion), and factors inherent in the nature of the research problem
among the five leading factors influencing time taken to attain
the doctorate. Moreover, those fields in which a longer time
lapse occurred between beginning graduate study and conferral
of the degree were also fields in which niany graduates rated the
off-campus dissertatibn as a lengthening influence,
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, - t-.
The graduates' ratings are- sufficient to point, up_the-poten-

tial "lengthening influence" of the disiertation and the conditions
under which it completed. It is important, in addition, to tx-
aitine the "record" as repotted by them in order to obtain
answIrsto several relevant questions:

(1) When was the dissertation topic formally ap-
proved?

(2) How much progress had been made on the dis-
sertation at the time formal Course and residence
requirements for the doctorate had been com-
pleted?

(3) How inuch time elapsed between formal approval
of the topic and submission of the dissertation?

(4) How much time was spent in full-time employ-
ment and in residence, respectively, after formal -

.approval of the topic? ..,
.

TIIIIING OF FOR AL 4PPROVAL OF TOPIC

Although work rela ed to the dissertation may be under-
taken before the topft is approved, formal agreement regarding
the topic represents a alter of some psychological and practi-
cal significance, since ntil this issue is formally joined, indi-
viduals proceed in the ace of considerable uncertainty.

Respondents wer
(semesters and/or q
tution completed pri
formal approval of
Aierted into calenda
Table 6.1.

asked to report the number of terms
rters) of attendance at a graduate insti-
r to the term during which they gained
dissertation topic. These data were con- 1

year equivalent, and ,are summarized in

(1) The typi al individual in the sample obtained formal
approval of the d ssertation topic after having been in attend-
ance as a gradat student, though not necessarily- on a continu-
ous basis, for 2.6, ears (roughly seven semesters rThere is rela-
tively little variation over fields around this typical value, al- "'
though in mathematics and physics the typical individual had
been in attendance roughly three calendar years before a topic
was approved. A higher perCentage of the total sal-41e (37.7
per cent) reported at least 3.0 years than reported les's than.2.0
years (28.5 per cent); less than one-fifth of mathematics and
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TABLE-6.1

Years of Graduate Attendance Completed Prior to Time of
Formal Approval of Dissertation Topic in Relation

too Total Years, by Field

Median years df Per cent reporting designated number
graduate attendance* of years prior to topic approval

Field
,Total

Before topic Less than
approved 2.0 yrs.

2.0 thrt?
2.9 yrs.

3.0 yrs.
or more

Biosciences 4.4 2.5 34:7 29.0 36.3

Botany 4.2 2.5 39.6 21.9 '38.5
Microbiology 4.5 30.0 33.8 36.2
Zoology 4.6 2.5 36.1 29.5 34.4
Other Biosciences 4.6 2.5 32.9 31.6 35.5 I

Physical Sciences 4.3 2.7 28.9 30.9 40.2

Mathematics .4.4 "3.2 17.4 28.1 54-.5
Physics 4.7 3.0 16.5 34.8 48.7
Chemistry 4.3 2.6 32.6 31.6 35.8
Engineering 4.0 ,c 2.4 37.8 28.9 33.3

Social Sciences 3.8 2.8 20.1 39.7 40:2

Psychology .8 2.8 13.8 44.2 42.0
Sociology- 3.8 2.6 28.1 35.4 36.5
Political Science 4.0 2.7 24.6 36.1 39.3
Economic,s 3.7 2.8 22.7 35.8 41.5,

Humanities 19 2.5 32.0 38.0 30.0

History ¢ 3.8 2.3 38.0 36.6 25.4
F. Languages 4.3 2.6 23.2 45.1 31.7
English 3.9 2.6 30.9 34.0 35.1

All Fields 4.2 2.6 28.5 33.8 -37.7

*Not necessarily continuous
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. ;
physics graduates-gainecL formal approval of a topic before com
pleting 2.0 years in attendance.

(2) In eight of fifteen fields 30 per cent or more of the
graduates reported less than 2.0 years in attendan \e prior to
apprOval of the topic and, of these fields, six are characterized
by shorter elapsed time to the doctorate (bioscience fields, chem-
istry and engineering). ,

.

,(3) The fact that attendance patterns differ in terms of
degree of continuity hould be kePt in mind. Thus, although the
amount of time "I attendance" befofe approval of the "topic
doe -s not vary marke y over fields, it should be noted that the
span bf time, following entry into graduate school, during which
the total amount of attendance was accumulated does vary con-
siderably. As we have seen, attendance in social sciences and
humanities fields was often interrupted, particularly following
recpipt of the master's degree. .

(4) Social science and humanities graduates (graduates ip
the longer elapsed time fields, generally) gained 'approval of the
dissertation topic after having completed a somewhat higher
proportiOn of their fotal time in attendance; or to pkt it another
way, they spent less time i;attendance after formal approval of
the topic, a matter whi94<ill be considered in greater detail later.

(5) Formal approval of the dissOtation problem occurred
relatively-late in the total program of graduate study for many
individuals and it is evident that there was considerable variabil-
ity among individuals in the time 'spent in attendance prior to the
term du'ting which* the dissertation topib was formally apptoved.
Generally speaking,;delay in the initiation of dissertation research
enhances the likelihood-of "off- campus" completion.

PROGRESS TOWARD Ca4PLETION OF
\DISSERTATION REQUIREMENT

Respondents were asked, to indicate progress made toward
completion of the dissertation by thetime formal residence and

urse requirementsior the doctorate had been completed, in
to ms of the following alternatives: (a) dissertation had been
co plefed, (b) basic research and/or analysis had been com-
pleted but some or all writing -remained to be done, (c) all or
essentially all basic data or source material had been collected
but, not Completely analyied, (d). had definiteand formally
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approvedplans for the dissertation- -and-some- basic data-had-
been collected, (e) a dissertation proposal had been 'submitted
but had not yet been formally approved, "'and ,(f) had not yet
decided upek a dissertation topic. Their responses, summarized.
in Table 6.2 indicate substantial variability among individuals
within each field in respect to the stage of progress attained.

(1) In the aptal sample, some 12.4 per cent repOrted that
the dissertation had been completed but 13.6 per cent either had
no topic or were awaiting formal approval of a proposed topic.

. Almost 36 per cent had collected some of the basic data or source
material, some 16 per cent had collected essentially all basic data
or source material, and about 20 per centolndicated that they had
reached the "writing" phase.

-(2) The bioscience- iraduates as a group tended to have
made more progress toward completion'of the dissertation at the
selected pointsome 64 per cent had advanced beyond the "data
collection' stage when course and residence requirements had,
been completed; only about.4 per cent were without a formally
approved topic. Social science graduates appear to have made
least progress as a group, with only some 39 per cent beyond the
"data collection" stage and roughly 29 per cent either without a
topic or awaiting formal approval of :a 'proposed topic. Among
physics graduates, .also, a substantial proportion (some, 31 per
cent) .had not yet reached the "data collection" stage.

(3) The major impression is one of substantial individual
variability with respect to progress made on the dissertation by
the time formal course and residence requirements had been met.
Ignoring the marked individual variation, the modal category in
all fields (except botany and microbiology) was "definite and
formally approved plans Tor the dissertation, some basic data
collected."

. ,
\AL";

TIME SPENT ON THE DISSERTATION

Shovin in Table 6.3 ere data op the time interval between
formal approVal of the. dissertation topic and submission of the
'dissertation in essentially final form in the several fields. -These
data are of particular interest and several trends merit some
special comment. In evaluating these data it Mould be recognized
that some individuals may have done a considerable amount of
work related to the dissertation piior to time of "formal approval
of thetopic."
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TABLE 6.2
Indicated Stage of Progress Toward Completion of Dissertation Requirement

at Time Course and Residence Requirements Had Been Completed
(In per cent)

Field
Stage of prOgress: 'dissertation requirement

Completed
Writing \
phase

Analysis
- phase

Data
collection

Topic
proposed

No
topic

No
Response

Biosciences (15.5) ,(25.9) 422.6) (31.2) ( 2.1). ( 1.8) (0.9)
Botany 16.8 24.8 32.7 ' 22.8 1.0 '' 1.0 -. 1.0
Microbiology 17.6 38.8 11.8 25.9 1,2 4.7 0.0

'Zoology
.,,Other Biosciences

19.4
8.4

11.9
25:3

28.4
16.9

35.8
43.4

0.0
6.0.

1.5 -

0.0 30.8
'"c; Physical Science (11.3) . (19.7), (16.2) . (38.2) '( 5.5) ( 6.0)^ (3.2)0 Mathematics

Physics
19.1

8.1
21.4
16.9

10.7 28.2
28.2

5.3
14.5

12.2
16.9

3.1
3.2

Chemistry 11.8 a 20.5 16.7' 1. 43.7 2.2 1.2, 3.9
Engineering 6.3 18.3 22.3 '39.4 .6.9 '5.1 1.7

Social-Science (12.0) (13.2) (13.4) (29.9) (12.7) (16.7) (2. )
Psychology 16.0 14.4 13.9 19.6 : 16.0. 18.6 1

Sociology 12.9 11.9 . 19.8-, 37.6 7.9 7.9 .0
Political Science 6.1 '13.6 9.1 36.4 9.1 22.7 .0
Economics 3.5 10.5 5.3 43.9 '14.0 19.3 3.5

Humanities (13.0) (24.8) (10.3) . (42.0) ,( 3.9) ( 4.5) (1.5)
.History 10.5 '24,5 11.9 43.4 3.5 2.8 3.5
Foreign Languages 2241 30.2 '10.5 30.2

/
`3.5 : 3.5 0.0

,English 8.8 20.6 7.8 50.0 I. 4.9 ,. 7.8 0.0
All Fields 12.4 20.2 15.7 35.8 1 .6 2. -, 7.4 2.3
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1 TABLE 6.3

Time Interval Between Formal Approval of Dissertation Topic
and (Submission of kssentially Completed Dissertation,

By Field

a

Average time .
interval" (yrs ) Per cent in interval .

Field N
04

c ,..,C -
0 .1=1

.2
2

.g 5,
q m.-. -

Z vi.0 1-.4i >,
0 ON
,i r'l

i. 1.2 ,
.0 >,

QOM..-;e-;

C.)

4 86
Biosciences 329 2.2 2.1 11.2 32.2 36.5 12.5 7.6

Botany 99 2.1 2.1 3.1 40.4 39.4 9.1 4.0
Microbiology 82' 2.0 2.1 12.2 30.5 41.5 12.2 3.0
Zoology. 66,. 2.5 2.2 12.1 27.3 30.3 13.6 1.6.7
Other 82 2.2 2.1 14.6 28.0 32.9 15.8 8.5

Phys. Sciepce '802 1.9 1.8 1512 40.0 30.9 9.8 4.0

Mathematics 1 ; 1.6 1.2 29.6 44.0 14.4 5.6 6.4
Physics 120 1.8 L7 9.2 47.5 33.3 5.8 4.2
Chemistry 387 1.9 2.0 13:2 35.9 35.1 11.9 3.9
Engineering 170 1.9 1.8- 13.5 41.2 31.8 11.2 2.4,

Soc. Science 412 1.7 1.3 30.1 40.3 16.5 7.0 .6.1

Psic-hology 194 1.1 1.0, .46.9 41.2 8.2 :3.6 0:0
Sociology ,100 2.0 1.7 '16.0 42.0 25.0 8.0 9.0
Pol. Sci. . 64 2.1 '.1.6 . 20.3 40.6 18.8 9.4 10.9
Economics 54 2.4 2.2 7.4 33.3 27.8 14.8 . 16.7

Humanities ,* 326 2.7 -2:2 8.0 30.7, 25.2 14.7 20.6

History 139 2.8 2.3 7.2 30.2 27.3 12.2 23.0
F. Lang. 86 2.6 2.1 11.6 30.2 27.9 12.8 17.4
English t 101 2.6 2.2 8.9, 31.7 49.8 19.8 19.8

-4
All Fields. 1869* 2.0 1.8 16.7 .37.1 27.7 10:5 8.0

*Measqres of central tendency and percentages-reported in this table are. based
on the total number of cases for v.%hich 'adequate 'data *ere reported. t
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. .
(1) For all bioscience fields and humanities fields, medians

were slightly more than two years; ranging from 2.1 thru 2.3
years. The somewhat higher mean (2.'7. years) br humanities
graduates reflects a higher proportion of more "prolonged" dis-
sertation programs in these fields; for some 3 per cent the time
interval was 3.0 years or more and for one -fiffh it was 4.0 years
or More. -. - ,-

" (2) Completion of the dissertation after formal approval
of th topic was most rapid in psychology and mathematics; and,
ge rally speaking, in the social sciences and physical sciences.

may be recalled that formal approval of the topic,. typically
came after a relatively long period of graduate attendance; among
mathematics graduates; thus once the topic was selected, com-
pletion of the dissertation was not..a prolonged affair in,,,this field.

(3) Completion of the dissertation typically involved con-
siderably more than one calendar year; some 46 per cent of all
graduates reported an interval of 2.0 years or more, and only 17
per cent reported an interval of less than 12-months.

. (4) In general, except for the relatively rapid completion
time reported by psychology and mathefnatics graduates, the
major source of variation among fields appears to be in the rela-
tive proportioJof "more prolonged" dissertation programs; 30
per cent ,or more of the graduates in humanities generally, in /0"

"ecawimics,. and in zoology reported an interval of 3.0 years or
more compared to some 18.5 per cent the total sample. As
indicated earlier, these trends are reflected in the fact that means
in these fields are somewhat higher than medians. Average time

-----4-taken to complete the dissertation is associated with median
matriculation-to-doctorate time lapse (rho = .61).1

. Of equal interest are data regarding The 'amount of time
spent in residence and in employment, respectively, after formal ,

approval of the topic,

1Berelson" (1960, pp. 180-181) reports averages for "total time spent work-
ing directly on [the dissertation]" and length of dissertation in pages. Median,
years ("actual time") were as follows: physical sciences, 1.7; biological sciences,
1.6; social sciences, 1.1; humtnities, 1.3. These figures ate somewhat lower than
the medians shown in Table 6.3 which reflect elapsed time from topic approval
to completion of the dissertation rather than respondents' estimates of "actual"
time spent working on the dissertation. '

Median length of dissertation (as reported by Berelson) and medial) time
between topic approval and completion for the fifteen fields shown in Table 6.3
are Moderately related (rhO = .(5).
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Residence vs. 'lltployment after Appravid of the Topic

We. have already noted that fields may be differentiated in
terms of the amount of time "iii attendance" after formal approval
of the topic. More detailed evidence regarding the distributions
of years in residence and years in 'full-time employment during,
the "dissertation period" is provided in Table 6.4. In these data
we see relatively clear distinctions among \the field.

(1) In the fields characterized byl a longer predoctoral
period (e.g., all humanities, all social sciences except psychology)
relatively few individuals were in residence for as many as two
years after formal approval of the dissertation topic (percentages
ranging from 2.0 to 22.1) but many were employed for 2.0 years
or more (from roughly 22 per cent in sociology to almost 39 per
cent in economics). On the other hand, 37 per cent of bioscience
graduates and 28 per cent of physical science graduates spent 2.0
years or more in, residence after, formal approval of the topic;
only roughly 7 per cent of c emistry graduates were employed
for two or more years. .

(2) Again, consistent with previously noted trends in
ratings given the "off campus" dissertation as a "lengthening

' influence," there" is a relatively high degree of correspondence
(rho = .84)' between' ranks of fields in terms of median eritry-
PED time lapse and percentage of individuals reporting one or
more years of full-time employment following formal approval
of the dissertation topic.

0
,.,

CONTRIBUTION OF THE RESEARCH
ASSISTANTSHIP

As noteof previously, in terms of its contribution to>comple-
tion of doctor requirements, the.research assistantship may have
both a sustaining Pole, as a source of income, and a directly
inktrumental role, by contributing to Completion of the disserta-
tion requirement. About 43 per cent of all graduates reported
that they held a research assistantship, wi t considerable variation
among the broad areas. Over one-halc loscierice graduates
but fewer than one-sixth of humanitiergraduates reported a re-
search appointment. Did this walk contribute to completion of
the dissertation requirement? Was the contribution similar in all
broad areas? .

Answers to thee questions are suggested in Table 6.5. In
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TABLE 6.4

Comparison, By Field, of Years in Residence and Years in _

Full:timd Employment During the Period between Formal
Approval of Dissertation Topic and its Completion

Field

Years in residence* Years employed full-time*
(Per cent reporting) (Per cent reporting)

Less than 1.0 thru 2.0 yrs. Less than 1.0 thru 2.0 yrs.
1.0 yr. 1.9 yrs. or more 1.0 yr. 1.9 yrs. or more

Biosciences 26.8 36.0 '37.2 75.0 10.1 14.9

Botany 24.8 40.6 34.6 78.2 9.9 11.9
Microbiology 25.9 37.6 36.5 77.6 12.9 9.4
Zoology 32.8 32.8 34.3 67.1 9.0 23.9
Other 25.3 3.1.3 43.4 74.7 8.4 16.8

Ph sical Sciences 35.9 36.4 27.7 77.4 .) 12.1 10.6 ,

Mathematics 64.1 29.0 6.9 68.7 16.0 15.3
Physics 44.4 38.7 16.9 60.5 21.0 18.5
Chemistry 27. 35.7 37.2 86.7 6.3. 6.9
Engineering 29.7 41.7 28.6 73.7 16.6 9.7

Social Sciences 6,9i9 26.6 3.6 62.2 21.3 16.4

Psychology 79.4 19.6 1.0. 74.2 20.6 5.2
Sociology 63.4 346 2.0 52.5 25.7 21.9.
Pol. Sci. 60.6 33'3- 6.1 65.2 12.1 22.6
Economics 59.6 2t.1 12.3 35.1 26.3 38.7

Humanities 51.0 33.5 -15.4 55.0 14.5 30.5

History 49.3 35.0 15.7 56.7 .11.9 31.5
F. Lang. 40.7 37.2 22.1 59.3 14.0 26.7
English 63.7 28.4 7.8 49.0 18.6 32.4

All Fields 44.3 33.7 22.0 69.8 14:2 16.0

*Reported as "months" and converted to calendar year equivalent.
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the natural sciences, where a greater proportion of graduates held
research assistantships a substantial majority of responses indi-
cated that work done was applied directly, or was related to the
dissertation. In the humanities, at the opposite extreme, only 14
per cent of the small number of individuals who had held a
research appointment, indicated that the work was directl
applied to the dissertation; 65 per cent of the former resear
assistants said their work was unrelated to the dissertation. More-
over, 47 per cent of social science graduates who had held-\
research appointments reported that the work done was unrelated
to the dissertation.

111 essence, for more than one-third of the natural science
graduates, work which contributed to their financial support
also contributed directly to completion of the dissertation require-
metit, for only two per cent in humanities, and 16 pea. cent in the
social sciences did this happy combination of circumstances obtain.

TABLE

Contribution to the Dissertation of Work bone as a
Research Assistant, ,by Broad Areas

Work done as a research
Per cent
reporting Related but

Area N assistant- Directly appli.8d not directly
; ships* to dissertation applied

assistant was

Unrelated to
-dissertation

ti

Bio. Sci. (336) 54.2 32.6 (60.1) 8.6 (15.8)

Phy. (44)- if8.6`. 38:0 (78.3) - 4.4 ( 9.0)

Soc. Sci. (418)!. 44.0 15.7 (35.6) 7.6 (17.2)

Human. (331) 25.4 21 (13.9) 3.2 (20.9)

14.0 (24.1)

6.2 (12.7)

20.7 (47.2)

10.1 (65.2)

4, All Fields (1929) 42.9 26:6 (62.0) - 5.5 (2.8) 10.8 (25.2)

*Entries in parentheses represent per cent of those reporting aft assistantship,
and others represent per cent of all graduates in the area. Thus, 32.6 per cent
of all bioscience graduates (or 60.1 per ctnt of those' holding assistantships)
reported that work done as a research' assistant Was directly applied to the
dissertation, etc. . .
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N SUMMARY

Formal apprOval of the dissertation topic occurred relatively
late in'the graduate study programs of many individual's. For
over one-third of the sample, more than 3.0 years of attendance
had been completed prior to the quarter or semester during which
they gained formal approVal of the dissertation topic. And,
about 28 per cent of the sample reached this stage of progress
before completing the equivalent of 2.0 calendar years of gradu-
ate study (8 quarters or 51/2 semesters).

Lesi than orie`-eighth of .the group reported that they corn-
plited the dissertation prior to completing course and residence
requirements for the doctorate; a slightly larger proportion indi:
cated that they still had no formally approved topic at this time
in their graduate careers. A major impression is one of marked
individual variability in respect to progress made toward com-
pletion of the dissertation when formal course and residence
requirements hail been met. As a group, social scientists had
made least progress while bioscience graduates tend to have

,made most progress toward completing the dissertati
Completion of the dissertation itself, measured in apsed

time from date of formal approval of the topic, typically in-
volve0 much more than one calendar year; almost half the
gr4duates reported a time interval of more than 2.0 calendar
years. Median completion time ranged from 1.0 years (psychol-
ogy) to 2.3 years (history) with 13 of the 15 medians falling
between 1.6 and 2.3.years around the sample median of.1.8 years.

There is a high degree of correspondence between ranks of
fields in terms -of median entry-PHD time lapse and. the per-
centage of individuals in the respective fields who reported one
or more years of full-time. employment following formal approval
of the dissaration topic (rho = .844. This is, of course, quite
consistent with the graduates' assessment of the "off-campus dis-
sertation" as a "lengthening influence."

In all the humanities fields and in all the socjal science fields
except psychology, relatively few individuals were in residence
for as many as two years following approN4l of the topic while a
substantial proportion were employed for 2.0 years or more; the
opposite tended to be true of graduates in the natural science
fields.

In addition to the fact, that they spent more time "on-
..campus" during the critical dissertation phase of the graduate
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program than. did their confreres in the social sciences and the
humanities, natural scientists also had the advantage of holding.
rrearch assistantships in which work accomplished was directly
applicable to the dissertation. For more than one-third of the
natural science graduates, work which contributed to their finan-
cial support also 'contributed directly to completion of the dis-

, sertation requirement but this_was6true for only two per cent in
humarufre. and 16 per cent in social sciences.
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CHAPTER VII

The Foreign Language
Requirement

he requirement that all candidates for the, Ph.D.
possess or acquire (but not necessarily use) ,a 'read-
ing knowledge" of one or two" foreign languages has
been the subject of more commentserious, facetious,
formal, and informalthan perhaps any other single

aspect of doctoral preparation. Whether (knowledge of 'foreign
languages is viewed as a "scholarly ornament" or as an -instru-
ment a scholarship, however, "meeting the language require-
ment" is a hurdle which has clifried many students in hot pursuit
of a Ph.D. to break stride and lose valuable time.

In earlier chapter, for example, we saw that almost three--
fourths of the graduates believed they undergraduate preparation
in foreign languages to have been less than adequate. Moreover,
More than one-fourth of the graduates reported that inadequate
undergraduate preparatiOti in foreign languages actually in-
creased time taken to attain the doctorate. This was particularly
true in the sqcial sciences and humanities, being cited; for exam-
ple, by 61 per cent of economics majors and 46 percent of history
majors, while less than one-fourth of graduates in the natural
,sciences reported ,delay due to inadequacy of preparation in
languages.

PATTERN OF DeCTORAL LANGUAGES

Respondents were asked to report languages presented in )
fulfillment of the doctoral requiremnt, whether or not they had."''
studied the language(s) in high scifool and college, respectively,
and whether thelyoleeded "§fiecia0preParation after beginning
graduate study in order to meet proficiency requirements.
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As indicated in Table 7.1, most graduates met proficiency
requirenieritsi in French (93.7 per cent) and/or German (88.9),
with Spanish a distant third (11.9) ; only per cent of the
physical science graduates reported Spanish but almost 30 per
cent Of-social Science graduates did so. A handful of indi 'duals,
Mainly in the natural sciences, reported Russian.

NEED FOR SPECIAL PREPARATION

Only 22 per cent of the graduates indicated that they needed
no special preparation in any language after beginning graduate
study (see Table 7.2). Of those qualifying in German, 61 per
cent requited special preparation, as did 52 per cent of qualifiers
in Trench, 60 per cent of those in Spanish and ,83 per cent of the
small number qualifying in Russian. Over 70 per cent of English,
history, economics, political science,' psychology, and sociology
majors qualifying in 'German required special' prepaiation,
whereas in most science fields fewer than 60 per cent did so.

s
Not unexpectedly, fields in which higher percentages of

gtaditates indicated the need for special preparation in a foreign
language telid to be those in which higher proportions of gradu-
ates reportak "inadequate undergraduate preparation in foreign
languages" aS a "lengthening" influence. Ex luding foreign lan-
guages, the &tree of correspondenc& be en the ranks of the
remaining fourteen fields in terms of th e two percentages is
indicated by rho = .68.

INCIDENCE OF LANG4LAGE STUDY IN COL,I,EGE

A major source of difficulty is revealed in Table 7.3 which
shows the percentage of individuals who studied various lan-
guages as undergraduates. Most of the individuals (8,3.2 per cent)
had studied at least one language. However, it can be inferred,
that most studied only one: 41 per cent studied French, 54 per
cent German, etc. MOreover, the time devoted to the study of
foreign languages was only two years, on the average.

The extent of the problem for individuals in certain fields

1Replies Of foreign language majors were retard in these analyses.
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TABLE 7:1

Languages Presented in Partial Fulfillment
. of Doctoral Requirements, by Field

-;fi

Field
Per cent of graduates repo. rting 'language

French German Sifanish Russian Classical Other

Biosciences 91.7 , 95.5 9.8. 1.2 0.3 1*.8

Botany 87.1. 95.0 8.9 '2.0 . 1.0
Microbiology 100.0 98.8 1.2 .. . .
Zoology 80.6 ,88.1 25.4 1.5 ,
Other Biosciences 96.4 95.2. 6.0 1.2 . .

Physical Sciences 96.6 97.0t 1.2 2.1 . ."" 0.6

Mathematics 93.9 92.4 4.6 0,8- . .
Physics '-. 95.2 96.8 4.8
Chemistry 97.8 9940 1.7
Engineering 96.6 96.0 2.3 2.3 .

Social Sciences 92.6 70.8 29.4 0.2 2.2
.Psychology ' . 90.2 73.7 29.4

Sociology 97.0 62.4 33.7 1.0* . .. , 1.0
Political Science 93.9 80.3 16.7
Economics ft 91.2 64.9 36.8 . .

ea, '-̀
!Hunnities ') 90.0. 84.9 19.0 0.3 _ 6.3 4.8

History , 89.5- 74.8 25.2 . . ..
- Foreign Languages 81.4 -89.5 26.7 1.2 19.8

English '98.0 95.1 3.9 . . 3.9

All Fields 93.7
/*

88.9 11.9 0.1 1.1 1.9

r
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,FABLE 7.2 .

Percentage of Those MeetingDoctoral Profisiency Requirements
ha Designated Languages Who Required Special.

Preparation in These Languages, by Field

Field

No
specjal

preparation
required French German Spanish Rpssian Classical

NuMber requiring special preparation as a
per cent of number qualifying in the

language specified

Biosciences

Botany
_Microbiology
Zoology
Other .

ysicial Sciences

Mathematics
Physics
Chemistry
Engineering

Social Sciences

Psychology
Sociology
Pol. Sci.
Economics

Humanities

History
F. Lang_
English

All Fields

20.2 .56.0 159.1 5474

18.8 48.9 69.8 *

18.8- 60.0 50.0 _ *

22.4 57.4 '57.6 64.7
21.7 58.8 57.0

24.6 49.8. ,55.6, 70.0 77.8

29.0 54.5 55.4
24.2
29,.2

56.8.
32.1

57,5
44:1

*
*.

10.9 84.0 82.1 * *

14.1 61.0' 74.3 69.9

14.4 61.7 72.7 68.4
15.8 55.1 ,71:4 67,6 -*
15.2 59.7 -177.4 /54.5,
8.8 7112 81.1 85'.7

26.9 40.6 66.9 41-4 5741

22.4 48.4 72.9 55.6
45.3 12.9, 49.4 17.4 52.9

'17.6 50.0 74.2 . *

22.0 51.7 61.3 60.5 .83.3 54.5

*Less than 10 cases reporting this langkiageA percentages not compUted.
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may be pointed up by comparing the percentage studying a given
language in college (Table 7.3) with the percentage qualifying
in that language (Table 1.1). We see, 'for example, that only
37 per cent of English majors studied German during their
undergraduate careers while 95 per cent qualified in German. A
majority of natural science respondents studied German as under-
graduates; fewer studied French. For social sciences and humani-
ties, the opposite tended to be true (i.e., proportionately more

- studied French than German) but neither of these languages was
studied by a majority of the doctoral graduates during their

. ' undergraduate careers.
Data (not tabled) on incidence of language study in high

school indicate the relatively greater popularity at this level of
.classical languages (studied by 28 per cent at the high school,
but by only 6 per cent at the undergraduate level). While 69 per
cent of the group studied some language in high school, only 9
per cent reported that they studied German. French led in popu-
larity at this level, being reported by131 per cent of the entire
group.

A BRIEF ANALYSIS

-..

These data reflect a state of affairs which has long been
decried, namely, that a record of sustained preparation in foreign
languages during the high school-college period is the exception,
rather than,the rule among graduate students. In view of the lack
of extensive undergraduate (or earlier) preparation, itis under-
standable that "meeting the language requirement" .s1lould be a
source of considerable frustration as well as delay for many
graduate students. Moreover, in a situation in which the majority
of doctoral graduates meet a doctoral proficiency requirement in
one or two foreign languages without having ied one or both.
of those languages as an undergraduate, one well question -N
the level of proficiency, attained through "special preparation"
undertaken after beginning graduate study's

Of cbnsiderable interest, also, is the variability among fields
in respect to reported need for special preparation in foreign
languages after beginning graduate school. Generally speaking,

21n a national sample of doctoral graduates, only one-fourth responded
.affirmatively to the question, "Do you feel you really know the language(s) in
which you pas..4Ed the necessary examinations?" (Berelson, 1960, p. 197).
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TABLE 7.3

Incidence of Undergraduate Language Study
By Doctorate Field,

Field

Per cent studying language in college *Mean

yrs. of
lang.

study* .
Any

French German Spanish gasiical Other lang.

BiiiscienCes ,

Botany

38.1

36.7

61.3

43.6 **

2.7

2.0

1.2

2.0

83.0

69.3

1.7

1.6
Microbiblogy 412 62.4 ** 2.4 1.2 95.3 4.6 -
Zoology 32.8 70.1 ** 3.0 74.6 1.8
Other 48.2 74.7 ** 3.6 1/ 94.0 1.9

Physical Sciences 30.4 64.6 8.9 2:1 1.8 78.3 1.7

Mathematics 37.4 45.8 19;fk 5.3 3.1 80.9 1.8
Physics ' 30.6 66.1' 8.9 -*\,, 3.2 2.4 85.5 1.6
Chemistry 34.8 82.4 6.8 1.4 1.0 87.7
Engineering 14.9 36.0 5.7 0.6 2.3 49.1 1.2

Social Sciences 43.8 36.6 26.f 6.9 .1.0 86.6 1.8

Psychology 42.3 44.1 24.1 5.7 1.0 87.6 1.8
Sociology 44.6 28,0 28.0 6.9 1.0 90.1 1:7
Pol.- Sci. 53.0 33.3 39.4 13.6 1.5 93.9 2.1
Economics 36.8 29.8 19.3 .3.5 68.4 1.7.

Humanities' 68.0 44.1 32.3 19.6 7.6 91.5 3.2

History 65.7 4076 27.3. 14.0 2:1 90.2 2.4
F. Lang. 77.0 58.6 49.4 30.2 20.9 95.4 4.9
English 63.4 36.6 24.8 18:6 3.9 90.2 2.6

All Fields 41.1 54.5 18.6 6.3 2.7 83.2 2.0

*All languages combined.
*%Data not available.
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need for special preparation was mentioned relatively more fre-
quently by graduates in the social sciences and hufnanities
(excluding foreign languages) than by natural science graduates
(except in engineering). And, as noted earlier, the percentage
requiring special preparation tended to be associated over fields
with Otte .percentage citing inadequate language Preparation as
a "lengthening",factor.

Yet, judging from the data in Table 7.3, there are no marked
differences among the fields in respect to the.totalaniount of time
devoted to undergraduate lantruage study and there is nothing to
suggest that the reason why natural scientists as compared, for
example, to social scientists in the sample were le,ss frequently
delayed by the language reqUirement \italthat they were rela-
tively more proficient (better prepared) ithe languages in-
volved. At the same time, evidence frbm other studies indicates
(a) that there is substantial variability among thet fields in the
extent of professional use of foreign language skills and (b) that
natural scientists tend to make mote use professionally of foreign
language reitrencds than their coMagues in the social sciences
and a number of other disciplines.3

In partial explandOon of findings of this kind, it is reason-
, able to hypothesize that a higher level of general proficiency in

foreign languages may be necessary for effective professional use
in some fields (e.g., history and psychology) thin in others (e.g.,
chemistry or biology). In any event. the -fact of departmental
(disciplinary) differences in patterns of 'foreign language prep-
aration and use is a significant one.

Whatever the ultimate explanation of such differences may
be, it is evident that in connection. with the foreign$anguage re-_
quirement, as in connection with the research requirement, grad-

, uates in most natural science fields as compared to thoe in
social science fields, and the humanities fields as well, tend to
find ,circumstances more conducive to "rapid completion of

3Several studies provide 'relevant siata here/ For example, Berelson (1960,
p. 198) cite percentages cif reported use professionally (prewor post-doctoral),
by recent graduates,:, ranging from -under 20 per cent (education, economics,
and psychology)' ?ccis per cent or more (chemistry, zoology, mathematics and
statistics, biology and religion). Weitz, Ballantyne, and Colver (1963) an
analysis of foreign language citations in dissertations at one university found
similar variability by department. More than one half of the dissertations in
psychology, economics, and history had no foreign language citations but in,bio-
chemistry, chemistry, and zoology, fewer than 15 pez cent failed to includd at
least one such citation. See also, Keniston (1959, pp. 95-96).
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requirements." More generally, the pioblem of making "the
language requirement" a meaningful aspect of doctoral preRara-
tiok, across the disciplinary board, will continue to'be a formula-
ble one,* ...
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OBerelson (1960) reports that a departmental, rater than a "graduate school
so- as a whole" solution to this problem was acceptable to about half the graduate

faculty surveyed in his recent study of graduate education.
'
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CHAPTER VIII

Fea,

Differences. Among
Institutions and Departments:
Selected Indices of Duration

ith respect to each of the measures of duration which
en examined, there is ample evidence of sub-

stantial variability among individuals within each
field and in the averages for the respective fields. The
analyses reported in the present chapter highlight

differences among graduates of different institutions and depart-
ments in respect to selected indices of "time take* to attain the
doctorate," namely, entry-PHD time lapse and age at time of
degree conpral.

It s Id be recalled at the outset that about half the re -2
spond Qfs attended more than one graduate school; 32 per cent
attended only twtt, earning a master's degree at the first and the
doctorate at the secOrilirwhile 17 per cent attended two or more,
with some non-degree work at one or more. Thus, for example,
the degree-granting institution ,,(department) may have been "re-
sponsible" for both the pre- and post-master's phase of an indi-
vidual's graduate program or for only the post-Master's portion
of the program. In. such circumstances, observed differences
among the-graduates of different institutions and/or of,different
departments within the same institution in respect to 'duration"
must be thought of as reflecting the total predootoral experience
of the individuals involved and not simply experience at the
respectiye doctoral institutions.

These limiting factors notwithstanding, the analyses nder-
taken point up marked variability among graduates of di erent
departments in a given field in time taken to attain the doctorate,
and in age at time of degree conferral; also, considerable varia-
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fion from department to department within a given institution in
respect to graduate' rates of.progress relative to norms for their
respective fields.

4.)
$

TIME TAKEN TO ATTAIN THE DOCTORATE:
DIFFERENCES BY DEPARTMENT

For purposes of analysis, the graduates of each department
were classified according to entry-PHD time lapse' into two
groups, namely a "faster" group (time lapse less than the median
for the field in question) and a "slower" group (time lapse
greaterthan the field median). For each of 111 departments, the

TABLE 8.1

Distribution of 111 Departmenfs According to Percentage
; of Graduates with Entry-PHD Time Lapse

Below Field Medians

Percentage
of

"faster"
graduates

Biological Physical Social
science science science Humanities

departments departments' departments departments
All de-

partments

90+ 1 1 2

80-89 1 1 2

70-79 1 2 2 3 8 li

60-69 5 7 4 1 17

50-59 5 10 9 4 28
40-49 4 - 9 2 5 20
30-39 4 .4 4 3 15

20-29 3 5 1 3 12

10:19 1 3 4
<10 2 1 3

No. depts. 26 41 25 19 111

*Those with entry-Ph.D. time lapse less than the median for their respective
fields.

lit should be remembered that this measure represents the interval from
time of i itial graduate enrollment, any institution, not necessarily from time of
first enro ent at the doctoral institution.
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percentage of "faster" ;graduates Was then determined. Distribu-
tions of the percentages for the 111 departments, classified
according to broader academic area shown in Table 8.1.

Percentages of "faster" graduat ranged fro zero to
100in for departments more than 8 per cent o e graduates
were "faster.5' than average for their r- pectiv elds whereas in
seven others, fewer than 20 per cent w- e " ter."

As revealed in Table 8.2, slim differences in rate of
progress toward the doctorate, relative o appropriate field norms,
obtained among areas within the sa institution and, in general,
among the institutions. In the biolo cal science fields, for exam-
ple, about 60 per cent of the gradua s of Institutions K and M
were "faster" than average as contras with 18 per cent of
those at Institution L. As for internal var lity we see that in
Institution E, for example, 87 per cent of phy 'cal science but
less than 40 per cent of social science graduates were "faster"
than average kV. their respective fields; at Institution M, on the
other hand, less than one-fourth of physical science graduates
but two-thirds of social science graduates were "faster."

MEDIAN AGE OF GRADUATES:
DEPARTMENTAL VARIATION

Also of interest is the extent of variability among depart-
ments in age of graduates at time of degree conferral, as revealed
in Table 8 3. ,

Departmental medians; all fields, ranged from 27 years to
` 42 years, a range reflecting differences among the respective fields

as well as differences among the departments within a given field.
The mean of 113 departmental medians (departments with five
or more graduates only) was 31.9 years, which compares with a
mean age of 31.5 years for all individuals in the sample. Of con-
siderable interest is the fact that the standard deviation of the
medians for 113 departments (v = 3.3) is approximately 55
per cent as great as the standard deviation of the age distribution
for all individuals (Q = 5.6).

Distributions of age medians for departments in 15 fields
classified according to median-BA-PHD time lapse, and the dis-
tributions of medians for departments in the fields of chemistry
and history, respectively, further point up differences among the
fields and among departments. To note extreme cases, for exam-
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-TABLE 8.2,
\ .

Percentage of Graduates E Ph.D. in Less Than Avefige
Elapsed Time (Entry-P ), By Institution

and Broad Areas .

Per cent with entry-PHD time lapse below field medians

Institution
Bic-

sciences

.,

Physic Social
sciences ' sciences Humanities . Total

A ** 61 . 62
B 67 ** V 60
C 58 ' 57 55 60 57-
D 44 68 56 50 57
E 50t 87 39 57 55

, 'I
F , 4 ** 48 70' . . 55
G ;* 47 ** 54
H 28 57 50 64 54
I **, 52 53

, J 4 53
. . 53

K 62 54 t. 36 38 ' 52
L 18 ,.. ** 56 48 49
M 60 22 67 ** ' 48
N ** v 48 47.
0 ** 42 46

C

P ** 58 §6 40 ' 46
Q ** 40---- 52 37 45
R 31 47 ** 25 41
S , ** 32 31 ** 40
T ** ** ** 40 38

I.

U ** ** 61 35
V 46 26 32

' All Individuals SO 50 50 50 50

... ,

**Indicates less than 10 casespercentages not reported but cases included in
calculation of the "all fields" percentage for an institution.

1 ,

4

L
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TABLE 8.3

Variation among Departments in Age of Graduates at Time
of Degree Conferral: Distribution of Medians

for 113 Departments

Median
age in
yrs.

Chemis-
try only

History

Groups of fields by
median BA-PHD

time lapse

fieldsonly
6-7

yrs.a
8-9

yrs.b
10 yrs.
plusc

42 1 1 r
41 1 140 1 2 2

39
38 1 . ' 2 2
37 1 1 1
36 3 3. 5 11
35

- 1 1 2
.

34 2 3 6 9
33 2 4, 3 932 1 1 7 9 4 20
31 2 2 7 2 11
30 -1 1 11 4 2 17

29 7 9 2 11
28 5 10" 4 14
27 1 2

. /
No. of dpts. 15 10 46 38 29 113

X mdns. 28.8 35.1 .39.1 31.8 34.7 31.9
SDnins, 1.1 4.3 2.2 2.3 3.2 3.1

4

...
..

a chemistry, engineering, microbiology, psychology, and other bigsciences.

b botany, mathematics, phyiics, sociology, and zoology.

c history, foreign languages, English, political science, and economics.
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ple, it may be observed that for 13 of 15 chemistry departments,
but for none of the 10 history departments, median age of gradta-
ates was under' 30 gears. Chemistry departments were much less
variable, in both relative and absolute terms, than history depart-
ments in respect to median ageiA graduates. In relative terms,
the standard deviation for chemistry mediatis is about 4 per cent
as great .as the Mean, while that for history meclians is about 12
per cent as great; also, relative to the standard deviation for all
individuals' n the respective fields, that fix- departmental medians
in history (a 7 4.3) is about two-thirds as great as that for all

t individuals in history (er = 6.5) while variability for chemistry
-medians (a = 1.1) was only about one-fourth that for all
chemistry graduates (ff 04.2) . ,

Similar trends may Ix. observed in the distribution of de-
partmental medians for the three groups of fields; differing in
median BA-PHD time lapse.

cr,

Cbncomitants. of Departmental Differences in Duration

For a variety of reasons, analysis designed to identify the
concomitants-of intef-institutional (departmental) variation in
average elapsed time of graduates was not pursued intensively.
Departments in three fields (chemistry, mathematics and his-

- tory), selected rather arbitrarily ivere classified according- to per
cent of "faster" graduates i.e., those with entry-PHD time lapse
below field medians). Several variables were examined (e.g.,
ratings of factors -as "lengthening", influences, ratings ofs impor-
tance for various sources of financial support) but few pro-
nounced concomitants of departmental variation were identified.

Selected relatiOnshiPs are shown in Table 8.4. In chemistry,
for example, sthe total and average amount of fellowship support

C increased' as average duration decreased over departments but
this relationship did not obtain for either. mathematics or history.

Except in 'the field of history where very few giaduates
failed to take a master's degree, departments with "faster" gradu-
ates, as compared to those with "slower" ones, typicalb, permitted
more individuals to by-pass the master's and, in all three fields,
incidence of interrupted study following the master's degree was
associated with duration.
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TABLE 8.4

Amat of Fello *p Asiitance, Incidence of DAy
'Following. the Mas 's Degree and Percentage of

Graduates Without. the aster's Degree in
Relation to.. Departm ntal Variation

in Duration

Per cent
Per cent No. of No. of Reporting Average. interrupt- Per cent
"faster" depart- indi- fellowships amount ing follow- not taking

graduates* ments viduals (%) in $00's ing master's master's

Chemistry

60 plus (2) 67 67.2 28.5 10.5 29.9
40-59 (10) 305 48.6 25.5 20.3 21.6,< 40 (3) 41 29.2 23.6 31:7 0.0

Mathematics

60 .plus ' (1) 14 7.7 . 0.0 21.4
40-59 (5) 95 25.3 28.'8. 33.7 16.8< 40 (4) 22 8.8 27.3 45.5 0.0

History

60 plus (2) 41 63.4 15.8 36.6 4.9
40-59 (3) 51 43.1 19.5 45.1 0.0< 40 (2). 30 56.7 14.8 56.7 6.7

Per cent of departments' graduates characterized by entry-to-doctorate time-
lapse which was less than average, for the field. Thus, the entries for chemis-
try indicate two departments ithwhich 60 per cent or more of graduates were
characterized by less than average elapsed time, involving a total of 67 indi-
viduals, 67.2 per cent of whom reported fellowship, etc.

SUMMARY .

The analyses reported in this chapter reveal substantial dif-
ferences among the graduates of different doctoral departments
in a given.field in overall rate of progress toward the doctorate
relative to field norms and in age at'time of degree conferral.
Moreover evidence has been adduced to support the proposition
that substantial variability obtains among the various doctoral
programs within a given institution in relative rate of progress
of graduates.2

2This points up the decentralized nature of graduate study in which the actual
locus of work is with a graduate department (Heard, 1963).
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The study was not designed to examine directly the relation-
ship Of departMental practices and procedures to the observed
differences in the average age and elapsed time figures for gradu-
ates and the -analyses undertaken were limited in scope.

In three fields selected for study, average rates of 'progress
tended to be higher in departmehts in which a higher proportion
of graduates by-passed the master's degree and'-in which smaller
proportions interrupted study folltiwing receipt of the master's
degree. In one field (chemistry) amount and incidence of fellow-
ship support as associated with departmental rates of progress
but this was not the case for the fields of mathematics and history.,

While few firm conclusions can be drawn regarding the cor-
relates of departmental differences, it can be inferred that differ-
ences in average age of graduates reflect subitantial differences
in the nacre, scope, objectives and outcomes of the departmental
progra s. It is probable,, for example, that a history department
in which the typical graduate is 40 years of age at the time of
degree conferral will. be "different" in a variety of significant
ways from one in which the typical graduate is 30 years of age...
And, it is obvious that the Career patterns of the graduates of
such departments have been and are likely to continue to be
quite different. i

i

Of considerable interest is the evidence that variability
among departments in age of graduates is more. than one half
that fot all individuals but that this ratio tends to be smaller for
certain fields than for others. In general, the ratio of variability
among departments to variability among individuals tends to be
greater for fields characterized by longer elapsed time than for
fields with 'shorter elapsed* time. Chemistry departments, for
example, -were relatively homogeneous with respect to median
age of graduates while history departments were extremely
heterogeneous in this regard. Thir is consistent, of 'conrse, with
the assumption that chemistry is a more "structured" discipline ,

than history.
The wide range of departmental differences in average age,

of graduates and in average entry-PHD time lapse suggests that
study of the concomitants of such differences is necessary to full
understanding of the duration problem.

(
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CHAPTER IX

Contrasts Between f

Faster and Slower Groups

n view of the many personal and situational factors
which may affect the timing of entry into graduate
study and/or rate of; progress toward the doctorate

ithereafter, it is not surprising that marked individual -

variability should obtain, within every field, in re:
spect to both BA-PHD and entry-PHD time lapse (and, other
indices of duration as well). The analyses reported in this chap-.
ter were designed to point up factors Associated with, al
differences in BA-PHD time lapse by 'contrasting "faster" an
"slower" groups within the various fields.

In conducting the ...analyses, individuals within, each field
were first sorted into 4vo oups defined in terms of BA-PHD
time lapse, nanfely, a."faste " group (characterized by BA -PHD
time lapse less than the ld median) and a- "slower" group
(Characterized by-time la e greater than the -field median).
Thus, half the individuals in each field, and in The total sample,
were in the faster group and half were in the slower group.' It
shguld be noted that the definition of criterion groups in terms
of rate .of progress relative to appropriate field norms..

It was expected, a priori, that faster and slower groOps
would be differentiated significantly by a number of variables
pertaining to (a) predoctoral employment, (b) graduate attend-
ance, (c) continuity of program, (d) development of graduate

'If "faster" and "slower" groups had been defined in terms of entry-PHD
rather than BA-PHD time lapse, 80 per cent of the classifications would have
remained unchanged.

Analyses were based on all cases for which basic data were available. BA-
PHD time lapse indices were available for 1865 individuals, or 96.7 per cent
of the sample, distributed as s by major areas: biosciences, 325; physical
sciences, 815; social sciences 403; humanities, 322.
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study goals and disciplinary interests, (e) patterns of financial
support, (f) the preliminary examination and The dissirtation,
(g) the foreign language requirement, (h) post-doctofal ent-

/ ployment, and (i) family status. <

Generally speaking, this eXpectatioli proved to be realistic
for the data under considera,tion.2 Results of the basic analyses
undertaken in the areas outlined above are repOrted in the see-

o tions which follow. Trends revealed in the, data for faster and
slower groups in each of the major academic areas were also
present in data for faster and slower groups in the respective
fields, in most insiances._

44

PREDOCTORAL EMPLOYMENT~

Substantial percentages of both' the faster and slower, groups
had some full-time predoctoral employment (exclusive of.gradu-
ate appointments)) as shown in Table 9.1. It is *went, how-
ever, that splitting the sample at the respective field medians in
terms of BA-PHD time lapse resulted in the identification of two
groups differing greatly in both incidence and average years of
predoctoral employment. Actually over 94 per cent of the slower
group reported predoctoral employment and about 62 ,percent
of the faster group did so, but differences in mean years of pre-
doctoral employment were m'ore striking-8 years for the-slower
group as compared to only 2 years for the faster group.

GRADUAT ENDANCE. .

It will be recalled from Chaptei- II that fields of greater
duration (elapsed time) Aended to be those in which graduates'
reported fewer years of graduate attendance on the average. It is
quite apparent, however, that withifi the, respective fields, faster
graduates spent fewer years in attendance than slower ones. With-
out regard to field, almost two-thiras.of the slower group reported,-

<at least 4.0. years of attendance whereas less than half (46 pers.
cent) of the faster group did so. Total attendance was least differ-
entiating for faster and slower bioscience graduates.

21t should be recognized that in an expOst facto comparison of "fasie?' and
"slower" individUals, particularly one in.which there are ng means of adjuiting
for individual differences- in general academic competence, motivation and
other theoretically relevant traits, the interpretatign of observed differences is
necessarily, cloolsIr by a certain degree of ambiguity.

at
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TABLE 9.1

Incidence and Mean Years of Predoctoral Employment
(All Types-Excluding Graduate Assistantships)

For Faster and Slower Groups, by Field*

Faster Group Slower Group Total

Field Per cent
employed

Mean
(yrs.)*

Per cent
employed

Mean Per cent Mean
(yrs.) employed (yrs.)

Bio,sciencei- 51.9 1.4 93.9 6.9 73.5 4.1
0,

Botany 42.6 0.9 95.9 .4 69.3 4.2
Microbiology 61.2 1.2 95.0 6.5 74.1 3..
Zoology 61.8 1.9 403.9 q.9 77.6 5.1
Other 52.5 1.5 90.5 5.7 74.7 3.8-

Phys. Sci. 52.0 1.8 92.6 6.44 72.4 4.2

Mathematics 74.6 2.7 98.3 10.8 84.7 6.6
Physics 65.6 2.1 98.4 8.0 82.3 5.1
Chemistry 34.4 0.9 90.5 5.2 63.3 3.1
Enginebring 66.3 3.2 89.4 5.1 77.7 4.4

-
Social Sciences 4 73.8 2.4 95.5 8.0 84.7. 5.5

Psyclidlo 70.1 1.7 93.6 5.8 . 82.0 .3.9
Sociology(! 72.9 2.7 95.7 10.8 . 84.2 7.2
Pol. Sci. ,78.8 3.1 100.0 0:4 0 89.4 16.0
Economics 72.1 3.4 96.3 10.9 89.5 7.0

Humanities 81.5 3.8 98.1 12.7 90.6 8.4

History 77.8 3.0 98.5 -12.6 88.8 8.2
F. Lang. 77.5
English 90.0

, 3.8
4.9

95.1
100.0 ,

11.4
14.3

88.4
95.1

7.5
9.4

Total 61.8 2.2 94.4 7.9 75.4. 5.2

*Mean values rtPorted are based on all graduates in the respective categories,
not graduates reporting employment only (military service and non-profes-
sional employment included).

1
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o shown in Table 9.2 are data on part-time attendance;
in all a eas, proportionately more of the slower group reported
one or ore years of c4rt-time attendance.3 For example, roughly
one-fifth\ of "faster" science graduates reported one or more years
part-time whereas two-fifths offte "slower" group did so.

Pro ortionately, more 4fural science graduates than gradu-
. ates in of er fields reported one or more years part-time.

CONTINUITY OF STUDY

As expected, faster and slower groups were differentiated
sharply by the degree of temporal continuity reflected in their
patterns of study. As shown in Table 9.3, 84 per cent of the
faster group entered graduate study within six months_ after
receiving the bachelor's degree but only 48 per cent of the slower
group did so. Degree of continuity of attendance after graduate
matriculation differentiated the two groups to about the same
degree-40 per cent of the faster but only 46 per cent of the
slower group reported essentially continuous attendance from
first enrollinent in giaduate school through completion of course
and residence requirements for the-doctorate.

Continuity and the Master's Degree

Individuals who did not take a master's degree made some-
what more rapid progress toward the doctorate. Some 16 per cent
of the faster group but only 11 per cent of the slower group
bypassed the master's degree which, among other things, provides
a convenient "way station" en route to a higher degree. In analyses
not tabled here, it was found that, considering only individuals
with a master's degree, 52 per cent of the slower group "inter-
rupted" following receipt of the master's but only 17 per\ cbnt of
the faster'group did so. Interruptions at this stage of educational
development were much less characteristic of faster than of slower
groups in all fields but most strikingly so in the physical sciences
wheie less than 6 per cent of the faster group interrupted follow-
ing the master's degree, while 49 per cent of the slower group
did so.

v
3Respondents were given t4e following instructions regarding the matter of

"full-time" versus "part-time" attendance: "In differentiating 'full-time' and
`part-time' attendance, consider a quarter, semester, or summer session as
`full-time' if during the term' your graduate program constituted your primary
responsibility."
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TABLA. 9.2
e

Years:of Graduate Attendance, Total and Part-time;
for Groups Differing in B.A.-PH.D. Time lapse

,,.

Calendar years in attendance Calendar years in attendance
(total) (part-time)

Group* Less than
4.0 years

4.0 years
or more

Less than
1.0 year

Biosciences .

Faster group
Slower group

(34.2)

36.3
32.3

(45.8)

63.7
67.7

(69.1)

80.8
57.9

Physical Sciences , (38.7) (61.3) (66.7)

Faster group 50.4 49.6 78.3
Slower group 27.0 73.0 55.2

Social Sciences (56.2) (43.8) (75.2)

Faster group, 68.5 - 31.5 77.7
Slower group 43.7 56.3 72.7

Humanities (52.8) (47:2) (71.1)

Faster group - 63.1 36.9 75.3
Slower group 42.4 51.4 61.9

Total (44.2) (55.8) (69.7)
...

Faster group . 54.1 45.9 78.1
Slower group t 34.2 65.8 61.4

1.0 years
or more

(30.9).

19.2
42.1

(33.3)

21.7
44.8

(24.8)

22.3
27.3

(28.9)

24.7
33.1

)

(30.3)

21.9
38.6

v
Faster group characterized by BA-PHD time lapse less than §eld medians;
slower group by time-lapse greater than respective field meth s.

Part-time defined as a period of attendance duripg which graduate program
was not the primary responsibility of the tespondent. -

r
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TABLE 9.3

Incidence of Direct Entfy Into Graduate udy ,and
Continuity of graduate Attendance Faster

and Slower Groups, by Fiel

Faster Group (Pei cent) Slowef Group (Per cent)

Direct entry,
Field info graduate Continuousstud attendance**

Direct entry
into graduate

study
Continuous
attendance

Biosciences 85.9 - 89.6 48.5 50.9

Botany 83.0 93.6 42.9 49.0
Microbiology 90.2 87.8 52.5 47.5
Zoc; logy 88.6, 85.7 56.3 53.1
Other 82.5 90.0 45.2 54.8

Piwsical Sciences 87.3 91.9 1 48.3 49.5
. ..

Mathematics 85.1 81.0 46.7 30.0
Physics 88.5 86.9 57.4 42.6 '

'Chemistry 91.4 96.0 -51.5 54.0
Engineering ,77.9 94.2 36.3 56.0

Sdcial Sciences 84.8 69.1 50.0 50.0

Psychology 89.7 A '"., 79.4 55.9 63.4
Sociology 80.4 flig.4 46.8 38.3
Pol. Sci. 75.8 54.5 41.9 35.5
Economics 85.7 53.6 ; 44.4 40.7

_ Humanities 72.2 56.2 46.9 26.9

History 73.6 58.3 48.6 31.4.
F. Lang. 80.0 60.0 56.1 29.3
English

...
y 64.0 '' 50.0 36.7 18.4

- )
All Graduates ::,'83.9 , 80.4 48.4, 46.04.,

*Entered gra uate school within six months after receiving bachelor's degree.
#No interrupti f greater than six months' duration prior to completion of

coarse and resid ncevreqturements for the doctorate.
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Institutional continuity

,Educational considerations aside, the programs of individ-
ualwho earn their bachelor's and doctor:s degrees at the same
institution should tend to have a somewhat greater degree of
continuity, and, for this and other reasons (contacts, familiarity
with professors, etc.) such individuals might be expected to
exhibit lower elapsed time than those who move to new institu-
tions. Whatever the explanation might be, while 18 per cent of
the entire sample earned bachelor's and doctor's degrees at the
same institution, 21 per cent of the faster group but only 15
per cent of the slower group did so: This trend, however, was
essentially characteristic of the natural science fields; for bio-
sciences,-24 percent of the faster but only 10 per cent of the
slower individuals had this pattern and for physical science
fields, comparable percentages ,were 28 and 18, respectively. In
social sciences and humanities the faster and slower groups were
basically undifferentiited in respect to this pattern of attendance.

Continuity of Field,

It is logical that rate of progress toward the doctorate should
be more rapid among individuals for whom the undergraduate
and Ph.D. fields are the same than among those with different
graduate and undergraduate majors. That such was true of the
present sample is indicated in Table 9.4 which shows that in all
academic areas faster groups more frequently continued in the
same major field; in the total sample, 70 per cent of the faster
group, but only. 59 per cent of the slower, reported no change of
major fields. In the social science fields, particularly,, continuity
of field of study was associated with lower BA-PHD time lapse.

GRADUATE STUDY GOALS AND DEVELOPMENT
OF DISCIPLINARY INTERESTS

Other things being equal, early development of disciplinary
interests'and of relevant graduate study goals should be condu-
cive to greater continuity of progress toward the doctorate, tem-
porarily ancl-prsgrammatically, and in turn to mole rapid prog-
ress.

It is.apparent in Tables 9.4 and 9.5 that timing of develop-
ment of disciplinary interests and of relevant graduate study goals

O
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is associated with BA 'PHD time lapse. The faster groups in all
fields, as compared to the slower groups, were characterized by
(a) earlier establishment of interest in the field which became
the doctoral major, (b) earlier decision to pursue graduate study,
and (c) earlier orientation toward "pursuit of the doctorate."

TABLE 9.4

Timing of Development of Interest in Ph.D. Field
and A culation of A.B. 'and Ph.D. Major

or Faster and Slower Groups
by Academic Aleas

Group -

First interested in
field of Ph.D.

B.A. and Ph.D.
field of major

Before
Jr. yr.

During After
Jr.-Sr. yrs. graduation

Same Different

Biosciences

Faster group 46.8 32.9 20.3 52.2 47.8
Slower group 40.2 22.0 37.8 42.7 57.3

Physical Sciences

Faster group 72.4 17.0 10.6 78.2 21.8
Slower group ' 63.1 15.8 21.1 '70.4 29.6

Social Sciences

Faster group 44.1 37.2 18.6 65.5 34.5
Slower group 35.4 .27.7 36.9 45.4 54.6

Humanities

Faster grOup ,
Slower group

59.50
53.3

19.6
20.1

20.9
26.6

71.6
62.5

28.4
37.5

All Fields

Faste; group 59.6 244 15.8 69.8 30.2
Slowz group 51.4 20.2 28.4 58.8 41.2 \

Determination 'of "same" and "different" based on respondents' designations
in this regard, not on direct comparison of listed majors at the two levels.
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In thp physical sciences (Table 9.4), a high proportion of
both faster and slower individuals became interested in the Ph.D.
field before the junior year of undergraduate work and also con-
tinued in the same field through the doctorate.

It is noteworthy that for 28 per cent of all slower graduates
interest in the Ph.Drc field did *not develop until after college
graduation; this was true for 37 per cent of the slower social
science graduates and 38 per cent of the slower bioscience
graduates.

TABLE 9.5

Timing of Development of Graduate Study Goals
For Faster and Slower Groups, By Major

-Areas

Graduate study became.
a definite personal goal

Earning a Ph.D. became
a definite personal goal

Group Before
sr. yr.

During
sr. yr.

After'
sr. yr.

Before Before end
bachelor's of 1st grad.

degree ...year

After 1st
grad.
year

Biosciences

Faster group 46.2 37.0 16.7 25.8 61.0 13.2
SloWer gtoup 33.7 28.2 38.0 24.2 41.4 34.4

Itysical-Sciences

Faster group 51.5 36.4 12.1 43.7 45.4 10.8
Slower group 30.6 31.6 37.8 .19.1 46.1- 34.8

Social Sciences

Faster group 44.8 39.9 15.3 41.5 42.0 16.5
Slower group 35.2 30.6 34.2 19.5 45.1 35.4

Humanities

Faster group 42:8 34.6 22.6 33.1 51.0 15.9
Slower group 26.4 31.0 42.6 19.3 43.5 37.2

All Fields

Faster group 47.6 31.0 -15.4 38.4 48.3 13.3
Slower group 31.4 30.7 37.9 20.1 44:6 35.3
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Graduate' stud \goals

Timing Of development -Of graduate study goals (Table
9.5) differentiated faster and slower groups even more sharply
than timing of development of disciplinary interests. For 38 per
cent of the slower graduates (15 per cent of the faster) t-
ment to graduate study as a personal goal did not odour-until
dfter college graduation; in humanities this was true for 43 per
cent of slower graduates and-23 per cent of the faster graduates.

In all fields, almost nine-tenths of the faster but less than'
two- thirds of the.slower group became doctorate oriented before
the first year of graduate study had been completed; only 13 per
cent of the faster group but more than one-third of .the slower
did not become doctorate oriented until'after the end of the first
year of graduate study.

The fact that only 38 per cent of the faster group were com-
mitted-to work toward a Ph.D. prior, to college graduation points
up a phenothenon already alluded to, namely, the relatively late
emergence of "working toward a Ph.D." as a personal goal.

PATTERNS OF FINANCIAL SUPPORT

During both the beginning (master'g) and 'advanced doc- -
toral) phases of graduate study, the following sources were more
important for the faster than-the slower group:

(1) research assistantships
(2) fellowships
P) earnings of spouse -,

1

(4) miscellaneousgraduatappointments
(5) teaching assistantships
(6) direct assistance from famly.
At both levels, the following sources were mo e important

for the slower than fors the fastei6group:
(1) personal savings = .

(2) einployment_not related to the graduate prog ram.
Veterans' benefits were much.more important for the slower

group than for the faster .group during the advanced period of
study while during the master's phase of study the picture was
reversed (though the two groups did' not differ nearly to greatly

InTterms of dependence on this source at the master's as at the'
-doctor's level of study). This finding,may be due, in part, to in-
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terruptiops related to the Korean conflict or to the possibility that
availability of financial assistance through the "G.I. Bill" at-
tracted a substantial number of individuals who bad thought of
the master's degree as terminal back into graduate.school to seek
a Ph.D.individuals likely to be in 'the slower grotip in terms
of BA-PHI) time lapse.4

The relative importance of these sources for faster and
slower groups in the four broad academic areas and in the total
sample during the doctoral phase of study is shown in Table 9.6.5

Of particular interest is the considerably greater importance,
of research assistantships and fellowships in the faster groups
(except in social sciences, in which fellowships were more fre-
quently of major importance in the slower group). Only in the
humanities where they constituted the most generally available
source of support did teaching assistantships substantially differ-
entiate the faster end slower groups, being more frequently of

importancemportance in the faster group.6
The general picthre is one of a broader base of financial

support for "faster" individuals. This, of.course, may reflect dif-
ferences in the overall capability of the two groups or the influ-
ence of' other factors with' respect to which "slower't and "faster"
groups May differ in such a way as to affect patterns pf financial

41n this general context, increases in BA -PIED time lapse averages in certain
fields nationally during. the past decade have been reported by the National
Research Council (NAS-NRC, 1963), "in spite of the massive grdwth of Fed-
eral fellowship programs which are designed to decrease time lapse, and, which
in fact do result in significant acceleration for those obtaining awards : . . ."(p. 41). This anomalous "outcome" may be explained in part by the hypothe-
sis that increased-demand for doctoral graduates coupled with massive recruit-
ment and support programs has attracted back into graduate school many "ir-.
regular" candidates, with longer.BA-PHD periods, and made if possible for
them to complete their. degree programse.g., -ABD's, eqstwhile "noncandi-
dates" who left graduate school with a master's degree, individuals who had
been out of school for some time waiting for an opportunity to begin or returnto a program of graduate study, etc.

rends ,refiected in the analysis of differences between -faster and slower
oups by broad academic areas appeared in most of the individual fields. Forexample, in 14 of the 15 fields research assistantships were more important

for faster than for slower graduates; in 12 fields this was true for earnings of
spouse; in 11 fields for teaching assistantships, etc.

6When ratings of "moderate" and "slight" importance are added tcr these,
we find that differences between faster and slower groups are reduced. For
example, 63 pir cent of faster humanities graduates and 60 per cent of slower
graduates reported teaching assistantships to be of some importance as sourcesof support. In the biosciences, moreover, 51 per cent of the slower as com-pared to only 47 per cent of the faster group reported teaching assistantships
to be of some importance, reversing-the trend for ratings of major importanceonly
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f 1 TAB4,E 9.6r

Reldtive Importance of Various Sources of Financial
Support for Faster and Slwer Groups:

Doctoral Phase of4Pitgram

C,

Source

Per cent rating source of major importance

Bio- Physical Social Humanities All
sciences sciences, sciences Fields

'.

F S* F ,S F S F S. F S

Research assist-
tantships . 43

Fellowships 18

Earnings of spouse 23

Misce
graduate
appointments . 3

Teaching assist- t,
antships 30

...-
. Family . support .2

Employment =e-
lated to program 4

Personal-lEidgs 5

(Veterans'
. benefits 17

*Faster gromi

Slower group

22 36 25 26 14
. -

15 29 14 11 14

17 21 13 24 20

2 5 5 21 13

29 r..27 27 20 19

4 5 2 '4 2 °

16 7 17 7 9

21 ' 4 , 9 . 7 15

31 "13 24 24 .42

1
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16

10 3 31 18

21 10 22 14

25 16 23 16

...

6 1 8 5

41 30 29 26

, 9 6 5 3

45 11 6 14

12 19 6 15
,

28 34 19% 31
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support.' In any event, faster individuals appear to have profited
more frequently from support .of a type conducive to greater
time, economy (e.g.:: more fellowships and more research assist-
antships) as well as a broader base of supiort.

The foregoing inference from ratings of importance is borne
out tiy additional data. For example, some 38 per' cent of the
faster group held two or more different types of graduate ap-
pointments while only 25 per cent of the slower group did so,
with trends being similar within the majority of specific fields.

Research vtsus other types of appointments -

We have already established the fact that recent recipients
of the doctorate tended to. perceive '"teachiag assistantships" as
having had a "lengthening influence" in respect to time taken to
attain a doctorate but that this was not true for "research assist-
antships." In Table 9.7, we see clearly that faster individuals
more frequently reported a research assistantship than did slower
individuals; almost half (49.1 per cent) of the faster group but
only slightly more than one -third (35.8 per cent) of the slower
groupheld such assistantships. In three of the four major areas,
holding a non-research appointment was more characteristic of
the slower than the faster, roup, as was holding no graduate ap-
pointment ot any kind.

71t is probable both that an individual's "ability" or "aptitude" Affects the
likelihood of his obtaining an assistantship or a fellowship and that the avail-
ability of such support facilitates progress toward the degree. In an analysis of
factors associated with stipend-holding among arts and sciences graduate sttv.
dents, for example, Davis (1962; pp. 58 ff.) found that acis-,anced graduate,
students with assistantships and fellowships tended to receive higher faculty
ratings for "native abilityrequired to complete a Ph.D. [ip the student's de-
partment]" than th-Ose without such sources of support. As Davis notes, this
result is not unexpected since "ability" is presumably a factor to be considered
in making dd award and since faculty members may include stipend-holding in
judging ability'. ,

As for the presumed facilitating effect of certain types of awards, Creager
(1961) studied graduate fellowship applicants in terms of Ph.D. attainment
rate and obkined estimates of "the magnitude of the residual relation belween
receipt of the [.graduate fellowship award] and Ph.D. attainment rate after ef-
fects of aptitude, achievement, and level [stage of progress toward the Ph.D.
at time the award was rec4ved] are ren)oved." Estimated correlations (con-
sidered as point-biserial, aW*-dees versus non-awardees) ranged from .08 in
mathematics to .31 in geology and engineering, with all but one of the five
estimated residual correlations being less than .18. Thus, award status was as-
sociated with more expeditious completion ot. programs, but there was marked
overlapping between awardees and non-awardees in terms,of Ph.D. attainment
rate after controllirrg appropriate ability and training variables.

See also Harmon (1959) for additional evidence bearing on this gene al
question. .
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TABLE 9.7
Graduate Appointment Patterns (Major Type)

For Faster and Slower Groups, by Major Areas

Group
Held research
appointments

(per cent)

Held. appointment, Held no graduate
but not research appointment

(per cent) (per cent).

Faster group 49.1 40.7 10.3
Biosciences 54.6 38.0 7.4
Physical sciences 57.2_ 33.4 8a
Social sciences 50.5- 39.7 9.8
Huinanities 19.8 6,2.9 17.3

Slower group .
35.8 46.0 18.2

Biosciences 47.2 36.2 16.6
Physical sciences 40.3 44.5 15:3
Social sciences 36.9 40.4 22.7
Humanities 11.2 66.9 21.9

Tot 42.5 43.4 ' 14.2

*May also have held other types of appointments, including teaching appoint-
ments.

.A slightly different type of apalysis, shown in Table 9.8,
yielded results consistent with those just reported. One or more
years in a research assistantship was more characteristic of faster
than slower groups in 01 areas. However, "one "or more years in
a' teaching assistantship" was more ctaracteristic of Wower
group in_natural sciences and more characteristiclof the faster
group in social sciences and humanities..

PRELIMINARY EXAMINATIONS ANDI
THE DISSERTATION

Passing the qualifying examinations and identifying a firm
dissertation topiceard quite significant events in a graduate stu-.
dent's career. The sooner these things are done, the, more expe-
ditiously a candidate can s9ceed to deal with tasks remaining.
As shown in Table 9.9, the faster group in every major area
reached these stages of progress after less. total attendance 'time
than did the slower group; of the faster group more than 70 per
cent passed preliminaries and gained formal approval of a topic
before accumulating 3.0 calendar years (12 quarters) in attend:
ance (any institution) while..only slightly more than one-half of
the slower group did so..
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The faster group also differed from the slower group in
terms of stage(of progress of the dissertation when course and
residence requirements for the Ph.D. had been met; some 54
per cent of the former group as compared to 45 per cent of the
latter had progressed beyond the "data c011ection'o phase of dis-
sertationsertation research.

ThiTwaS due, in part, to the fact that more "faster" ind/-
viduals (a),held research appointments and (b) in such appoint-
ments performed wofk which made a direct contribution to com-
pletion of the dissertation requirement. Of those in the "faster"
group reporting research assistantships, almost two-thirds (66
per cent) reported that work done was directly applied to the

TABLE 9.8 ,

Comparative Distribution of
Years Employed as,Research AsSistant and as Teaching .

Assistant For Groups with Longer and Shorter Elapsed
Time from the Bachelors Degree

,

Group
Research Assistant Teaching Assistantship

Less than
1.0 yr.

tryrs.
or more

Less than
1.0 yr.

1.0 yrs.
Or more

Bciences
-Taster group 46.0 54.0 53.0 47.0

Slower group 63.8 36.2 44.3 55.7

Physical Sciences
Faster group 51.7 48.3 50.0 50.0 --
Slower group 66.5. 33.5 48.8 51.2

SOcial Sciences
Faster group 64.2 35.8 68.6 31.4
Slower group 79.5 20.5 73.7 26.3

Humanities
Faster group 93.2 6.8 42.6 57.4
Slower group 94.4 5.6 56.2 43.8

Total
Faster group 60.6 39.4 53.0 47.0
Slower group 73.7 26.3 55.7 .3

44^
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dissertation whereas only 58 per cent of the "research 'assistants"
in the slower group did so.

Time Taken to Complete Dissertatian

Faster individuals tended to complete the dissertation more
expeditibusly.than did the slower group. In the total sample, for
51 per cent of the slower group at least two calendar years were
required to complete the dissertation after formal approval of .a
topic but this was true for only 42 per cent of the faster group.
For the respective areas,-eomarable percentages for slower and
faster groups, respectively, were '6, follows: biosciences, 62.0
versus 49.7; physical sciences, 47.8 versus 42.2;-social sciences,

. 34.2 versus 24.4; and, humanities, 66.34ersus 54,4.
So it is evident that for faster individuals the dissertation

was begun after less time in attendance and was completed in
less total elapsed time.

TABLE 9.9
;Years of Gradvate Attendance Prior to Completion of -Pretimi-

nary Exaininatiohs and Formal _Approval of Dissertation Topic,
Respectively, for Individuals Differing in BA-PHD Time

. Lapse, By .Broad Areas

giGSOUp

Per cent attaining poin fore completing the-equivalent
of 3.0 calendar ye s of graduate attendance

Passed preliminOr---
examination Topic formally approved

e

group

BioFiences
,° ,'PhysieI'Aiences

'Social
4Humanities

Ar group
Biosciences ..

ap h y s i c a 1 sciences
1 inocial sciences

Humanities

Total

70.4

58.9 .3
74.9 .

77.3
2.8

53.6 -

,,,
.'...,.. i'51,9 '' '
IL: '53.2 z

a* 55.7 .
53.9

IE

.

,,
' t .

72.2

65.4
72.5
75.2
74.2

52.2,

. 61.7
473'
43.3

:65.8

..,
62.1 ?, .

, .

-
', 62.3 .

t d
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THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT

To what extent _was need for special preparation in orderto
meet a foreign language proficiency requirement associated with
elapsed time? Considering only the two mast common languages, ,

namely, French and Getman, analysis revealed no consistent
relationship for French but a quite consistent and significant
relationship when German was involved. As indicated in Table
9.10, roughly 66 per cent of. the slower group quagying in
German required special prepardtion while for the fasteragroup
who so qualified, only 56 per cent needed special prepara-
tioi: The relationship was most striking for bioscience and for°
social science graduates, and the direction of the relationship was
consistent in 14 of the 15 fields.

,

RESEARCH ORIENTATION h\ POST-DOCTORAL,
EMPLOYMENT

In Chapter II it was shown that fields in which "teaching"
constituted the major proportion of all predoctoral employment
tended to be characterized by longer elapsed time than fields
which the major proportion of all such employment was in the
"other professional" category. During, the graduate years, more-
over, "faster" individuals in the respective fields were more likely
than sloWer individuals to have held a" research appointment.
And, it is of considerable interest to note that the degree of
research orientation in postdoctoral employment, as reported by
respondents, is a significant correlate of BA-PHD time lapse.8
Generally speaking, more faster than slower individuals reported
"research" as one of the .principal duties in their -employinent
(Table 9.11). In biosciences, for example, of the slower group
about 59 per cent reported some research duties whereasover 71
per tent of the faster group did so. In economics and psychology
combined (the only social science or humanities fields reporting
a workable number of cases with "research" duties), fully 70
ter cent of the slower group reported dritks.,in teaching, academic
administration, or other categorieS, but nisi research-related duties,
while only 49 per cent of the faster grouR did so.

In a related type of plysii, it was found that of the indi-
t

8Respondents were asked to report principal duties in the position which they
held at the time they completed the questionnaire: .-
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TABLE 9.10 '

Need for Special Preparation to Meet Doctoral Language
Requirement in Relation to Length of Program,

by Field, for those Qualifying in German

Field

Per cent
qualifyin

in
German--

/.
Of thosequalifying in German,

per cent requiring
special preparation

Faster
group

.

Slowe
group

Bioscidees

Botanyi .
Microbiology
Zoology. ,
Other Biosciences

Physicial Sciences

Mathematics
Physics
Chemistry
Engineering

.

Social Sciences

Psychology
SocioldgY
Political science
Econoraics

Humanities

o- History
FOreign Lartguages
English

,

95.5

95.0
98.8
88.1
95.2

97.0

92.4
96.8
99.0
96.0

70.8

73.7
62.4
80.3
64.9

84.9

7'4.8
89.5
95.1

52.2

69.6
46.3
45.2
43.6

52.9

54.8
59.3
38.E

180.7

66.0
.
61.2
58.1
75.9
82.4

62.1

68.4
44.4
68.1

.

a

.

-

66.7

73.9
52.5
71.4
69.2

57.8

57.7
55.9
48.2
82.7

83.9

83.6
89.3
78.3
84.2 ;

72.7

77.6
52,8
83-.0

All G,rduates 88.19 56.5 66.5

.20

8
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viduals employed in business or industry, 57 per cent were in the
. faster and only 43 per cent were in the slower group, with the

trend being present in most -of the individual fields in which any
substantiaL number of individuals were in this employment cate-
gory:Primarily. in the physical sciences, 'slower individuals were
somewhat more likely to be employed by a college or university
than by some other type of employer.

hb,
^

FAMILY STATUS

Differences between faster and slower groups in the number
of dependents at various stages of graduate study may be thought
of both as a.more or lest natural concomitant of differencesn
elapsed time and as a factor contributing indirectly (and in some
cases directly) to the observed differences. In either case, how-
ever, it is evident that a larger number of dependents provided
greater, potential for financial and psychological problems for
those in the slower group at every stage of graduate study as
shown in Table 942.

Less than one-fourth of the faster gro p but more than 40
per cent of the slower group reported three more flepe qnts
at time of degree conferral; some 45 per cent of the faster and
61 per cent of the slower group reported two or more dependents
when they rgceived the degree. As indicated in Table 9.12, groups
were -differellitiated in respect to number of dependents at each
of three points in their graduate careersentry, beginning of
doctoral phase of the program, and time of degree conferral.
Particularly striking is the fact that differenc8s are not pro-
nounced at the time of gritry into graduate study but that faster
and slower groups arelubstantially differentiated.in respect to
dependency statusat the time the doctoral phase of graduate
study was begun (reflecting in part the higher incidence of inter-
ruptions of the graduate program after the master's degree in the
slower group. The synallet proportion of humanities graduates
reporting two or more dependents (as defined for income-tax
purposes) reflects the presence of a substantially higher propor-
tion of women.

Differences between. the faster and slower groups may be
pointed up by noting that in the faster group at time of conferral
of the Ph.D. the percentage with two or more dependents (45
per cent) was only slightly greater than that characterizing the
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TABLE 9.11

Comparison of Faster and Slower Groups in Respect
to Principal Duties in Postdocj.oral

Employment,, By Broad Areas

Group

Types of duties reported (per cent).

Research and/or
research admin.

Teaching and
research

Teaching, academic
admin., and/Or other

Biosciences
Faster group 36.3 35.0 28.7
Slower group 33.9 24.7 41.4

Physical Sciences
Faster group 64.7 9.9 25.4
Slower group 54.3 9.9 --- 35.8

Economics and -

Psychology
Faster group . 29.G 21.8 49.2
glower group si 21.7 8.3 70.0

Total
Faster group 51.7 17.9 30.4
Slower group 43.8 13.1 43.1

TABLE 9.12.

Percentage of Faster and Slower Groups Reporting Two
or More Dependents at Designated Points in Their

Graduate Careers, By Major Area

Group
Beginning of

graduate work
Beginnirig of
Ph.D. phase

Time of degree
conferral'

Faster group 13.0 24.3 44,7
Biosciences 13.5 '29.4 54.0
Physical "sciences 13.5 40.7
Social sciences 14:1 7.2 -52.4
Humanities 9.9 19.1 35.8

Slower group 18.3 42.0 61.3,

Biosciences 20.2 48.5 63.8
Physical sciences 17.2 41.6 60.8
Social sciences 19.7 4 .4 66.7
Huinanities 17.5 34.4 53-1

. .
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... e
slower group at the beginning of The doctoral phase of their
gradiAate programs (42 per cent).

OTHER FACTORS

Women constituted a somewhat higher percentage4f the
slower group than of the faster group. Almost half the slower
group indicated that time taken to complete doctoral require-
ments was greater than they had expected it the outset and
about 10 per cent indicated that they had no definite expectations
about time; only slightly more than one-third of the fester group
took more time than expected while only about 6 per cent did
not have definite expectations.

SUMMARY

a .

111

Generalleakiiii,the nature of observed difrereikces
between faster and slower groups May be summarizejithy enu-
merating factors found to le associated with "membeRtship" in'
the' faster group. Accordingly, as compareero their slower con-
freres, the group of individuals who attained the Ph.D. in better
than average time (BA-P9) for their respective fields was
characterized by:

(1) lower incidence and average amount _of predpc-
toral employihent .

(2) less total time in attendance and less part-time
attendance -

.

(3) lower incidence of delayed entry into graduate
study and cif interruptions thereafter

(4) earlier development of interest in the doctoral
, field ,----

(5) earlier developfhent of plans for graduate study
(6) earlier development of decision to work toward

a Ph.D.
(7) -higher incidence of direct pursuit of Ph.D.
(8) greater continuity-of-dajor fieldundergraduate

to graduate ....

(9) higher incidence of undergraduate and Ph.D.
work at the same institution _/
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(10) a broader base of financi4supportless reliance
on personal savings, an employment unrelated
to the graduate program.

(11) higher incidence of research-related graduate
appointments

(12) -earlier completion of preliminary, ex ns
(13) earlier apprOval of dissertation topic d more

apeditious completion of dissertation
(14) lower incidence of need' for special preparation

in order to, meet the foreign language require-
ment (German)

(15) higher incidence of research or research-related
duties in post-doctoral employment

(16.) fewer dependents at all stages of graduate pro-
. gramat entry, beginning of Ph.D. phase and

degree conferral
1, (17 r higher incidence of agreement betWeen initial

,expectation and subsequent reality in respect to
time taken to attain the doctorate.

------- It show be kept in mind that these relationships; obtain,
for faster an ower groups, defined in terms of rate of progress

gelative to appropriate field norm's and that, presumably, they
t'would be somewhat stronger'if an absoldte, ratr., than a relative
index of rate of progress were utilized.

As noted earlier, the interpretation of the observed' differ-. ences between faster and slower groups is complicated by the
iSct that several theoretically; relevant variables are not con-
trolled, ineluding the "functional abilities" associated with

9The plural is used here under. the assumption that the "composite"Agif
factors which is theoretically most predictive of speed or quality of stu t
performance in Ph.D. study in one field (or group of fields) is not necessarily
most relevant for prediction of similar performance criteria in another field
(or _group of fields). Unfortunately, very little is known regarding the correlates
of "successful performance"In Ph.D. study since there have-been comparatively
few prediction studies involving advanced graduate students in any discipline.
The most comprehensive effort is that of Kelly and Fiske (1951) to 'predict^...._
performance of students in clinical psychology.

In this general context, the -problem of determining the suitability Of indi-
viduals for Ph.D. study in the respective fields before they have invested heavily
of time, energy and ego in actual study-is a significant one. Some years ago,
Marcia4F.dward§ (1944) reported, after a series of interviews with graduate
faculty at eleven outstanding universities, thit "many faculty members con-
sidered the end of master's study rather early for a definite decision abqut the
suitability of a doctoral candidate. By far the most frequent opinion was that
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performance in Ph.D. programs. However, this complication
notwithstanding, the results give added emphasis to several fac-
tors Which have suggested by earlier analyses to be relevant to
any comprehensive assessment of the problem of duration,
namely, (a) degree of continuity of doctoral study, both tem-
poral and programmatic, (b) timing of development of relevant
graduate study and degree goals, (c) degree of research orienta-
tionas reflected in research-related graduate appointments and
research-related duties in postdoctoral employment.

)

0

.

0.

..

r

the doctoral candidate should proceed with his work long enough to give indi-
cations of his ability to handle research ..." (p. 27)..

There is obvious need for studies designed to identify the antecedents of
successful performance in Ph.D. programs in the various disciplines.

4.
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CHAPTER X

Respondents' Suggesti
For. Time-Reduction

hat can be done to reduce the amo nt of time taken
to earn the doctorate degree in y r field, within the
framework of existing requ ments arid without
reducing the 'quality' of ths degree?"

The quality and comprehensiveness of their replies suggest
that the great majority of respondents, both recent graduates and
institutional-departmental representatives, gave this question the
most thoughtful consideration. Almost two-thirds of the graduates
And approximately three-fourths of the institutional respondents
offered one or more suggestions, though in both these respondent
groups there were differences in response patterns and in the
degree of concern evinced by discipline and by brOader academic
areas.

Responses ranged in characteffrom the terse and unequivo-
cal, "`Nothing!," to the extended and analytical expression of a
general rationale for dealing with the duration problem. The
brief summation in this chapter, aimed at pointing up major
trends in the data, cannot avoid some violence to the ideas which
were developed at length by many respondents.

TRENDS IN RESPONSES OF GRADUATES
,

Almost two-thirds (63.6 per cent) of the graduates offered
ope or more suggestions; slightly less that one-fourth (23.9 per
cent), with varying degFees of emphasis, replied in such a way
as to indicate that they (a) did not favor time-reduction, ,(b) .

thought it would be 'desirable if possible without quality loss,
f**0.
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or (c) thOught that "nothing" could be done about itand none
of these-individuals offered suggestions fOr tithe-reduction. Only
one-eighth of die respenknts failed to reply to the question
(Se Table 10.1);

Roughly 70 per cent of graduates in. humanities and social
sciences offered suggestions for time-reduction; slightly less than
one-fifth thought nothing could or should be done and about 11
per cent aidnot respond. Proportionately fewer-science graduates
offered suggestions (59 per cent as compared to 70 per cent)
and more did not favor thie-reductioh. However, hi all fields the
majority of graduates offered suggestions for reducing time.

Reasons for Not Favoring Time-Reduction

T4he nature of the responses of those not favoring efforts
aimed at 'time-reduction," or not believing such reduction to be
feasible, is of considerable interest in that the reasons given point
up questions which need to be carefully considered by all those
concerned with this problem. These responses are summarized
in Table 10.2 which shOwsiithe percentage of those not favoring
time-reduction whose responserfell in the various categories, by
broad academic areas, tr

(1) Generally speaking the Most frequently mentioned
opinions were that .( a) it would be difficult to reduce time with-
out -I-educing quality and (b) that time now required is °reasonable
and/or valuable. Taking into account the higher prdportion of
all natural science graduates not favoring time-reduction, it is
clear that these opinions tend to be more preValent generall/
among science graduateethan among social, science and humank
ties graduates,

(2) Some 19 per cent of these particular respondents felt
that in view of the N,apid increase in knowledge, and for other
reasons, there should be some broadening of requirements for
areas of concentration, possibly involving even more time, and
about 5 per cent actually suggested that more time would be
desirable.

(3,) The feeling that time taken to attain the doctorate is
primarily a function of the individualhis Junctional abilities,
motivations, background; etc.was expressed ,by about one-
eighth of the group, with humanities graduates being least
inclined to give this,particular response.

'(4) That development of "professional maturity" cannot
be greatly acceleratedthat it "takes time"L-was offered as a

1.'50
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TABLE 10.1

General Nature of Response Elicited by the Question,
"What Can Be Done To Reduce Amount of Time
,...-T-iken to Earn A Doctorate . . .?" By 'Field

No response
Thought nothing could Suggested ways

or should be done of reducing titae
Field

No. Percent No. Pet cent No. Per cent

Biosciences 33 9.8 102- 30.4 201 59.8

Botany 7 6.9 36 35.6 58 57.4
Microbiology 13 15.3 26 30.6 46 54.1
Zoology 3 4.5 16 23.9 '48 71.6
Other 10 12.0 24 28.9 49 59.0

Physical Sciences 129 15.3 214 x,5.4 501 - 59.4

Mathematics 23 17.6 31 23.7 g 77 58.8
Physics 14 11.3 21 16.9 89 71.8
Chemistry 65 15.7 117 28.3 232 56.0
Engineering 27 15.4 +-I 45 25.7 103 58.8

Social. Sciences 44 10.5 81 19.4 293 70.1

Psychology 23 11.8 39 20.1 - 132 68.0
Sociology 11 10.9 19 . 18.8 71 70.3
Political Sci. 7 10.6 15 22.7*, 44 66.7
Economics 3 5.3 8 14.0 46 80.7

Humanities r 36 10.9 - 64 19.3 231 69.8

History 13 9.1 19 13.3 111 77.6
Language 12 14.0 14 16.3 60 69.8
English 11 10.8 -31 30.4 , 60 58.8

4

All Fields 242 12.5 461 23.9 1226 63.6
.7
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TABLE 10.2

Classification of Responses of Those Who Indicated
That Time Could Not or Should Not Be Reduced

Per rent in designated response categqries*
Response
category Biological Physical

sciences science
Social

sciences Humanities Total

'Unelaborated negative
(e.g.; "nothing"). 6.9 7.9 17.3 17.1 10.6

More 'time actually
desirable 6.9 4.7 4.9 6.2 5.4

Development of "nra-
turity" takes time 7.8 5.1 8.6 9.4 6.9

Time taken is-primarily
a fundion of individ-
ual 14.7 13.1 13.6 6.2 12.6

Time required is rea-
sonable and/or
valuable , 21.6 27.1 13.6 21.9 ' 22.8

Cannot reduce time
without reducing

. 'quality" N. 24.5 25.7 21.0. 25.0 24.5

Areas of concentration
should be brbadekd 21.6 18.2_ 23.4 12.5 19.1

Miscellaneous 2.0 1.9' 2.4 3.2' 2:0

No. not favoring
time-reduction 102 214 481, 64 461

Per cent of total 30.4 25.4 19.4 19.3 23.9

*Column- totals may exceed 100.0 per cent since some individuals cited more
than one reason. Percentages based on those not favoring time-reduction only
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reason for not favoring efforts at time-reduction by about 7 per
cent of the entire.group.

These arguments which may be thought of as representing
a "minority report" must be given careful consideration.

Suggestions- for Time-reduction
,

Suggestions for expediting the process of doctoral prepara-
tion were classifiable into seven major categories, and one
"miscellaneous" category, as shown in Table 10.3.

The number of suggestions offered was great and no single
type of suggestion dominated the response pattern. In faal. five
areas of concern each accounted ,for some 25 per cent or more
of respondents: suggestions related to financial assistance (35.4
per cent); advisement, counseling, and individual program
planning (30.1 per cent); the diSsertation and research (25.0
per cent); 'Organization of graduate courses and curricula (24.7
per cent); and the foreign language requirement (24.4 per cent):
Changes in'a variety of administrative policies and procedures
were recommended by some 13.5 per cent, and 12.5 .per cent
emphasized the importance of strengthening undergraduate prep-,
aration: Responses in the miscellaneous category, accounted for
less than 2 per cent of all responses given.

While some differences obtained among major academic
areas, the general trends were quite similar. 'In the sections which
follow, the characteristic responses within each of these general-
categories, will be considered for the sample as a whole.

Financial Aid. The geperal theme of most. of these re-
sponses was the proVision of more financial assistance: e.g., pro-

, vide more money for assistantships and fellowships, make more
research grants availablei f ully subsidize exRenses on campus. A
strong secondary theme was that of more "outright grants,"
"fellowships," to obviate the need for part-time employment;
and, related to this theme, the recommendation that if work is
necessary it should be related to the graduate study program of
the individual. FinanfiWpport for dissertation research Was
mentioned by a signi number of respondents.

Advisement,.. Counseling, Program Planning. About 30
per cent of the graduates offering suggestions for time-reduction
indicated a'need for improvement in the. area of 'advisement,
counseling, and,individual program planning. Within this broad
category, the two most frequently mentioned types of suggestions.,
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TABLE 10.3

General Classification of Graduates' Suggestions
for Time-reduction, by Major Area

1..

Suggestion
related to

Per cent offering suggestions

Physical
Bioscience Science

Social
Science Humanities Total

Financial aid 37.3 31.1 37.5 40.3 35.4

Adtpment, counseling
and program planning 31.3

0

30.1 33.4 24.7, 30.1

Dissertation and
research 21.4 27.5 23:9- 24.2 25.0

Organization of courses
and curricula' 25.4 25.7 23.2 .23.8 24.7

Foreign languages 23.9 15.4 39.2 25.5 24.4

Policies, procedures-,
and requirements 15.4- 16.2 13.0 6.5 13.5

Undergraduate prep-
aration 14.4 16.8 . 8.2 6.9 12.5

Miscellaneous
t

2.5 3.4 4.1 3.9 , 3.5

J.

T9tal number offering
suggestion's . 201 501

. ,
293 231' 1226

Percentage offering
suggestions 59.8 59.4 70.1 69.8 63:6

*Column totals exceed 100.0 per cent due to the fact that most individuale
offered more than one suggestion.
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pertained to (a) the provision of more and earlier individual
counseling with emphasis on systematic program planning and
the establishment of greater degree of 'understanding of individual
responsibilities, institutional and departmental expectations and
the like, and (b) the establishment of closer and more continuous
relationships with faculty advisers to permit better supervision of
student progress throughout the graduate program. .

Other .themes pertained to the development of more ade-
quate procedures for the recruitment and advisement potential
graduate students at the undergraduate level and the need for
more adequate. information at thegraduate level regarding, for
:,example, the research interests of various faculty members, the
.nature of course requirements, etc.

Dissertation and Research. In this area suggestions fell into
several categories relating to (a) timing of initiation of disserta-i

tip research, (b) selection of the dissertation topic, (c) faculty
responsibilities in supervising dissert4ion research, (d) better
preparation fOr research, (e) more and better equipment and
tacilities---laboratory, computing,,library,etc., and (f) the nature
and purpose of the dissertation.,

Recent graduates suggested emphitically that dissertation
research should be initiated earlier; that topics be selected more
carefully and problems designed' so as to Make them more
amenable to treatment; that "limits" and "responsibilities" be
clearly understood in connection with particular projects; that

-the faculty provide "moiie -adequate guidance before and during
thesis research,' including writing"; that training in "research
techniques" b6 initiated earlier; and, that there should be a
closer relationship between .course work and the dissertation.
Some individuals suggested that more emphasis be placed on
quality and less on quantity, and that the "contribution to
knowledge" emphasis should be replaced by attention to the dis-,
sertation requireTnebtas a test of the individual's ability to "do
tesearch."

. Organization of Courses and Ctirrik.ula. The encourage-
ment of more advisement and counseling was motivated in part
by the assumption that this would help the inklividuaLestablish
a more "structured'' set of goals and objectives for the period of
graduate study. The most important single themein the sugges-
tions regarding graduate courses and curricula was that of
establishing a more structured coreopf graduate courses and,
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related to this objective, of eliminating "dead-wood" or duplica-
tion in courses. These two themes accounted for more than 'one-
talf of all suggestions included in this area. The remaining sug-
gestions were quite varied in nature: e.g, facilitate transferability
of credit through establishing greater uniformity over institutions
in course offerings of given fields; offer more "practical" courses;
give more emphasis to research implications of course work, etc.

Foreign Language Requirement. It will /e recalled that
recent graduates in social sciences and humanities as compared
to those in science fields, more frequently considered "inadequate
undergraduate preparation in foreign languages", to Save been a
"lengthening" factor in their doctoral program. In Table 10.3,
it is clear that graduates in these two areas, particularly those in
the social sciences, more frequently offered- suggestions relating
to the language requirement. In the total sample, three themes
were dominant among the suggestions made: (a) abandon lan-
guage requirement or modify-it, (b) encourage more and better
undergraduate preparation in foreignianguages, and, (c) provide
adequate means for training graduate students in languages.

In general, the theme in those responses favoring modifica-
ion was. that of substituting other "more functional" subjecti for

at least one language; or, simply, requiring only one language
rather than two.4

Policies and Procedures. Some 13.5 per cent of all those
making suggestipns for improvement mentioned the need for
change in a variety of administrative policies and procedures,

4 with no general theme appdrent. Among the ideas emphasized
were the following: identify promising students 'land do not re-
quire them to eann a master's degree; eliminate )weak students
early; require earlier completion of preliminary examinations;
do away with "credit counting" by more general Use of examina-
tions; place no "load limit" on graduate students; establish more
definite "time requirements"; increase "flexibility" of gradu4te
school policiestake the individual into account.

Undergraducite Preparation. The theme here was'simple
thatAidergraduate preparation should be strengthened. By refer-
ence to Table 10.3, we find that this theme was given greater
emphasis by science graduates than by social science and humani-
ties graduates; roughly 15 per cent of the combined natural
science fie'ds mentioned this point.
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TRENDS IN 111E RESPONSES OF INSTITUTIONAL-
DEPARTMENTAL REPRESENTATIVES

'The types of suggestions made by institutional-departmental
representatives were quite similar to those proffered by, their
former students, hence will not be elaborated in detail. The feel-
ing that little or nothing could, or should be done in, the matter
'of "time-reduction" was most prevalent among natural science
faculty and least prevalent among social scientists, humanists,
and graduate deans (see Table 10.4).

Generally speaking, natural scientists tended ot to empha-
size suggestions related to research and the dissertation or to
the foreign language requirement, areas :witich were relatively ,

.

TABLE 10.4

Suggestions of Institutional-Repartm4tal
Reprelentatives for Time-Reduction

Rank of suggestion within respondent

General category (frequency of mention),
suggestion Grad. Rhys. Biol. Soc. Human-

r''''4 deans sci. sci. sci. ities

Provide more adequate financial
support 1 1 1.5 1 1

Devijip. and implement a more
dis tnctive set of expectations
(curricular and other) 2 3.5 5 2 2.5

Strengthen undergraduate
preparation 3.5 3.5 4 5 2.5

"Improve practices in r pect to
the dissertation a research 3.5 8-.. 6.5- 3.5 5

Improve or modify certain grad-
uate school policies, practices,
and procedures 5.5 5 3

Reconsider and/or modify the
-

foreign language 'requirement 447 6.5 6.5 3'.5 5

Improve selectiOn procedures 8 6.5 8 7 7.5

Little or nothing can or should
be done 5.5 2 1.5 7 7.5
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strongly emphasized by graduate deans and social science faculty.
Nor were natural scientists as likely as other respondent cate-
gories to urge need for development of more distinctive and
explicit, expectations regarding curricular and other requirements
for the doctorate.

All groups suggested that more adequate financial support
was a necessary element in any program aimed at "time-reduc-

° tion."

AN OVERVIEWI
In brief, the majority of respondents i icate by their

proffered suggestions that they believe that-di average amount
of time taken to attain the ,doctorate can reduced withclut
reducing the "quality" of doctoral preparati niand, in the main,
without basic modification ofexisting requi ments. Some do not
hold to this view and some have reserve ns about- stress on
expediting progress rather than "improving quality." However,
the majority do not view these two emp ses as necessarily
contradictory.

Among both faculty and student gr,oups, t would seem that
respondents in natural science fields tend to taice a more sanguine
view of the duration issue than respondents in -other fields or
graduate- deans.' Yeb.st majority of individuals in every respon-
dent category suggested one or more ways in which some
reduction in time expenditure mighl be achieved.

In capsule form, the respOnd*s collectively suggest that
if significant progress is to be made toward the ultimate goal of
reducing the total amount of time involved in the process of
doctoral preparation, several must be done: .

(1) Ways must be found to insure more adequate amounts
and more appropriate forms of financial' aistance to graduate

,r students in order to minimize reliance for financial support 'on-
, incafhe derived.from employment which is not directly related tb

the graduate program and to encourage greater continuity of
effort.

(2) There must be developed within the. respective depart-
,

lInstitutional-dePartmenfal representatives 1were asked "Do students, on the
average, take more ti than is desirable in completing their doctoral pro-
grams?' Of natural Aence faculty, only 41 per cent said "yps," while 60 per
cent of the deans, 62 per cent of-the social science faculty, and 75 per cent of
the humanitiesIaculty did so. BeCause of the relatively small size of the sample,
these percentages should not be stressed. -iiakevei the trends are entirely con-
sistent with expectation. , '

i58
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ments and in the graduate school, distinct and consistent patterns
of expectations with respect to the understandings, skills, and
competencies which a candidate is expected to exhibit; with
respect' to the, general curricular structure defining the heart of '.
each discipline; with respect to the content areas. lo be covered
in examinations; with respect to the timing of examinations
within the context of other specific and general requirements.

(3) Institutional-departmental patterns of expectations and '
requirements must be implemented by the provision of more
adequate advisement, counseling, guidance, and supervision of
students. More specifically, with due regard for the crucial
importance of intellectual independence, careful consideration
must be given to (a) encouraging closer relationships between
students and advisers, (b) initiating careful diagnostic prcicedures
(examinations and interviews) early in the graduate program in
order to determine students' strengths and weaknesses, (c) en-
couraging more careful planning of program by students, and
(d) providing more adequate information about departmental
programs, requirements and expectations. ,

I
(4) Moreover, a great deal hinges on the possibility of

improved articulation beiween undergraddag and graduate pro-
grams, and the more widespread and more effective use bf pro-
cedures for the early identification and counseling of "potential
graduate students." The '`achievement pf a greater degree of
articulation of undergraduate and graduate study leading to the
Ph.D. in various disciplines will be contingent in part on the
more specific definition bf "degree requirements," but it is also
contingent uppn the deyeloprnent of more effective recruitment

*41and counseling prattic . t.the'undergraduate level.
t5.) Among traditiona requirements for the Ph-.D., §pecial-

attention- must be given to improving practices relating to re-
search and the dis5ertation and foreign languages. .

In essenc,t,ethe amount of time involved: in doctoral prepara-
tion c an be reduced, our respondents _indicate, only through
concertedieffort 011 a variety4of fronts. RSolutions, predicateA on
a nionistid-coriCegtion of the problem will not prove to be satis-
factory anii no approach to "time reduction" stressing only one-
line of attack, e.g., increased financial support, improved prac-
tices, etc., will be sufficient, however necessary it may be to an

ar
overall solution.

.15
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CHAI9TER XI

Toward FurtherFurther
Understanding And
Effective Mifon

ea.

he major focus of concern over the "duration" of
doctoral study is not the amount of time students
spend within the formal preparation system (i.e; en-
gaged in activities in or under the aegis' of the gradu-
ate school) but the amount of time spent outside the

system (i.e., engaged in activities not directly related to the
completion of degree requirements). Relatively few recipients of
a Ph.D. degree (only about a fourth of those surveyed in this

,ijilquiry) were in graduate school for a total of more than 20
academic quarters (the equivalent of five calendar years). For
many, however, progress toward the doctorate was 'marked by
di/tcontinuitytemporal and/or programmatic. As a conse-
quence, Ph.D. attainment time as measured in terms of the time
span between entry,into graduate schoOl and attainment of the
doctorate (or in terms of BA-PHD time lapse) was characteris-
tically greater, and in many instances much greater, than that
reflected in the "graduate attendance" data

Entry-PHD ,time-lapse medians, it will be recalled, ranged
from a low of about five years (chemistry, engineering, and
botany) up to 10 years (English, foreign languageg) as compared
to attendance medians ranging around four calendar years..,And,
only one graduate in seven actually attained the Ph.D. within
four years following entry into graduate school.

In, view of the expansion of knowledge in every discipline,
it is reasonable'to assume that the amount of time normally spent
in graduate sclool..(about four years) is not amenable to any
significant downward adjustment. (In fact, an increase in the
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average amount of time devoted to doct6ral study, within the
forrrial preparation system, is probably a necessary condition for
accelerating Ph.D. production in some fields). Thus, the concept
of reducing the amount of time taken to get a Ph.D. degree does
not imply a reduction in tke time actually devoted to such
preparation but rather primarily a reduction in the amount of
time devoted to activities (in or outside the preparation system)
which do not contribute directly to completion of degree pro-
grams or attainment of -the objectives of Ph.D. preparation.

As Berelson has put it (1960, pp. 234-235),

' [The Ph.D. preparation] period has spread .out too
far, is discontinuous for too large a proportion of .,

students, and is filled out with off-campus study for
too many. [And, he adds] it is better for all concerned
if the work is done more speedily (in elapsed time),
More consecutively, and more locally. In addition to
better acadeniic work, this should make for less attri-
tion and less anxiety, for larger numbers of completed
products in the decade ahead, for less premature em-
ployment of ABD's in the colleges, !fr longer careers,
for more natural enthusiasm and energy on the first
jobs.

The general problem_of. acceleration, then, is how to get
students into and through ihe Ph.D. preparation sequence as
effictntly, regularly, and rapidly as possible consistent with the
demands, requirements, and objectives of Ph.D. study, the abili-
ties and circumstances of individual' students, and the general
exigencies of career development.

bISCONTINUITIES IN THE PH.D. PREPARATION
PROCESS I

Delays and discontinuities in the Ph.D. preparation proc
whipli contribute most directly fo the "Ph.D. stretch-out" t d
to occur principally in connection with (a) patterns of entry to
the preparation systegndelayed entry into graduate school,
(b) interrupted study patterns, particularly interruptions in
graduate study, following conferral of a master's, degreethe
post-master's hiatus, (c) changes in graduate institution .'the
transfer pattern and (d) delayed, off-campus completion of the

4. 162
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dissertation after other degree requirements have been metthe
ABD pattern.

There are, it will be recalled, marked disciplinary variations
with respect to each of these problems but they are present to
some extent in every field .of study and must be dealt with in
implementing any plan designed to increase the continuity and
regularity of student progress into and through the doctoral
preparation process, following conferral of a bachelor's degree.

Delayed Entry into Graduate School

For approximately one-third of the respondents to this in-
quiry there was some delay between college graduation and entry
into graduate school. Among those delaying entry, more than
40 per cent cited "inability to finance a desired program of
graduate studies" as a faCtor and more than a third cited
tary service" as an associated factor. However, approximately a
third cited uncertainty regarding career-related goals and about
a fourth of those delaying entry noted that their plans at the
time did not include graduate study.

It is irriportanSetto keep inGmind in this context that entry
into graduate school does not connote "entry into doctoral
study." The process whereby an individual' comes to be recog-
nized by others and to think of himself' as a "doctoral student"
takes place largely after entry into graduate school, and this
"induction process" tends to be relatively prolonged, characteris-
tically ambiguous, and often anxiety-provoking. By way of com-
parison induction into medical training, for example, is relatively
clearly demarcated (psychologically, temporally, and plwram-
matically) being more or less synonymous .with the act of ad-
mission to medical school (and induction-related anxiety is
dissipated prior to entry into the systemfor the successful
applicant at any rate). This is clearly not the casein the context
of graduate education.

Only about 30 per cent of the Ph.D. recipients in this
inquiry indicated that they were definitely "doctorate Oriented"

/0 when they graduated from college although over seven in 10 had
definite aspirations for graduate study at the time. "Attainment
of the Ph.D.," therefore, normally represents an emergent, ,rather
than an early-established, directive goal. The extent to which
timing of development of Ph.D. orientation is amenable" to sys-
tematic modification cannot be assesssed here. We do know that,
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in general, early establishment of relevant graduate study and
degree goals, logically conducive to continuity of educational
progress and program planning, was associated with expeditious
attainment of the doctorate in every field.

Systematic attention to the problem of identifying and coun-
seling all "potential graduate' students" and particularly potential
Ph.D. stiulpts (along lines followed, for example, at Tulane
University) and the more widespread adoption of programmatic
formats which effectively articulate undergraduate and graduate
study (such as the three-year master's program proposed by
Carmichael) may be thought of as illustrative a. elements in a
comprehensive strategy which might accomplish not only a sig-
nificant reduction in the incidence of delayed entry into graduate
school but also the earlier establishment sof Ph.D. orientation, so
that the individj,ial's entire graduate, experience. might be better
planned and coordinated.

I

The Post-Master's Hiatus. st

We have seen that 87 per cent of the Ph.D..recipients in this
study earned a master's degree, in a "stepping stone" approach
to the doctorate, and that of these individuals approximately 35
per cent interjupted their programs of study following conferral
of the master's degree. According to their own reports, inter-
ruptions were due mainly to financial problems, family, obliga-
tionSrmilitary obligations, and factors related to the area of goal
development and ciarity,of purposeuncertainty regarding dis-
ciplinaq interest, uncertainty regarding choice of institution at
which to continue graduate studies, and lack of doctorate orien-
tation (actually, of the master's holders who interrupted, more
than three in 10 indicated that they thought of the degree as
terminal at the time). .

There is of course, no way of 'knowing frotn the findings of
this inquiry just what proportion of the interruptions following

,

conferral of a master's degree was due to theoretically avoidable
factors and what proportion was due to factors which may not be )
amenable to systematic modification. Nor can the contribution
of the interim experience (often' in teaching service in a college
setting or in grades 1-12) to the indiiidual's professional growth
be assessed here in any systematic way (although in program
planning, questions must.be raised regarding matters such as the
contribution of time spent outside the formal preparation system

lea
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during thq/A-PHD period to the "making of a Ph.D." and the
contribution of predoctoral, career-related employment to attain-
mentment of the objectives of Ph.D. programs). ,

Generally speaking, there may be some instances in which
, a "leave of absence" from the formal preparation system (or

delayed entry into graduate school) may be beneficial, and some
individuals may profit more from a year or .two of "practical"
(career-related or Other) experience outside the preparation
system, per se, than from a comparable amount of time spent
"under the aegis of the graduate school." However, the supposed
advantages, from an educational point of view, of a break in the
preparation sequence after a master's degree or at any time
prior to completion of degree requirements for that matter) to
grow Or mature "on one's own" should be critically examined and
assessed in terms of the possible alternative of planned progress
through a period of career-related experience (as in college
teaching) under the aegis of the graduate school. For it is obvi-
ously possible, given a desire to do so, to incorporate within the.
formal preparation system and on a prografnmatic basis whatever
amounts and types of "professional ex ence" might be deemed
necessary to the accomplishment of th ajor objectives of Ph.D.
programs in the respectkve fields.

Under prevailing conditions completion of a master's Pro-
gram represents a convenient and "natural" point of egress from
the formal preparation system. And, all too frequently, the later

4 resumption of studies represents the superifnposition of a 1.1.D.
oriented segment of graduate study on previously completed
work to which, by virtue of change in institution or in specific r/
interests, or simply the erosion of time, it has only a historical,
not a genuinely programmatic tie.

Assurance in the form of planned patternLof financial sup-,
port "for the duration" contingent upon satisfactory 'piogress;
incentive to make definite commitment of time, energy, and
resources to "complete a degree program," in the form of a
reasonable degree of Certainty regarding the amount of time '
likely to be involved (on actuarial as well as theoretical grounds) ;
systematic, efforts to identify and advise all "potential Ph.D.
students" among those in master's programsall these represent
conditions conducive 'to lncreasfng the continuity of progress
toward the doctorate. .

From a conceptual and operational point of View, the ques-
tion

..
of direct pursuit of the doctorate versus the Stepping-stone
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pattern which now prevails should be examined carefully. Sys-
tematic examination of this question should be designed to clarify
the whole matter of the functional relationship between the mas-
ter's and the post-master's phases of the predoctoral period. his
difficult td assess the 'general feasibility of "the direct Ph.D."
under a variety of conditions since the majority of graduates still
take a stepping-stone approach and there is little empirical
evidence of the relative operational or educational efficiency of
the two approaches. It is clear from this inquiry that the direct
Ph.D. is associated with somewhat faster attainment times' but
important individual and situational variables have not been
controlled.

Transfer Patterns

Respondents, followed variety of institutional attendance
and degred patterns en route o the doctorate and approximatery
one-half attended more tha one graduate school. The major
patterns were as follows:

1) The non-transfer p ttern (51% )

a) direct Ph.D. byi-passing the master's (12% )
b) the master's-d toratedeiree pattern (39% )

2 )'ithi transfer patt rn regular (32% )

a) master's deg ee at Institution A, \Ph.D. at
Institution

r
$

3) The transfer pa ternirregular (17 %)

a) typically. in olving a mater's degree, but character-
ized basic ly by attendance at two or more graduate
schools wi h some non-degree work at 9ne or more.

41,

11n a survey of the first
reports,that 102 individual
felloWship under this till
September 1960 (96 indiv
than 10 per cent of the
recipients, almost half w
however, is the tact tha
the respondents said th
doctorate." Thus, in

a, disproportion

1.D. recipients under NDEA Title N, Arlt (1963)
out of a total of 1096 who had received a two-year
either in September 1959 (1000 students) or in

duals) had earned the Ph.D. by the end of 1962 (les§
riginal 'award group). Of the 96 responding degree

re in the sciences. Of greatest interest at this juncture,
in this "fast" group, almost half (46.9 per cent) of
did not,"earn a Master's degree on the way to the

s grout, characterized by speedy attainment of the
tely high percentage by-passed the master's degree;
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The relative educational merit of these major patterns is not
here at issue. The findings of this study indicate only that the
pattern followed is likely to affect time taken to attain the degree
quite logically, greater institutional and programmatic con-
tinuity is associated with less time taken. Approxi4ately one-fifth
of all respondents, with but little variation according to field,
noted that transferring "lengthened" time taken to get the degree.

In their recent analysis of the graduate education of his-
torians, Perkins and Snell (1962 pp. 180-181)- suggest that
encouragepent of students "to do all their graduate work in a
single institution" is one of several ". . basic devices to speed
the training process. Changing graduate schools after a year or so
of study is a stimulating and broadening experience, but (they
add) it contributes to the Ph.D. stretch-out."

Many institutional changes may be the result of fortuitous
and uninformed initial choice of graduate school. 'orough
evaluation of this general question will require research into the
basic process through which students choose (are diWibuted to)
institutions, departments, and major professors; the major sources
of dissonance in individual-contextual patters; and the reasons
for change in institution.2

The welfare of the individual student, the demands of the
discipline, and substantive educational considerations should
course, be give, top priority in assessing the relative men
"attendance patterns." Within limits imposed by such, consi
Irons, however, efforts designed to reduce the incidence of "ir-
regular" and transfer patterns should be a part of any overall
attack on the duration problem.

The ,413D Pattern

"Regularization" of performance with respect to the research
requirement, while maintaining the basic values of independent
intellectual effort, constitutes a major Challenge to the effective
implementation of any plan for improved efficiency and con-
tinuity in graduate education. For substantial irregularity and
uncertainty in the Ph.D. preparation process occurs in connection
with the completion of the research requirement. Up to half the
degree recipients in some fields completed the. dissertation off-

2For some evidence regarding the correlates of transfer status among gradu-
ate students, see Davis (1962, pp. 279-281, p. 115, and passim.). -49
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campus durii a period of full-time employment after having
completed other requirements for the Ph.D. (the ABD pattern),
and the -Off-campus dissertation was among tte five leading J..
"lengthening factors" citd by respondents.

-Judging from the findings of this inquiry, there is marked
variability among individuals in regard to the timing of initiation
of dissertation research in relation to completion of other degree
requirements, and in speed of completion of the dissertation
thereafter. Foe example, at time of completion of course and
residence requirements for the doctorate, one eighth of the re-
spondents had completed the dissertation while a comparable
percentage had not yet hit upon a topic! Some 28 per cent gained
formal approval of a topic before completing their eighth aca-
demic quarter in attendance while 38 per cent completed at least
12 academic quarters of study before topic approval. And, 18
per cent required three or more years to complete the dissertation
while 17 per cent required less than one.year (measured from
time of formal approval of topic.?

Many individuals initiated dissertation research relatively
late in their graduate careers and thus increased the likelihood
of off-campus completion. Of course, a state of readiness to initi-
ate the dissertation research cannot be induced by fiat to conform
to a PrOcrUstean time schedule nbr can the gestation peiiod for
dissertations, measured from conception of a topic to delivery of
the contribution to knowledge, be made to coriform to a
"standard" law.

It is reasonable to assume, however, that better general
organization of graduate work, more effective guidance fbr
'students in the selection of researchable topics, efforts to facilitate
earlier initiation of work on the dissertation, encouragement of
shorter dissertations, placing greater stress on the dissertation as
a "work-sample" test of research potential and lessen the "cork
tribution to knowledge" (all of whip have been suggested by

ondents to this inquiry as well as. by others concerned with
e problem) represent practical and potentially effective, mutu-

ally reinforcing steps which can be taken to reduce delays and
discontinuities in progress toward the doctorate due to 'delayed
initiation and/or off-campus completion of the dissertation.

From the standpoint of program planning, it is iniportant to
recognize that the typical graduate in most fields required ap-
proximately two years to complete the dissertation following
"formal apptbval" of the topic; about ei aduates in 10,
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however, completed the dissertation within a threelear period.
The extent to which these figures might be compressed by effec-
tive implementation of procedures such as those outlined above

r cannot, of course, be estimated with any degree of accuracy.

DISCIPLINARY DIVERSITY

The findings of this inquiry reveal marked differences among
the fields studied in respect to the characteristic course, pattern-
ing, duration, career-related concomitants, and general circum-
stances of Ph.D. prepaiation. Systematic assessment of the factors
which 'account for these differences remains a matter for further
research, It is assumed, however, that both "intrinsic" and "ex-
trinsic" factors must be taken into account in efforts to "explain"
the discipline-related variations in the data.

tinded to attain the Ph.D. more rapidly (as reflected in time
Generally speaking, graduates in the natural science fields ,

lapse averagesBA-PHD, Entry -PIED, and MA-PHD) than
their counterparts in the social sciences and humanities and the
PH.D. "stretch-out" was most pronounced in the humanitisN,
fields.

In rationalizing the more exPediticius attainment of the
Ph.D. by natural science students, graduate _deans and faculty
participants cited factors ranging from "the more structured and
definitely sequentiarnature of knowledge in the sciences," to the
more "natural relationship of research to other facets of Ph.D.
programs in the,:sciences," to more adequate levels and appro-
priate fOrms financial support for graduat students in the
science fields (conducive to greater continuit of study), to

t
lditions of the market place which make early completion of

e ,Ph.D. a more 'attractive goaltfor science students than"for
-those in other fields.

Whatever the ultimate explanation ;of -the-underlying dy-
namics May 'be, among-field differences in time-lapse averages _
were closely associated with a cluster of variables reflecting the
characteristic degree .of continuity ,of student progress (tem!.
porally, programmatically, and institutionally), the manner m
which the research requirement wa,s met, the typical career
orientations.of students, amount and form of financial sup-
port reported by students. In more specific terms, the ranks of
the fields in respect to average time lapse tended jo correspond,
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closely to the ranks of the fields in respect to the following inter-
related.variables (see Appendix C for detail),:

a) incidence of irregular of discontinous patterns of
progress toward the doctorate (e.g., percentage of post-
master's interruptions, percentage of "irregular" institu-
tional-attendance and degree patterns)

b) percentage of graduates .completingthe dissertation
off-campus and average time taken to complete the disserta-
tion following topic appro;al

c) percentage of graduates following "teaching oriented"
rather than "research oriented" careers (e.g., percentage
reporting predoctoral employment In college or other teach-
ing service, percentage reporting no research duties in post-
doctoral employment)

d) percentage of graduates, reporting "financial prob-
lems" and "family obligations" as factors which lengthened
time-taken to attain the degree.
Thus, there are important discipline-related variations hav-

ing relevance for the duration question which should be taken
ipto account (and "accounted for") in further discussion and
research.

One implication of these discipline-related variations in the
data is, of course, that the problem of expediting the Ph.D.

',preparation process varies in degree of urgency, complexity, and
probable difficulty of resolution from one group of disciplines('
to another. Ai, second implication is that the process of doctoral
study in eacn, discipline isin different ways and to different
degreeslike that in all other disciplines, like that in some other

:a:disciplines:and like that in no other discipline. And, a third im-
plication is tivi given the marked variations hi what doctoral
students study, how they study it and whalthey study it for
and'associated differences in rates and patterns of progress toward
the 4octoratea single conceptual Model cannot be expected to
accommodate without strain the diverse derliaads` and circum-
stances attendant upon doctoral preparation in every field. 'That
is, giVen'fields which differ as profoundly as chemistry and Eng-
lish, engineering and political science, or microbiology and

_ sociology in content, methods of research and analysis, 'level of
theoretical development, and the career roles a d expectations
characteristic of graduates, diversity rather tha uniformity oe
concept and format is called for in Ph.D. programs.
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Career Roles versus Program Emphases:
A Case In Point

Great potential for conflict, strain, and dissonance derives,
for example, from the fact that there are marked differences
among disciplines in respect to the characteristic career expecta-
tions of and,the range of basic career roles available to graduates.
The predominant emphasis in doctoral study, traditionally and
Currently, is_sn the development and cultivation of research or
scholarly skills and competencies and the research component of
Ph.D. programs epitomizes the ultimate locus of faculty interest
and concern. Yet most doctoral aspirants in .dome fields are not
destined to pursue careers deVoted exclusively or evep primarily
to a research role.

We are reminded by the data in Table 11.1 that for gradu-
ates in the humanities fields (English, foreign languages, and
history) the ultimate context of employment was almost always
a college or university and the major career role that of "teacher."
For graduates in the social science fields, to whom a broader (and
ever broadening) range of career roles (researcher, professional
practitione'r, etc.) is available, within as well as 'outside the
academy, a majority iii each of the fields under consideration
here (except psychology) still tended to find their major career
roles (from one to ten years after the doctorate was conferred)
within the framework of an academic, teaching context, though
with a definite increase over humanities graduates in the formal
conjunction of teaching and research responsibilities. In the
biological sciences a majority tended to gravitate toward aca:-
demic contexts, OW the pattern, of duties reported reflects a-
definite shift in emphasisa majority of graduates were_in
positions involving research, or research in conjunction with
teaching responsibilities. And, at the other extreme from the
humanities, tot Only were relatively few physical scientists in
academic employment (exclusive of those in mathematics which,
like psychology among the social sciences,konstitutesca "special
case") but even fewer reported primarily teaching or administra-
tive duties; theVreponderant-majority reported research-related
dutieS.

'Although both, preparation for teaching, and preparation for
research have been recognized as important tasks of the graduate
school, 'it is fair to say that only research training has been fully

formallyloccommodated within-15e tAdi-
%
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/Table 11.1

Variation ong Disciplines Rin Respect to Postdoctoral
Employme t in Educational Service and Principal Duties

f Ph.D. Graduates: Study Sample
AAA.

Fields

Per cent
educ.

service

Principal duties in postdoctoral employment
Res. &

res. admin.
Res. &

teaching
Teaching

and/or admin.

'English
History
Foreign Languages

c,

92
_92
93

0
5
0

5
6
5

88
-83
87

,

Economics _ 75 10 33 42
Political Science 95 3 18 73
Sociology .

e
84
,

14 24 55

Mathematics 69 21 15 48
Other Biosciences 74 19 . 39 31
Zoology 70 30 T7. 39

Botany 63 40 26 24
Microbiolog 56 46 33 9
Physics 39 65 18 11

Psychology 32 29 10 \ 16
Engineering 25 . 49 7 17
Chemistry 24 74 6 13

Fields in special type' are the fields of longer duration (all time lapse
indices). -

Percentages for the respective, duty categories do not total to 100 per cent
due to eiclusion of duty' categories not involving either teaching, research, or
academic administration.
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tional pattern of degree requirements for the Ph.D. and, equally
important,, the characteristic value and rewards system of the
graduate school.3

In such a context, efforts to provide "special preparation".
for teaching roles (through various devices and strategies, formal
or informal) have tended to be perceived, assessed, valued, and
treated as extraprogrammatic rather than as all integral part of
'the basic preparation of Ph.D. studentseven -those destined to
pursue careers in educational service devoted.primarily to teacli-,
ing duties. And, the teaching assistanfship often has been thought
of as a chore imposed 11yeconomic necessityrather than a de-
velopmental experience which ought to be a part of training for
the Ph.D. (which may help to eiplain, in part, the fact that
"work as a teaching assistant" was tanked among the leading
five "lengthening factors" by graduates although such assistant-
shi provided, a major source of their financial support).

nder these conditions, teaching-oriented Ph.D. aspirants
may d the general climate of the graduate school less hospita-
ble than their research oriented confreres, and accommodation
to the egencies of doctoral study more difficult. They may
respond in a variety of. ways=e.g., by dropping out of the
system, temporarily or petmanently (Davis, 1962, pp. 111-115)
or by shifting their orientation in the direction of greater con-
gruence with the primary "research" emphases of the graduate
school (Gottlieb, 1961, p. 237). In 'general, it is reasonable to
expect that the, student whose professional aims and values are

3Although there is disagreement within the graduate school as to what gradu-ate study is primarily for, training for research and training for teaching arerecognized as central (Berelson, 1960, pp. 42-69). 0.skad to rank the "major
tasks of the graduate school," humanities faculty surveyed by Berelson gavehighest rank to "training college teachers." "Training research scholars," second-ranked by humanities faculties, was first-ranked by physical, biological, and
social scientists.

However, as for actual emphasis a majority of the faculty in every arts and
science category indicated that currently emphasis was more for research than
for teaching, and a majority in every disciplinary category indicated either
"more for research" or "about equivalent" emphases on research and on teach-
ing, as the balance which should obtain.

'Only a minority of the faculty members surveyed in arts and sciences (rang-
ing over disciplinary categories from 23 per cent among physical scientists to
37 Per-cent among humanities faculty) agreed with the proposition that "the
graduate schools unduly stress research and research training( at the Cost "of
properly preparing college teachers," although in all disciplinary categories
there was a tendency to recognize that there was too much emphasis [on
research) as matters now stand. Thus, as Berelson summarized, "The general
feeling seems to be: more attention to teaching, but not so much as to shift
the balance."
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con istent with those of the graduate pchool is likely to move,
mo e expeditiously, 'smoothly, and enthusiastically_ through the
p paration, process than the'ghtdent whose aims and aspirations
run counter to prevailing values.

That the conflict here implied between career roles and
programmatic emphases is real and that it affects basic attitudes
toward doctoral study (in ways having relevance for the dura-
tion issue as well as for broader concerns) is suggested in find-
ings reported by Berelson (1960, pp. 91-92). The proposition
that "doctoral work suffers because many studeptdon't really
want to be researchers but have to goethrough research programs
in order 40 get the :union badge' for college teaching," was
agreed to by 70 per cent of recent recipients in the humanities

inhis national sample and 55 per cent of those in the social
sciences (and similar proportions of the faculty as well) as com-
pared to only 30 per cent in the natural sciences and en' gineering.

From the' point- of view of the duratissue, it will be
noted that the fields in which there was a low degree of congru-
ence between the characteristic research emphasis 'in Ph.D. work
and the actual career patterns and roles of graduates (e.g., the
humanities) the duration problem is most urgent (and attitudes
most unfavorable), In general as the degree of congruence be-
tween career roles and traditional programmatic emphases de-
creases over fields, the average duration of the preparation
process (elapsed time) tends to increase (see Table'C-2, Appen-
dix C).

Circumstances of this kind, it is believed, illustiate forms of
dissonance engendered by a tendency toward kaqflardization of
priorities in progrtm emphases, values, and rewards systems
across the disCiplinary board without regard for significant differ-
ences among fields (or within fields for that matter) in the -

prospective professional futures, career orientations (and asso-
ciated-differences in interests, values, attitudess and abilities), or '

the professional developmental histories of degree aspirants.
A monolithic conceptualization of Ph.D. preparation clearly

tends to inhibit flexibility of thought regarding the establishment
or revision of- programmatic arrangements designed to meet va w-
ing d. plinary conditions, demands, and circumstances.4

41t should be noted that the value of research training for the varied career
roles open to Ph D. recipients is not at issue here. The training is basic to Ph.D.
preppration..The primary question implicitin this analysis is, of course, whether
or not other prepajation functions might profitably beformally accommodated
within the programmatic format of Ph.D. preparation.

v.;
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TOWARD GREATER PROGAMMATIC '
STRUCWURE

Attainment of a Ph.D. degree traditionally has represented
the culmination of a complex, loosely structured, basically open-
ended developmental process; stressing independent work and
the .pment of individualized "programs" of studies, exami-
natl. . id research; taking place in contexts which are task -

orient-' rather than time-oriented and essentially permissive in
respect to both the pattern awl the pace of student progress.

Stress on independent work and individual effort, especially
in connection with the initiation and pmpletion of an /hide-
pefident research project, has given rise to an essentially moleeu-
lar conceptualization of Ph.D. preparationa tendency to 'think
of and treat Ph.D. requirements as elements which can (should)
only be programmed uniquely, by and for each candidate for the
degree. 1,', .

Time considerations in,the context of doctoral study charac-
teristically have related to minimal, not normative expectations
and have thus tended to establish a "floor" on duration (and give
currency to a theoretically possible but actuarially unrealistic
conception of time expectations for degree attainmentnamely,
the ubiquitous "three years of graduate study beyond the bache-
lor's degree.")

Student progress toward the gree has not been guided by,
or expected .to conform to any particular pattern or model and,
of course, programmatically projected, actuarially' and theoretic-
ally consistent expectations for the completion of degree require-

, ments have not been generated.
,...

It is clear that if there is to be significant improvement in
the general efficiency of Ph.D. atparation, there must be some
modification in tfie way inwhicfi graduate work leading to the
Ph.D. has been conceived, organized, and conducted. For it is
reasonable to infer frOm the findings of this inquiry that a central
element in an overall attack on .the duration problem must be
efforks (which can only be generated within the graduate school)
aime at effecting a tiapsition from what has been termed
4unstrUctured freedom" in doctoral proms (Heard, 1963,
p. 35) toward, a more,siefinitely programmatic approach to the
specificat' h of Ph.D. requirements, including normative, actuari-
ally "reas able" expectations with respect to a time dimension;
from a position, of Aaissez -faire and Aselative indifference to
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"process" in graduate education toward recognition of the im-
portance of planning designed to introduce a greater degree of
(*der, system, and certainty than now obtains, into the prepara-
tion of Ph.D. students; and from an essentially permissive toward
a constructively directive attitude toward regulation of the pat-
tern and the pace of student progress within the preparation
system.

The idea of giving greater form and structure to Ph.D.
programs (of "regularizing," "normalizing," or "tightening" doc-
toral preparation) clearly runs counter to traditional attitudes and
values in graduate education and may tend to evoke images of
Ph.D. preparation being shorn of its most distinctive features
(independent intellectual effort, stress on the' puisuit of knowl-
edge and scholarly.inquiry)of Ph.D. programs being converted
into a "standard" pattern such as therfore completely structured
curricular and programs iatic format ieharacteristic of medical
education. To the extent that such perceptions obtain, graduate
faculties are not likely to want to consider initiating changes of
the type required.°.

It is, therefore, quite imp rtant to emphasize the fact that
the broad injunctions outlined b specify only the necessary
direction, not the degree of change ong the designated program-
matic, attitudinal, and procedural dimensions. Tale question of
how far it is feasible to go toward structuring and "tightening"
Ph.D. programs without losing the distinctive fespres, or chang-
ing the ,basic character of dectoral work is a proffer question for
discussion and debate. However, legitimate concern over the
queStion of how far (and even occasional failures to distinguish
between "order" and "regimentation") should not obscure the
fundamental need to give active consideration to the potential
valtie.(for the system ps.well as for degree candidates) of devel-
oping 'a more definitely progammitic approach to doctoral
preparation.°

6Accoicling to findings reported by Berelson (1960, pp. 87;88), for example, .
the question of whether or not "doctoral programs should be 'tightened' 'and
regulitized, more like the training programs in medical and law schools" was
one with respect to which graduate faculty members exhibited the .greatest de-
gree of unanimity achieved in the entire survey of attitudes. Fully 80 per cent
felt that such a development should not take place.

6For a critical analysis of the question of "tight" versus "loose" programs
see Berelsbn (1960, pp. 235-239.
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The basic requirements for effecting the necessary changes
may be stated quite simply as follows:

1) develop at disciplinary and departmental levels distinct
patterns of expectations regarding the understandings, knowledge,
skills, and competencieS which recipients of a Ph.D. degree
should beexpected to exhibit

2) specify the amounts, types, and combinations of curd-,
cular and other forms of experience (e.g., as in teaching, re-
search, clinical practice) which are thought to be central to the
development and/or cultivation Of the desired attributes

3) incorporate these elementstinto a programmatic model. 4
which reflects the judgment of the appropriate graduate faculties
regarding the educationally and professionally optimal sequenc- ,.
ing and organization of the relevant experiences and which pro-
jects normal patterns of giogression through (and time schedules

. fOr completing) the sequence as programmed and, finally
4) develop and implement a basic strategy for translating

programmatically projected expectations into actual patter1s of ,

student progressi.e, 115r facilitating the movement, if students
into and Through the preparation system "on schedule," with due
regard for individual differences. Such a strategy must include as
a necessary bufnot sufficient element . .

a) a plan for continued financial support throughout
the projected duration of the pr6kram contingent upon a4
candidate's meetinf clearly defined criteria of satisfactory ,

progess.-

Ph.D.,protgrams embodying some or all of the general con-
cepts outlined above are already under way in sortie institutions ^,-
and departments. At Tulane University and Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity, for example, special efforts have been made to accelerate
Ph.D.. preparation within the framework of a "four-year" pro-
grammatic model. pf especial interest is a proposed five-year
graduate study sequence leading to the doctorate in history at
Harvard which, as described by .Dean Franklin Ford (1963),
places particular emphasis on the regularization of teaching ex-, 1

gerience ". .. not as a chore imposed by financial need but as an
invaltiable part of [the student's] own education." In his exposi-
ion of the rationale underlying this program, Dean Ford sug-

gested ". . . that a five-year Ph.D. program, including-two years
of part-time teaching, will produce more scholaptefichers to.meet
America's'needs than does the present system, or welter of non:

-. . N.
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systems, and d it will prodtice better ones than would-a still more
highly accelerated program dedicated to research alone."

From the, point of view of the humanities and social sciences,
five-year (or even six-year) models _[including the concept of
regularized and supervised teaching experience and continuing
financial support involving a combination of fellowships, re-
muneration for teaching, and loans,, contingent upon satisfactory
progress] are more generally consistent with reality than program
models calling for less time-expenditure.

. *In some fields, and in some deparements "four-year" models
may be quite realistic. All programs must be devised with suffi-
cient flexibility to permit appropriate acceleration in individual
cases, and each program must'be adapted to. departmental cir-
cumstances and conditions. In view of the significance of genuine-.
ly piogrammatic efforts, institutional and departmental experi-
ences with all such programs will be watched with keen interest
and with-a -view to assessing the relative merit of various,rnodels.
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Appendix A

/THE QUESTIONNAIRE AND SELECTED
'." CHARACTERISTICS OF THE

STUDY SAMPLE

EXHIBIT A.1THE QUESTIONNAIRE-TO GRADUATES',

1. Name in full-
Last' Pirst Middle (Maiden)

2. Current address:
Number . Street City Zonp' Ske

5. Doctoral InstitutiOn -

*/ 4.! Type of doctorate: Ph D
,%8 (specify)4a. Colderred

month . year
5. Doctor'al field(s) of specialization: Major

Minor(s)
6. +Schools attended and degrees: list below in chronological order all col-

. legiate and graduate institutions you have attended, beginning with the
first and ending with the one from which you eceived your ljoctor

Institution Dates of Attendance f.--IMajor Minor Degree Monthi and
and From To l field, field (if any) year granted

Location Month Year Month Yeti.

0

6a. Inthe appropriate spaces below, considering your entire career as a gradu-
ate student, write in the nurnber of quediers and/or semesters, and/ the
number of summer sessions during which you were in attendance at a
gra`duate institution. In differentiating "full-time" and "part-time" attend-
ance, consider a quarter, semester, or summer session as "full-time" if
during the term your graduate program constituted your primslzespon§i-
bility..

,

Periods of Attendance Total ;lumber of
terms in atten-
dance' (full-or
-part7time)

Number of
periods in
attendance
(full-time)

Number of
periods in
attendance 1,

(part-time)

Semesters (regular
academic yeir)

Quarters (regul
academic

Summer Sessions

Clarifying Comments

185

187
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6b. *How many of the total number of terms of graduate attendance indicated
in 6a. were completed at your doctoral institution?

All (or)
quarters semesters summer sessions

6c.' How many of the ,total number of terms of graduate attendance indicated
in 6a. were completed prior to the term during which you completed your
preliminary or qualifying examinations?

r quarte'is\ semesters summer sessions
6d How many of the to 1 number of terms of graduate attendance indicated

in 6a. were complet prior to the time of formal approval of your dis- ,
sertation topic or ject? -

11

quarters semesters ' summer sessions
7.4 Considering only the period between the time you received- your bachelor's

degree and the time you received yourkloctorate degree, indicate the num-
ber of years of employment (full-time or full-time equivalent) in each of
the categories listed belovi. Note: Do not include time devotee to
graduate appointments.

Number of years
(td-nearest year)

College teaching and/or .administration
Other teaching and/or school administration .
(e.g., secondary school)
Other professional employment
Military service
N9nprofessional employment

I.

Total YearS of'Employment
Clarifying comthents

FACTORS RELATED TO THE PURSUIT OF GRADUATE STUDY
.

8a. In column "8a" of the table below check f -) the. pericd duringwhichthe pursuit of graduate study became abecame personal goal.
3 8b. In column "8b" of the table below,: check (, ) the period during

which working toward'a doctorate dtgive became a definite personal goad.
8c. In column "8c" of the table below, check'.( V ) the period during -

which you first became interested in.the field which subsequently became
yoflr major field ifor the doctorate. Note: Double-check ( V V ) if you
majored hi this field as an undergraduate. .

. Period 8 a 8 b 8 c

During hig* school
During, college freshman year ,

During college' sophomore year
During college junior year
During college senior year 'r746$4..

During a post - bachelor's period of
employment or militaryservice,
prior to any graduate' study
During the first year of
graduate study
During a period of employment or
military service after some graduate
study had been completed
Other

(Specify when)

, 186
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0. Did you begin your graduate work within six months after receiving thebachelor's liegree? ,,. . .
. _ '..-7._ Yes No

9a. If "No" which of thd following factors contributed to delayed entrance into
graduate study? Check (.V ) all items applicable in your case; double-
check ( ) the factor which contributed most to delayed entrance:' General uncertainty regarding career,goals

Desire for "prnctical experience" before beginning graduate work
Inability to fidance adequately a desired program of graduate study
Period of militaiy service
Uncertainty.rega'rding a graduate field of specialization
Career plans at the time did not include graduate study

:Advice or recommendation of others -
Specify (e.g., undergraduate adviser)

Health problerni-,

Other

10. After earning a _m ter's degree did jou proceed, within six months, intothe doctoral phase of your graduate study? ."

o
Not applicable; titd not take a master's degree

a

10a: If ""No", "Indicate .which'of the following factori ee n tr ib u t ed to delayed
. entrance into a doctoral sequence or program. Check ( V ) all items appli-

cable in your case;_doublerc heck ( -3,/ V ) the factor which contributed' , ,most to delayed entrance,
. ,-certainty regarding a doctoral field of specialization

ncertainty regarding choice of doctoral institution
3nabi *ty to finance further, graduate study at the time'

eri 'd sot military service' I. 1
A

..P' 1 the time, 'master's degree was considered terminal; hid not' , ,thought seriously of wpr'ing toward a d2ctelrate )Aqvice or recommendation of others 41

Specify ..
Lack of satisfaction with master's program
Health problems
Family obligst s I
Other

.

4 11. we6n the' ti you'began your graduate work and the time you'com-.* etta comic a . residence requitementsrfor the doctorate, were you
Misty sontin ously in attendance (whetherror not at the. same /writ&

4.ngiadua e stud t? .

CheckVW l'. ropy' response. ,
., e .

,Yes-f, -Th k here if, ,exclusive of summer sessions, of nonattend- .
f '4ec . you were' continuously -in attendance as a graduater t.t,Sind nt). ,

No ck here .if,_exclusive ofsummersessions of nonattend-
de, your attendance as a graduate student was interrupted

Am . .

orte or by, a period of full-time employ- .
ent)

. 1 87
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3Ila. If your answer to item 11 is No' , bpefly describe below the factors or
circumstances which were associated with discontinuity of graduate at-
tend'ante. 4,,

FINANCING GRADUATE STUDY

12. Rate each of the sources below in terms of the importance of its contribu-
tion to financing your gra,duate stuty .(a) durfng the master's phase ('or,
you did not take a masts degree, luring the first year of graduate study

111 and (b) during the post-maiter's phase (or, during the second and.sulite-
quent years of study).

appropriate number in the columps below a ording the 'following code:
Indicate your rating of the importance of urce by encircling the

1 = urce of major importance t
2 -4o of mOddate importance

,
3 = urot of slight importance )

J 4 =-_,..1te ved no support from tihis source

Source Rifting of importance
diiiidg post-master's
phase (or after first
year of study)

Ratyig of importance
during master's phase
(or first year of
graduate study)

i' 2 3 . 4 Personal saitings.......,' 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 independent income (e.g.,
from investments)

1 2 3 4

1 2 Educational trust fund 1 2' 3 4

1,1 2 3 4 Employment not telated
to graduate program .

1 2 3 4

1k 2 3 , 4 Research assistantship(s) 1 2 3 4

1 . 2 3 4 Teaching assistantships) 1 2 3 4.
1 2. 3 4 Graduate appointments 1 2 3 4

other than research or
teaching assistantships

1 2 3 4 Fellowship grant(s) not
calling for specified
duties (outright grants)

1 2 .3 4

1 2 '3 4 Eirnings of spouse 1 2 a 4

1 2 3 4 University loan funds 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 Loan(s) from agency or
person oul4e.sliniversity

1 2 3 4 t

1 2 3 4 :, Direct assistance froin .

family
1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 Veteran's .benefits 1 2 3, 4 .

1 2 3 4 Other 1 2 3 4
0

p

t' 'V 7 .

'1884,r %
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12a. If you received "Veteran's benefits" indicate the number ,of months of eli-
gibility or entitlement y u actually applied to your graduate program.

(1) Benefits under (2) benefits under
Isl., 346 P. L. 16

(Rehabilitation Act)(G: I. Bill)

(3) Benefits under
P. L. 894

months

(4) Benefits under
P. L. 550

months

(Korean service) (Korean service)
months months

12b. you received fellowship grants not calling for specific duties, please sup-
ply the following information:.

(1) Number of such grants received
Number

(2) Total amount of all grants received
Amount

(3). Grant(s) used to finance (check all applicable items)
dissertation research

.Other
a period of resident graduate study

° Specify -

.. . ..... ;.. .
, 12c. If you held I teaching assistantship, research assistan

'''' ate appointment ,casing for specified duties, please su
infortnation: _, . . ., .

other gradu-,,
thofollowing

Type of appointment Total numbir of terms employed Number of terms employed
in such appointments - newt than one-half time

Summer During academic year Summer During academM,year
Sessions (Quarters) (Semesters) Sessions (Quarters) (Semesters)

(1) Research
Ass:stoats*

(2) Teachigi
Assistantship

(3)
Acecify other types)

12d. What was the total antount of all stipends received from such employment?
Estipate total, includingi ,indirect methods of payment ,(e.g. remission of.tuition). % ,

(1) Thal amount of stipends from graduate appointments $
, Amount

i , (Exclude yourself)

13. Number of deliendents at time graduate stay was begun

13a1 Number Of dependents at time doct7a1 phase of your
graduate program was hegun

13b. Number of dependent at time doctorate degree was conferred

4)
* THE LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT

Number,

Number

NuMber

14. In the spaces below, indicate formal preparation in foreign languages prior
to beginning, graduate study (columns A and B), language(s) presented in

]fill ent of the doctoral language requirement (column C). Checic.oppo-
site octoral language(s) (in column D) if special and/Or additional prep-
aration was required after beginning graduate study in order to meet the
doctoral requirement in the language(s).
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(A) (B) . (C) (D)Language' Years studied Years Studied Presented as Special ....
in high school as undergraduate doctoral language preparation'

( V ) reqhired ( V )
French
German
Spanish

Other
specify

Other
specify ten.

THE DISSERTATION REQUIREMENT . .
.15. How many months elapsed between the time your dissertation topic was

formally approved *id the time you submitted the dissertation in essentially
final form?

6 . Isiumt!er of months . ON I
15a. *R mWithin the period encompassed in item -15, during how any months

werp you a
(1) engaged, in full time employment?

. A- Number of months
'(2) in residence? .

.,...- t Number of mots
4i) ':Specify other, - Nuntbtr of months .

16. By the time you had completed al residence and course requirements
4 for the doctorate, how much progress yon. itiadetoward completion of

the dissertation requirement? Check the i em which is most descriptite in
your case. If you feel that the iterropheeked is not sufficiently descriptive,

1

in the spaces provided briefly describe your stage of progress.
.1 Dissertation had been completed_Basic research and/or analysis had been completed but some or
all writing remained to be done .
All or essentially all basic data or source material had been
collected but not completely ariAlyzed . .
11ad definite (and formattrapproved> plans for the dissertation

, and some basic data had been collected .-

_______AAdissertation proposal had been submitted but had not yet beep
formally approved

#
4 ', 4 '44.

Had not yet decided upon a dissertation topic
Note: If the alternative you checked above is not sufficiently descriptive,

briefly describe your stage of progress in the spaces below:

1r

17. If you were employed as a research asiktant during the advanced stages of
your graduate program, was the viorIFIn which you engaged related to
your dissertation research? r1 ' -A

Work done wa's applied directly to my dissertation
Work done was related to, my dissertation .topic but cot not be/ . ., directly applied to the dissertation .

*

Work dorip was relatively unrelated to the dissert4lion
Other: Irnone of the above is sufficientlMesciiptiv6, please out-
line briefly the, rejationship between your work as a` research
assistant and your dissertation research. .

%

V do
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18. To what extent was the amount of time it took you to get a doctorate
affected-by eachof tliefollnwing factors? Rate each factor according to
the followingcodq: \-

1 = Lengthenpd time considerably
2 = Lengthened time somewhat

= Did not lengthen time\
4 = The conditions or circumstances implied by

this item were not present in my Case

Factor Encircle appropriate
code number

Factor Encircle appropriate
code number

a. Lack of coordination
between beginning
and advanced stages
ofaxaduate work 1 2 3 4

b. Discontinuity of
graduate- attendance 1 2 3 4

c. Inadequate under-
graduate preparation

graduate field of
specialization 1 2 3 4

d. Transferring from
one graduate insti-
tution to another 1 2 3 4

e. Change(s) in field
of specialization
during 'graduate study 1 2. 3 4

f. Inadequate preparation
in .foreign languages
prior td beginning
graduate synrk '1 2 3 4

g. Change(s) in disser-
tation topic after
some work already
completed

member-
ship
changes in member-
ship of dissertation,
_committee 1 2 3 4

i. Writing dissertation
off -camptis while
engaged in full-time
employment ° 1 2 3 4

j. Nature of the disserta-
tion subject, per se 1 2 3 4

k. Work as a research
assistant 1 2 3 4

1. Work as a teaching
'assistant 1 2 3 4

m. Family obligations L. 2 3 4
h. Financial problems 1 2 3 4
o. -Health problems 1 2 3 . 4

1 2 3 4

1Y.4'Y

18a. Which one of the foregoing factors was most important in increasing the
amount of time required to earn the doctorate? Indicate by checking
( V ) your response to this factor in item 18.

18b.Intdicate here other 'factors, if any, which you consider to be more perti-
ne* in your case than any of those listed in item 18.

19. Considering your expectations at the time you initiated the doctoral phase
of your graduate work, which one of the following is most applicable in
your case?

Time taken to get the dcietorate was much greater than antici-
pated

Time taken to get the doctorate was somewhat greater than an -'
ticipated

Time taken to get the doctorate was approximately as expekted
Time.taken to get the doctorate was somewhat less than antici-
pated

Time taken to get the doctorate was much less than anticipated
HEa no -definite expectatiOns regarding contpletion of require- a
ments for the doctorate within a given period of time

191
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20. In:view of your own experience, and your observation of the experience
of others engaged in graduate study, what do you think could be done to
reduce the amount of time taken to earn the doctorate degree in your
field within the framework of existing requirements and without reducing
the "quality" of the degree? Note: If additional space is needed use back
of page.'

21. Title of current position

22. Organization or institution
(name of organization)

Principal duties

23. Date of birth
month year

24. Place of birth.
state

25. If married, year of marriage:

26. Year griaduated from high school.
year

' 27. Father's occupation.

28. Father's education
(Highest grade or degree)

29. Mother's education.
(Highest grade or degree)

30.^ Were you in military service? Yes No
From to From to

year

year year year year
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Exhibit A.2

The Sample, By. Institution and By Field: Total Number.of
.Graduates_(1950-1958) in Fields Selected for Study,
' Questionnaires Distributed, Number Returned

and Per Cent. Returned, Respectively

Number of No. question- Number of Per cent
Institution graduates naires distri- returns returned
and Field ,(1950 -58) bated

Texas, University of (410) ('194)

Botany 7 A 7
Microbiology. 43 39
Zoology 60 12 (20%)
Physiology 5 5
Mathematics 37 '33
Chemistry 19 39 (20 %)
Sociology 11 10
Politi al Science 27 26
Foreirt Languages 27 23

Universi47 of Maryland (201) (198)

Botany 35 39 ..
Microbiology 1, 39 35 .
Mathematics 20 20 /
Physics '47 47 .

Psychology 38 381
Political Science . 6 5
English . v '16 14

, (152) (78.4)

6 85.7
28 71.8
10 813

5 = 100.0
26 78.8 ,

33 '';'" 84.6
10, ' 100.0
18 69.2
16 69.6

4150). `,,-.,-." 75.8)

33 '= 84.6 .,

29 82.8
- 11 55.0

--,36 76.6
- 3'2 r 84.2

'0 ;4. 0.0
9 - 64.3

-I..,,,,

0, University of Kentucky (166) (163) . (141) (87.1)

Miqobiology 8 8 8 100.0
Mathematics .15 15 13 86.7
Chemistry 27 24 20 83.3
Engineering 5 5 5. 100.0
Psychology. 57 57 ., 46 80.7'

o
Sociology 8 , 8 7 8'7.5
Economics 12 12 . 11 91.7
History / 18 18 18 100.0
English 16 16 - 13 81.2
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Exhibit A2 (Continued)

The Sample, By institution, and By Fie Total Nugiber of
Graduates (1950 - 1958) in Fiel. lectedtw Study,

Questionnaires Distribute umber Re' ,turned
and Per. Cent Ret ed, Respectively'

Num of
Institution tes
and Field (19 -58)

/ s

Vanderbilt Univety (255)

Microbiology 8

General 4iolo 17

Physiology f 4
Mathematics / (5

Psychology
Chemist'
Physics , 28

55
34

Chemistry'

SociOlogy p k 10
Political Siience 1

Economic/ 10
History 28
English 55

m Univ. of N th Carolina (166)

Botany
Physiolo
SociOlog
Political cience
Foreign anguap

Duke Univ rsityt

Botany
Microbio3.gy
Physiolo u

, Mathema cs
. Physics

Psycholo
Sociology j
Political Sc
History

No. qbestion-
noires distri-

buted

Number o$,
returns

(255) (137)

8 6

17 , 11

4, 1

5 3

28 17,

55 22
34. 14

10 5

1 1 '
10 5 ,

28 15

55 37

(166) (134)

Per Cent
returned

11 11 8%'

6 6 5

49 49 39
20 . 20 / 17

:1.

80 8V 65

(255) (185) 4133)

26 26 23
13 , 13 ' 8

. 16 8 (50%) , 7 .

20/ 20 14

/V 15 (20%) 11

i A 8, 18 9

/16 16 10 '
28 . 28 22
41 41 \ 29

(53.7)

75.0
64.7
25.0
60.0
60.7

- 40.0
41.2
50.0

100.0
.50:0
53.6
67.3

(80.7)

72.7
83.3
79.6
85.0
81.2

(71.9)

88.5
61.5
87.5
70.0
73.3
50.0
62.5
78.6
.70.7

ri 194
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Exhibit A.2 (Continued)

The Sample, By Institution and By Field: Total Number of
Graduates (1950-1958) in Fie las, Selected, for Study,

'`Ctuestionnaites Distributed, Number Returned
and Per Cent Returned, Respectively' -

Institution
and Field

Number of
graduates
(1950-58)

Louisiana State Univ.

Botany
'Microbiology
Zoology
Physics' '
Chemistry
Epgineering
Psychology
Sociology
Economics
History
English

(215)

33
9

16
18
51
13 .
11
23

9
14
18

Univ. of Tennessee r (174)

Zoology 12
Physics 31
Chemistry 64
Engineering 16
Psychology 51

University of Florida (151) \

Biology,' general' 32
Chemistry 80
Engineering 14
Economics 1.1
History 14

University of -Virginia (180)

Biology, general . 26
Chemistry , 74
Political Science 10
Economics 27
History 34
Foreign Languages 9

No. question-
naires distn-

buted

(215)

33
9 ,

16
18
51
13
11
23

9
14
18

(172)

12
30
63
16
51

(151).

32
, 80

. 14
11'
14

(173)

A
68 -
10
27
34

8

195

197

Number of
returns

Per cent
returned.

c.

'(130)

19
5
9
9

27
.,
9

(60.5)

57.6
55.6
56.2
50.0
52.9
69.2

7 63.6
18 78.3

6 66.7
10 71.4
11 61.1

, .

(126) (73.2)
)-.

8 75.0
22 73.3
47 74.6
11 68.8
38 74.5

(123) (81.4)

27 84.4
62 '77.5
14 100.0
8 , 72.7

12 85.7
. / .

(118) . (68.2)

18 69.2
46 67.6

8 80.0
17 62.9
26 76.5

3 37.5



Exhibit A:2 (Continued)

The Sample, By Institution and By Field: Total Number of
Graduates j(1950 -1958) in Fields Selected for Study,

Questionnaires Distributed, Number Returned
and Per Cent Returned, Respectivel .s.

Institution
and Field

Number of
graduates
(1950-58)

No. question-
naires distri

buted

Number of
returns

Per cent
returned

University of Delaware

Microbiology
Zoology
Chemistry
Engineering

Florida State Univ.

(168)

1

1

.125
41

4100) -

(168)

1

1

125
41

(1003

4(91)

1

1

62
27

(75)
-

10
100.0 ,

49.6
65.8 o.

(75.0)

Zoology 6 .6 4 66.7
Mathematics 3 2 66.7
Physics 2 1 50.0
Chemistry 31 31 ' . 24 77.4
Psychology 32 32' ' 25 78.1
Sociology 15 15 12 80.0
Foreign Languages 5 5 3 60.0
English . . 6 6 4 66,7

North,Carolina State (88) (78) (67) (85.9)

Botany 8 8 7 87.5
. Mathemagcs. 41 .35 33 943

Engineeirg 26 23 17 73:9
Economics 13 12 10 83.3

Texas A & M (65) (65) (57) (87.7)

Zoology . 1 7 7 ' 7 100.0
Physics 11 11 11 100.0
Chemistry 18 18 14 77.8.
Engineering 29 29 25 86.2

,Oklahoma, Univ;. ltd (116) (116) (56) (48.3) °

.Zoology 18 - 18 7 38.9*
Mathematics .11 11 7 63.6
Physics 21 21 12 57.1
Psychplogiy 29 29 14 48.3
Htory 16 16 9 56.2
English 21 21

-
33.3

r
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Exhibit A.2 (Concluded)

The Sample, By Institution and By Field: Total Number of
,Graduates (1950-1958) in Fields Selected for Study,

.,,,Q4estionnaires' Distributed, Number Returned
and Per Cent Returned, Itspectively

Number of No. questio n- Number of Per cent
Institution graduates mires distri- returns returnedand Field *, (1950-58) buted

Virginia Poly. Institute (59) (59) (50) (84.7)
Zoology 2 2 1 50.0
Mathematics. 15 15 15 100.0
Chemistry 12 12 10 83.3
Engineering 30 30 24 80.0

West Virginia Univ. '(46) (46) (42). (91.3)
Chemistry 19 19 '16 84.2
Engineering 19 19 19 100.0
Hi Story 8 8 7 87.5

i
Oklahoma State Univ. (63,) (61)- (36) (59.0)

Zoology 23 23 11 45.8
Chemistry .30 28 18 64.3
English 10 10 7 70.0

1
George Peabody College (55) (53) (38) (71.7)

Mathematics 14 14 10 71.4
Psychology 13 12 8 66.7
History 15 15 12 80.0
English IIK 13 12 8 66.7

Ga. Inst. Technology (53) (53) (35) ' (66.0)
Chemistry

4. 19 19 , 13 68.4
Engineering 34 34 22 64.7

University of Arkansas (25) (24) (24) (100.0)
N

\1Chemistry 18 18 18 100.0'l
English 7 . 6' 6 100.0

-Texas Tech. College (13) (13) (13) (100.0)
ChChemistry 2

,
2 2 100.0

Psychology 1 1 1 '100.0
History 5 5 5 100.0.
English 5 5 5 100.0
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Exhibit A.3
Composition of the Sample, By Field and By Institution, As Classified for

Purposes of Analysis and Total Response Rate for Each Institution

Percent , Biol.
Instituti-On Return Bot. Mier. Zool. Misc.. Math. Phys. Chem. Ellin. Psy. Soc.

Texas (78.4) 6 28° 10 10 26 27 10
Maryland ' (75.8) 33 29 1' 11 36 32
Kentucky (87.1) 8 1 13 20 5 , 46 7
Vanderbilt (54.6) 5, 6 6 2 3 17 21 1.4 5
North Carplina (8 L2) 8 5, 39
Duke (71.9) 23 8 = 1 7 14 11 9 10
L. S. U. (60.5) 19 5 9 -3 ,-- 9 24 ? 7 18
Tennessee -.. (73.2) = 8 22 47 11 38
Florida (81.4) le.- ' 30 = 59 14
Virginia (68.2) -7-. - 18 46
Delaware (54.2) 1 1 1

. 61 27
F. S.J.J. (75.0) 4 3 2 1 21 - 25 ' 12
NI C. State (85.9) 7 3 30 5 12 )
Texas A & M (87.7) -- 7 ' . 11 . 14 25 4
Oklahoma (48.3) 7 7 12 1 -14
V. P. I. (84.7) 1 p.15. 10 24
W. Virginia " (9.1.3) 16 19
Peabody . (71.7) 10- 8
Oklahoma State (59.0) .=- 11 1 - - 17 7.
Georgia Tech (66.0) , -:-. 13 22
Arkansas . (100.0) 1 17
Texas Tech (100.0) ' 1 - - 1 - 1 - ,
All Institutions (71.2) 101 85 67 83 .131' 124 414' 175 194101
Note: Institutions distributed questionnaires to graduates in selected fields.""Per cent return" based on the total number ofquestion-

naires distributed. Empry University (not lisfed) administered a preliminary form of b questionnaire to graduates in chemistry
and history. .1 ...

a Biosciences, Misc. includes Biology, general; Biochemistry; and Physiology.
2 0 O.,

Pol.
Scl. Econ. Hist. Lang. Engl. Total

18 .

1

17
.22

11 18
5 15

29

16 '.1
9

13
37

-64 1--

152
150
142
137

- 134
133

6 10 11 130'

8 12 11 61223

13 17 g6 3 -- 118
-,--- 91

3 4 75'- 10- - ,.-
67
57

9 7 56
50

7 42
-- 12 8 38

36
35

_.- - 5
6
'5

24
13

66 57 143 86 102 1929



Exhibit A.4

Sex of Respondents, by Field ti

Field (N)
Male Female

Number Per cent Number Per cent
\ .,

Biosciences 336 )19\___ 95.0 17 5.0
'Botany 101 95 94.1 6 5.9 (10.6) *Microbiology 85 79 93.0 6 7.0 (12.7)

. Zoology 67 67 100.0 - 0 0.0 (10.1)Other
BlosCiences 83 78 1 94.0 5 6.0 (6.2)

'Phys. Sciences 844 830 98.4 : 14 1 1.6

Mathematics 131 127 97.0 4 3.0 (4.8)Physics 123: 99.2 ( 1 0.8, (1.9)Chemistry 414 405 97.8 9 ,2.2 (4.3)Engineering 175 175 100.0 0 0.0 (0.2)
Social Sciences 418' 389 93.1 29 6.9v -

. Psychology 194 1113 4.3 11 . 5.7. (12.7)Sociology 101 i 86.1 14 13.9 (13.3)Pol. Sci.
Economics

66
57

6
57

93.9
100.0 '

.
4

1 0
' 6.1 (5.91

0.0 (4.67
Humanities 331 277 83.7' 54 16.3 -

History 143 132 92.3 t 11 7.7 (9.0) ,Languages 86 68 79.1 18 20.9 (21.4)English 102 77 75.5 25 24.5 (18.0)
All Fields i929 1815 94.1 114 5.9

I ,
*Numbers in parentheses indicate percentage of women, nationally, receivingthe Ph.D. in each field during the period 1950-195'4 (NASLNRC, 1963).

d
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Exhibit A.5
A

Distribution of Respondents According .to General _Type and
Location of Employing 'Institution or Agency, By Field

(In P'er Cent)

Field 4(N)

Employed by college
or university

Other type of
employer

All types of -
employers

South Non-South 'South* Non-South Soah Non South

Biosciences 336 40.5 25.0 .22.3 12.2 62.8 37.2

Botany 101 35.6 27.7 X1.,7 5.0 67.3 32.7
Microbiology 85 29.4 27.1 22.4 21.1 51.8 48.2
Zoology 67 4,7.8 -22.4 16.4 13.4 64.2 34.8
Other 4 83 51.8 21.7 15.7 10.8 , 67.5 32.5

Physical Sciences 844 21.1 12.1 37.2 29.6 58.3 41.7

Mathematics 131 41.2 27:5 17.6 13.7 58.8 41.2
Physics 124 '21.0 17.7 33.9 27.4 54.9 45.1
Chemistry 414 16.2 7.5 41.0 35.3 57-2 42.8
Engineering 175 17.7 7.4 45.2 29:7 62.9 37.1

Social Sciences 418 41.2 16.7 , 28:2 13.9 .69.4 30.6

Psychology .194 19.1 8.2' '47.9 24.8 67.0 33.0
Sociology 101 58.4' 24.8 13.9 2.9 t 72.3 Z7.7
Political Sci. 66 60.6 33.3 - 6.1 60.6 39.4
Economics 57 63.1 12.3 19.3 5.3 82.4 17.6

Humanities 331 . 63.7 26.6 7.6 2.1 )1.3 28.7

History 143 60.1 28.7 8.4 2.8 68.5 31.5
Language 86 64.0 27.9 8.1 72.1 27,9
English 102 68.6 22.6 5.9 2.9 74.5 25.5

All Fields 1929 36.1 17.8 . 27.6N: 18.5 43.7 36.3

Sixteen SREB compact states.
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APPENDIX
'COMPARATIVE DATA ON BA-PHD TIME LAPSE

FOR SELECTED, FIELDS, PERIODS,
AND GROUPS

Exhibit B.1

Comparison of Bachelor's-to-Doctorate Time Lapse Percentiles,
by`Field, for all Southern Region Graduates, 1950-156,

and for Graduates in the Study Sample, 1950-1958

Bachelor's to doctorate time lapse (in years)
Field* All Southern region (1950-56)** Study sample (1950-58)

(N) P25 P P Mean (N) P 13; P Mean

Botany (144) 5.2 7.6 10.4 8.7 (96) 5.1 7.2 10.5 8.8

Micro. (125.) 4.8 _6.4 10.8 8.4 (80) 5.2 6.8 10.0 8.2

Zoology (234) 5.0 7.9 11.6 8.9 (67) 5.6 8.1 10.4 9.1

Math. (247) 5.6 8.8 13.2 10.1 (124) 5.8 . 8.9 14.0 10.4

Physics (433) 4.8 6.9 10.0 8.1 (122) 5.8 7.6 10.6 ' 8.6
. ,

Chem. (1046) 4.4 5.8 8.6 7.1 (398) 4.5 6.0 8.5 7.2

- Engin. ,(362)" 5.4 '3,9 11.4 8.9 (171) 4.7 4.6 9.7 .7.8 4,04.4.

Psych. (46q. 4.8 6.0 9.0 7.8 (190) 5.2 6.4 84 7.4
Socio. (123) 6.2 .9.7 15:2 11.2 (95) 6.3 8.9 13.4 10.8

Pol. Sci. (109) 5..8 8.0 12.3 9.8 (63) 6,.8 9.8 13.0 10.9

Econ. (204) 6.0 9.6.1,3.7 10:5 (55) 7.0 , 9.9 15.1 H.

History (336)' 6.6 fox, 15.2. 11.4 (142). 7.0 915.9 11.8
.

Lang. (165)' 6.3 11.3 14.9 12.1 (81) 7.8 11.16.2 12.6
4 .

English) (355) 6.8 11.8 17.9 13.0 (99) 8.2 12.6 18.1
0

14.1
. .

*Data for the category, "Other Biosciences," are not included here.
**These data based cespecial tabulations- provided by the National Research

Council. 'Essentially all Aoctoral graduates in the designated fields for the
period under consideration were represented in these tabulations.
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Exhibit
BA -PHD Time Lapse Data for the Nation'atd for. the

Southern Region, Selected Periods and Fields

Field Period
Time-Lapse Percentiles

P25 P56 P75

. -
Field Period

' Time-Lapse Percenile
P25 P50 P75

All Sciences - EConomics
U. S. 1936-45* 3.5 5.2 8.1. 4, U. SP, .1936-40 6.2 , 9.3 = 13.9
U. S. 946:50*' 5.1 . 7.1 . 9.6 U. S. 1946-50. 7.7 10.5 14.2
SREB 1950-56** 4.8 76.8 10.4 SREB .1950-56 6.0 9.6 13.7

1950-58# 5.1 6.8 9.9 . SREB 1950-5.8` 7.0 9.9 15.1
4

_SREB
Psychology History

D. S. 1936-40 4.6 . 6.6 11.2 U.S t ; 1936-40 6.3 9.8 14.3-"
ts)
O
ts)

U. S. 1946-50
SREB 4950-56 .

5.7
4.8

8.4
6.0

14.5
9.0

. U. S. 1946-50
SREB 1950-56

8.0
.6.6

,

,'
10.6
10.0

14.6
1.5.2

SREB 1950-58 5.2 6.4 . 8..5 . SREB 1950:58 7;0 9.9 15.9
Sociology Foreign Languages

JJ. S. 1936-40 6.4 9.6 13.5 U. S. .1936-40 6.0 9.3 14.2

-
'U. S. 1946-50
SREB 1950-56

8:5
6.2

11.4
9.7

15.1
15.2

U. S. 1946-50
SREB 1950-56

8,6
6.3

12.4 .

11.3
17.3
14:9

. SREB 1950-58
Political Science

6.3 8.9 -13.4 'SREB 1950-58
English;

7.8 11.1 16.2-,

U. S. 1936-40 5.4 8.0 , U. S. 1936-40 7.2 . f4.7
U. S. 1946-50 7.1, 9.0 12:7 U.S. 1946-50 8.6 11.6 16.2
SREB 1950-56, 5.8 8.0 SREB 1950-5,6 6.8 11..g 17.9
SREB 1950-58 6.8 9.8

g
13 0 - , SREB, 1950 -58 - ° 8.2 12.6 18.2

11.

*U. S. percentiles for sciences from NAS-NRC Publication-No. 382 (1955); for other fields from NAS-NRC Publication No. 460
(1956).

**Special tabulation, of NRC data for essentially all graduates of institutions located in SREB states.
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BA-PHD Time Lapse: Means for the Nation and for the
,Southern Rtgion, Selected Fields add Periods

Exhibit B.3

Field

All graduates, South, 1950-564 All graduates, Study
United States sample,"Established" "Emergent" All South,doctoral doctoral `gradu-

institutions' institutions ates 1950-1959b 1950-58

Pfiysical Sciences
Mathematics
Physics
Chemistry --,,

Earth Sciences
Engineering,.

Biosciences

(8.0)
10.6
7.8
7.1
8.7
9.1

(8.4)

(7.9)
8.9

k0.9
7.0
*
8.7

(9.4)

(8.0) (7.4)--
10.1 8.3 ,,

8.1 7.4
7:1 6.6
8.6. 8.1
8.9 8.1

(8.7) (8.3)

(8.0) .
10.4

8.6
7.2-
'7.8

(8.6)
1 Agriculture -8.2 8.8 8.6 8.6 -

Bot any 8.8 8.2 8-.7 7.9 8.8
Biochemistry,

...
- Genetics -

7.9.
*

- 7.9
10.2

-1.9 7.4
9.4 _ - --

Microbiology 8.1 10.0 8.4 8.1 8.2
Physiology 7.1. 7.7 ,

,,,

7.3 'lc 8.1 -
Zoology 8.5 9.9 8.9 , 8.4 9.1/
Miscellaneous 876 9.9 9.2 ,,... 8.2 8.2
Medical Sciences 9.0 * -* 9.1 10.1 . -7

Soeial Sciences (9.9) (9.1) C9.8) (10.0) (9.3)
Sociology 11.1 11.8 1-2.2 14.3 '10.8 "f.Economics 10.6 10.1 10.5 10.5, -
Om/PTV
History

10.5
1i.5.

*
10.8

11.2 12.Q
11.4 11.1 ,

-
11.8

-Political Science
/iychology

49.9
7,7

.'''
7.9

9.8- 0.5
7.8 .5

10.9
7.4

Humanities (12.3) (13.0) (12.4)
Business A 12.7 * 41.9 .11.7
Foreign Languages 11.6- -15.4 12.1 12.0 12.6
English `12.9 14.0 13.0 12.0 14.1
Arts and Music 13.6 '/13.7 13.7 -- -
Philosophy 7.4 - 10.0
Religion 11.1 - 11.1 12.5
Speech 15.4. * 14.3 . 14.2
Other 9.9 12.4 11.0 12.1

Education (15.0) (15.8) (15.2) . (15.2) ' ^I_

a Based on special tabulations of data by the National Research Council, Office
of Scientific Personnel for all graduates of Southern institutions. "Established"
institutions ate those which granted more than 50 doctprates, 1936-1950;
"emergent" institutions are those which granted fewer than -50 doctorates,
1936-1950: Asterisk means less than,10 cases.

b Doctorate Production in United States Universities, 1920-1962 (NAS-NRC,
1963, pp. 20-21) .
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APPENDIX C

TABULAR SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS
0 TABLE C-1

Data Descriptive of the Course, Duration and Selected
Concomitants of Doctoral Preparation: A Summary'

of Findings By Broad Academic Area

Variable°
Phys Bio Soc Human -
sel sci ities

Time taken to attain the doctorate
r BA-PHD time lapse, median years 6.7* 7.2 7.7* 11.2

"Interquartile fange (in years)** 5.0* 4.6 5.2* 9.5,
Entry-PHD time lapse, median years 5.4* 5.8 6.4* 9.0

Interquartile range (in years)** 3.9* 3.8 4.5* 7.5
MA -PHD time lapse, median years 3.8* 4.1 4.6* 6.7
Graduate attendance, total -,(mdn., calendar yr. equiv.) = 4.3 4.4 3.8 3.9

Interquartile range (in years)! *., 1.7 1.7 1.5 1.6
Graduate attendance, doctoral

institution only (median) 3.7 3.6 3.1 3.2
PredoctOral employment including

military service but exclusive of
graduate appointments
(% reporting) 72 74 85 , 91

-Predoctardl employment, median in .--,

years, f.t.e ' 2.9* 2.5 3A* 6A
Age at time of degree conferral

(median yrs.) 29.3'4 31.0 31.5* 33.7
s Career orientation of graduates

Predoctoral employment in college -
teaching (%) 35* 32 . 44* 70

Predoctoral employment in "other ,
teaching" (%) . 8* 12 14 41

Yrs. of predoctoral employment in
\---....)teaching service as a per cent of

total years employed 39* 41 47* 68
Yrs. of predoCtoral employment in

other professional service as a .
per cent of total years employed* 41* , 32 28* 8

Postdoctoral employer was college
or university (% ) 33* 66 - 58' 4 90

Principal duties in postdoctoral .employment (%): .

Research and/or research -
administration 59* 34 .,19 2c Teaching and research 10* 31 418* 5

Teaching and/or academic
administration 19* 25, 38* 86

Other duties 12* 10 25* 7
Goal development at time of
college graduation

Definite 'plans for graduate study ( %). 74 72 75 66
Definite interest in the field which

became Ph.D. major (%) 83 69 71 73
6 Earning the Ph.D. degree was a

(reunite personal goal (% ) 31* 25* 30* 25*
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TABL C-1, con's.

Data Descriptive of th Course, Duration, and Selected
Concomitants of Doctoral Preparation: A Summary

of Findings By Broad Academic Area

Variable
Phys

scl
Bio
scl

See
sci

Human-
ities

Continuity of the doctoral preparation
process

Delayed entry into
graduate school (%) 33* 33 32* 40

"Discontinuity of graduate attendance" -
cited as a lengthening influence t
(% of giaduates). 27 25 37 46

One or mere interruptions in graduate
attendance prior to completing course .

and residence requirements (%) 29* 31 40* 58 ,
Earned a master's degree (%) 82* 89 87* 95
Interrupted study following conferral

of the master's ( %) 23* 30 32* 46
Institutional attendance arid degree

pattern: (

Attended only one graduate
school---7Ph.D. only (%) 16 10 12* 2

Attended only,one graduate
schoolMA and Ph.D. (%) 43. 39* t 30 40

Attended two graduate schools'
MA at 1st, Ph.D. At 2nd (%) 28 39* 37* 28

Attended two or more graduate
schools with some non-41,egrge,-
woAAt. ep,s9r morn (%) 13* 13 20 29*

"Trartirerrinf Trom,one graduate insti-
tution to another cited as length-
ening factor (%) , 22 - 22 22 20

"Lack of coordination between begin-
ning and advanced stages of study"
cited as lengthening factor (%) 24

\_,_
19 33 20

"Changes in field during graduate
study' cited as lengthening
factor (%) 9* iY.,.! , I 1

"Completion of the dissertation off-
campus during period of full-time
employment" cited as a lengthen- :

ing factor (%) 18* 19 37* 45
Financing Graduate Study

"Financial problems" cited as a
lengthening factor (%) 23 25 32 35

Leading sources of financial support
,

_ (% rating each source as of "major"
importanceadvanced period of
study):
Veterans' benefits , 18 ' 24 32 3j
Teaching assistantships 27 30 20, 37
Research assistantships 31 33 20 6
Earnings of spouse 17 20 22 20
Fellowship awards (non-duty

stipends) 21 17 13 15
Personal Savings 7 0 8 *1 15
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TABLE- C-I, cOn't.

Data Descriptive of the Course, Duration, and Selected
Concomitants of Doctoral Preparation: A Summary

of Findings By Broad Academic Area

Variable
Phys

sci
Bio
Sc!

Soc
sci

Human-
ities

Financing graduate study, con's.
Per cent reporting a teaching assistant-

ship
Mean number of semesters

Per cent reporting a research assistant-
ship ..

Mean number of semesters
Per cent holding any type of

appointment on more than
"a half-time basis"

"Work as a research assistant" cited
as a factor increasing time taken
to get the degree (%)

"Work as a teaching assistant" cited
as a factor increasing time taken' ,
to get the degree (%)

Per cent reporting one or more
fellowship grants

Total value of all grants
(mean $'s per recipient)

Family obligations
"Family obligations" cited as a

factor increasing time taken to'
get the degree (%) .

Per cent of graduates reporting 2 or .
more dependents: r
at beginning of graduate study
at beginning of the Ph.D. phase

of graduate study . <

at time of degree conferral
Meeting the research requirement

"Nature of the dissertation problem" .
cited as a lengthening factor (%) t

"Writing the dissertation off-campus <

during a period of full-time employ-
ment" a lengthening factor (9'o )

"Changes in the dissertation topic
after sonic work already com-
pleted" a lengthening factor (%)

"Changes in the membership of the
dissertation cominit?ee" cited as a
lengthening factor (%)

Median yrs. of graduate attendance
before gaining formal approval of
a dissertation topic

Time lapse, topic approval to
completion (mean yrs,)

69
5.6

49
6.1

33

11

36

40

$3000

21

15

32 .
51

28

18

16

4

2.7

1.9

63
5.6

54
6.4

29

13

36

:.34

3360

19

17'

39
56

34

' 19

12.,

5

'2.5

2.2

'1/4

..

51
4.0

44
4.3

28

12

18

36

1980

25 <

17

36
60

31 .

37

15

13

2.8

' 1.7*

-

67
5\.6

15
2.9

18

5

34

49

1700

29

14

26
44

32

o.

45

12

7

2.5

2.7

I
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TABLE con't.

Data Descriptive of the Course, Duration, and Selected
Concomitants of`DociOral Preparation: A Summary

of Findings By Broad Academic Area

Variable -, Phys
sci

Bio
sci

Meeting the researchrequirement, con't.
Per cent requiring 3 calendar years or

more 14. .1q
Per cent in attendance 2 or more yrs.

after topic approved 28
Per cent employe& full -time 2 or

,... more yrs. whileompleting the *
dissertation (%) . , 11 15

WI Irk as a research assistant was
directly applied tothe dissertation
(% reporting) 38 33

Meeting the language requirement
"Inadequate undergraduate preparation

in foreign languages" &ited as a
factor increasing time taken to get
the degree (%) 22 23

Speciafpreparation required ita order
to meet proficiency requirements
(any language)in per cent 75 80 -;Per cent requiring special prepara-
tion in German 56. 59

Per cent studying German as an
undergraduate - 65 64

Adequacy of undergraduate preparation '

' "Inadequate undergraduate preparation
in the graduate field, of specialization"
cited as a lengthening factor (%) 23 23'

Soc Human-
scl ;tics

13* 35

4* 15

16* ._ 30

16 2

38 3z***

86----8Q***

74 73.***

37 39***

26 .18

A single asterisk denotes considerable subfield variability. For social science entries,
the major deviant is psychology and for physical science entries, the major deviant is
mathematics. In respect to the majority of variables under consideration, data for psychol-
ogy are similar to data for the physical science fields whereas data for mathematics are
similar to data for social science fields. Thus, distuntions,,between physical sciences and
social sciences are to some extent attenuated by the devianflivbehaviee of only two of the
eight disciplities Involved, although major trends In the data, by broad academic area, are
not altered.

The interquartil.ae range Indicates the number of y(Mrs required to account for the
middle 50 per cent °Mlle cases in ,a distribution. Thus, for example, with respect to entry-
PHD.time lapse among humanities graduates, after the fastest fourth had completed their
programs, another 7.5 years were required to account for the next 50 per, cent' of the
graduate.

Data for foreign language graduates are not Included.
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f TABLE C-

Factors Associated With Among- field Differences -

in Time Lapse: A Correlation SummarS,

Variable

Other measures of "duration"
Mean entry-PHD time lapse ..98
Mean MA-PHI) time lapse ... .97
Interquartile range (entry-PHD time lapse) .92**

Characteristic career orientation of graduates in field
Incidence of predoctoral employment in college teaching .93
Per cent of total predoctoral employment in teaching.servi .-85
Per cent of total predoctoral employment in other profession

service .86 °
Per cent of graduates reporting postdoctoral duties as "teachin

and/or academic administration"no research duties repo .89
Graduate attendance,

Mean years of graduate attendance (total) 36
Mean. years of graduate attendance (full-time) 3
Proportion of graduate attendance which was full-time ' 8
Per cent of graduates attending 3-5 summer session

4,0*,,
Continuity of progress toward the doc torate

"Discontinuity of attendance" cited as "length-ening" factor (% ) .83
Interruption(s) in attendance prior to completion of course and

residence requirements (per cent of graduates reporting) .96
- Interruption following conferral of the master's degree (%) .91

Attended two or more graduate schools with some non-degree
work at one or more, (pr cent of graduates) .68

Delayed entry into graduate school (per cent reporting) .44

Goal development at time of College graduation (% reporting)
a Definite interest in field which became Ph.D. major .48 -

Definite personal goal to pursue graduate study .52
Definite personal goal to work toward the Ph.D:- .37

Rank correlation
(rho) with-BA -PHI)

time-lapse means

Financial ass'istance. and support, c .

Per cent of graduates attributing some lengthening influence
to "financial problems" .72

Reported one or more fellowship grants (% ) .. .16:
Average value of grants reported (mean $'s per recipient) .53 -
Per cent holding research assistantship(s) .50
Per cent

6
in field holding %aching assistantships(s) .13

,209,-
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TABLE C-2, con't.

Factors Associated With Among-Field Differences
in Time Lapse: A Correlational.Summary

Variable
Rank correlation

(rho) with BA-PHD
ume-lapse means

.., ,..

Factors related to thd dissertation and research
.,s,'

Per cent of graduates attributing some lengthening influence
to "writing the dissertation off-campus .. ." .81**

Per centiof graduates employed 2 or more years after topic
approval .90

Per cent of ;p-aduates in residence 2 or more lyears
after

topic apprbwal' .. -:-.41
. , tine lapse/ 100c approval to copipletion of dissertation

Orman yea) .73

Family obligOons and health problems -

.Per cent of 6aduates attributing some lengthening influence
to "familY"bbligations" .62

Per cent of graduates attributing some lengthening influence
to "health problems" .49

Ail coefficients based on 15 pairs of ranks. Fields were ranked In descending -order
with respect to BA-PHD tune-lapse means and with respect to each of the variables indi-
cated. Coefficients reflect degree of correspondence between the two sets of ranks.

**In k this initnce, fields were ranked in terms of median entry-PHD time ilapse, not
A-PHD means as for other comparisons. ,
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TABLE -.3"

.
Cdntrasts Between "Faster" and "Slower" Subgro9ps

Within Each of Two Disciplinary Categories

Variable
"Faster" subgroup "Slower" subgroup
Physical Human- Physical Human-
sciences ities sciences Ines

Graduate attendance and predoctoral
employment, .

""%weemo-Some predoctoral employment reported 52 - 82 93 , 98
Mean years of predoctoral employment 1.3 yrs. 3.8.yrs. 6.4 yrs. 12.7 yrs.
More than 4.0 years of graduate

attendance . 50 37 73 58
More than 1.0 year of part-time . .attendance 22 25 45 33

.Types of duties in postdoctoral employment
Research and/or research administration 65 (24)!* 54 (22)**
Teaching and research 10 (22)** 10 ( 8)**
Teaching, academic administration, or

other 25 (49) ** 36 (70) **
Continuity of progress toward the doctorate

Entered graduate school without delay 87
Completed course and residence re-

quirements without interruption(s)
in attendance 92

I No change in major, bachelor's and
doctorate study 78

Goal development at time of bachelor's
cThgree

Definite plans for graduate study , 88
Defiriite interest in the field that

became the Ph.D. major 89_
Definite personal goal to work toward

the Ph.D. 44

',Patterns of financial assistance and . t

, support iSources of income of major importance -=-, ,
Ph.D. phase V
-Research assistantship 36
Fellowship grants ' 29
Earnings of spouse - ° 21
Teaching assistantship 27
EmployMent unrelated to graduate
program , . 7

Personal savings 4
Veteran's benefits 13

Held a research assistantship 58
Held a graduate appointment but

not research / 33
Held no graduate appointment of

any kind , 9

72

56,

72

/7

79

33

10
21
25
41

5
12
28

20

63

17

, ",

...

48

50-,,'=

70

62.

79

19

25
14.
13
27

17
9

24
40

44.

15

47

27

62

57

73

19

3

1O
16
30

11
19
34

11

67

22

t....

-^P1)12"-
1-.:

,

4

.'

4\,

1'212



,TABLE C-3, co

Contrasts Between "Faster" and "Slower" Su coups
Within Each of Two Disciplinity Categories

Variable
"Faster'
Physical
sciences

subgroup* "Slower" subgroup
Human-

ities
Physical Human-
sciences ides

%

Timing of dissertation research and
completion of the prelinaga....e..,

.examination l T ,

Dissertation topic formlnialhiroved
before 12th quarter of graduate

,-

study , , 72 74 47 66
Preliminary` exams completed before -

12th quarter of graduate study, 75 63 53 44
Completed the dissertation in less than

2 years following formal approval
43Mopic 1 58 46 52 37

Need for special preparation in foreign
- languages.

Special preparation needed to qualify . ,.
in German 53 68 58 80

Family status
4

2 or more dependents at beginning of
graduate study , 14. 10 ` 17
or more dependents at beginning,of
Ph.D. phase of 'graduate progratit 23 19 42 34

2 or more dependents when degree
was conferred 41 36 61 53

The faster groups consist of individuals who attain
age tune (median BA-PHD) for their respective fields; th
than the average amount of of time to get the degree.
-- Data for economics and psychology graduates are
poses since these were the only fields outside the natural
of, cases reporting "research" as one of the principal dut
Daia, for foreign language graduates omitted.SI-

the doctorate in less than aver-
se the slower group took more

serted here for comparative pur-
iencesi with a workable number
in postdoctoral employment.
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